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A

blend of quantitative and qualitative field-based research,

this participatory

study explores the state of Adult Basic Education mathematics, identifying and

examining factors
Massachusetts.

that influence

in

ABE

classrooms across

Referencing literature on current reform movements

mathematics education and
the existing

math instruction

ABE

literature

in

formal

on adult learning theory and research, patterns

mathematics instructional context

that

in

might support or oppose

future reform are identified.

To

create an accurate and detailed picture of the adult basic education learning

environment
context: the

this study

explores five key aspects of the mathematics instructional

program context,

the instructional environment, the

ABE

math

instructor,

in math
the adult learner, and the content, curriculum and support materials used

vii

instruction.

Practitioners within Massachusetts and across the United
States

contributed to the design of the study and analysis of the data.

Information was gathered in two phases.

programs and instructors involved

in

math

The

first

instruction.

involved a survey of the
In the second, a representative

case sample of 15 programs was selected and interviews were conducted with 17
individual instructors and 13 focus groups of learners (49).

In addition, classes

were

observed and materials were collected from each program.

Selected themes that emerge include:

•

the general lack of support for

•

the need for flexible staff development and curriculum support options to

accommodate
•

math instruction

the diversity existing in the

ABE

in

ABE

programs;

math community;

instructor and learner initial anxiety concerning math (and

its

effect

on

leaming/instruction);

•

learners increased self-confidence

•

the perceived effectiveness of reality-based, hands-on, and collaborative
activities in learning

•

is

triggered by mastering

math

activities;

math;

the prevalence of multi-level math classes poses serious challenges for
instructors;

•

the discrepancy between use (high) and perceived usefulness (low) of

standardized assessment tools;

•

information gathered from those within the learning environment proves to be

most accurate;

•

given information, opportunity, and support,

towards change;

viii

ABE

math instructors gravitate

•

recommendations for instruction emerging from adult learning theory support
reform and existing structures.

The

study concludes by providing recommendations for reform efforts, staff

development and

training,

and development of math curricula, materials and

approaches to assessment.
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Skills

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH

Introduction

This dissertation describes the results of a participatory field-based research
activity undertaken to explore the status of Adult Basic Education

and

to identify

and examine factors

across Massachusetts.

that influence

(ABE) mathematics

math instruction

Literature on current reform

movements

ABE

in

in formal

classrooms

mathematics

education and literature on adult learning theory and research are referenced and
utilized to identify patterns in the existing

ABE

mathematics instructional context

that

might support or oppose future reform.

To

create an accurate and detailed picture of the adult basic education learning

environment for mathematics

in the

surveyed programs within the

state

quantitative data, patterns

emerged

were developed based on these

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and

their

math

instructors.

From

that merited further exploration.

patterns and profiles and

representative case sample for qualitative exploration.

were used

the study

these

Selection criteria

to identify a

For each program within the

case study sample, instructors and learners were interviewed and math classes were

1

2

observed

Thus, information was collected on programs,
instructors,

at least twice.

learners, content, curriculum, materials and

math

instruction.

Representing the exploration of a topic long ignored

document provides a description of

the design and structure of the study and shares

the findings from this unique undertaking.

As a

practitioner perspectives and participatory in

recommendations from

this

in adult basic education, this

its

research activity that grounded in

implementation, the findings and

study have already proved useful.

Statement of The Problem

In the

move from an

industrial to an information society,

meaning of education and ‘being educated’

was able

work

to

shift

before our eyes.

its

is

who
no

in today’s society.

active participants to have a new,

sophisticated understanding of mathematics.

classes have

begun

to address

many of

staff

working within

ABE

more

While Adult Basic Education (ABE)

the literacy needs of today’s adult population,

the third "R" that most often receives minimal attention.

2,000

individual

not only the required level of reading and writing skills that has increased.

Today’s information society requires

it is

The

seen the

effectively in the industrial environment of previous decades

longer sufficiently literate and numerate to participate fully

It is

we have

programs

in the state

In 1992, of the roughly

of Massachusetts only 104

3

claimed mathematics as an area of interest compared with the estimated
500
involved in mathematics instruction.

recognize that math instruction

is

a

1

In fact, administrators of

ABE

low and occasionally non-existent

who were

programs
priority in

most

English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) 2 and basic education classes,
especially

when

it

involves instruction that extends beyond basic computational

Further, while volunteers and instructors working with

ABE

in

skills.

Massachusetts

regularly receive training in teaching reading or language skills, training for teaching

mathematics
should

is

a very

move beyond

new phenomenon. 3 The

ideas that mathematics instruction

basic computation and arithmetic or that instructors might

require support in order to be effective facilitators of math learning seem to be seeds
that are just

One of

beginning to sprout.

the

most comprehensive studies of Adult Basic Education (Mezirow,

Darkenwald and Knox, 1975)
that significantly

identified arithmetic as a

lower emphasis was placed on developing computational

on reading and language

skills.

Though very

little

derived from the database constructed by the System
(SABES), World Education, Boston, September 1992.
1

2

ESL

ESOL,

a

major subject focus but found

more appropriate

from

than

this study relates directly to

for Adult Basic Education Support

description of the population addressed

(English as a Second Language), thus questions and references to

should be interpreted as equivalent to

skills

is still

ESL

widely referred to as

in the

study and report

ESOL.

from informal discussions with administrators during the Volunteers for the Ultimate Math
Experience (VolUME) Workshop conducted by the Commonwealth Literacy Campaign (CLC),
Bureau of Adult Education, Massachusetts Department of Education, Bentley College, Waltham, MA,
3

September

18, 1992.

4

mathematics, the mere use of the terms "arithmetic" and
"computational
a clear picture of what was considered math instruction
to this are the recent

working definitions of mathematics reported

government agencies and professional organizations
arithmetic computation.

that

some of

of Schools:

(in

in publications

SCANS,

employees

will

beyond basic

Technology Assessment noted

1991,

and

to

work

The U.S. Department of Labor

3).

The

What Work Requires

report states that:

be required to maintain records, estimate

statistical

new courses of

of

understand the complexities and technologies of

Report for America 2000.

spreadsheets or apply

or suggest

far

the specific tasks required of adult workers in

A SCANS

virtually all

to

go

In sharp contrast

to ask questions, to assimilate unfamiliar information

cooperatively in teams"

outlined

that

In 1988, the U.S. Office of

"employees must be prepared

communication,

at that time.

skills" paints

results, use
process controls as they negotiate, identify trends,

action

(SCANS

1991, xvi).

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM),

anticipating these

same

needs, developed the National Standards for the Curriculum, Evaluation and Teaching

of Mathematics (1989). The

NCTM

mathematical and computational

standards incorporate not only the basic

skills

described in the

thinking skills and personal qualities that

make up

SCANS

report, but mirror the

the three-part foundation of the

SCANS

findings considered integral to the learning of mathematics

SCANS

1991, 23).

Henry Poliak (1987), a noted

(NCTM

industrial mathematician

1989;

who

influenced both of these studies, summarized the mathematical expectations for

employees

•

in industry as follows:

the ability to set up problems with the appropriate operations;

new

5

•

knowledge of a variety of techniques

•

understanding of the underlying mathematical features of a
problem;

•

the ability to

•

work with

to

approach and work on problems;

others on problems;

the ability to see the applicability of mathematical ideas to

common and

complex problems;

•

preparation for open problem situations, since most real problems are not
well
formulated;

•

belief in the utility and value of mathematics. (Pollack, 1987 in

SCANS,

1991,

4).

In general and as a matter of national policy, adult basic education, including
literacy, basic skills, English for

preparation, has

closely linked with the issue of

Yet, less than half of

et al 1988).

writing

become more

Speakers of Other Languages, and adult secondary

minimums necessary

can handle the mathematics

The importance and

young adults have achieved the reading and

to function in today’s

(SCANS

work environment and even fewer

1991).

significance of mathematics as an active, cooperative

problem-solving activity

critical to effective adult functioning is a

reflected in national policy as well.

governors identified

all

employment (Chisman,

In

theme

that is

being

America 2000 (1991), the President and

six educational goals for the nation.

Among

these are "the need

for exceptional achievement in the area of mathematics (and science)" and "the

importance of extending the rights

The America 2000
learners as

it

strategy

emphasizes

to excellent education to

every adult American".

acknowledges the needs of the nation, economy and adult

that

85%

of the working population projected for the year

6

2000

is

already in the

work

force today (America

2000

million adult illiterates and an additional 25 million

,

23).

more

With estimates of 25

adults

who need

skills

upgrading, the task ahead extends far beyond the formal school system (America

2000, 10).
strategy

Recognition of the importance of adult education to a national education

was

further solidified with the signing of the National Literacy Act (P.L.

102-73) on July 25, 1991.

While the

NCTM

standards are currently fueling reform in mathematics

instruction in primary and secondary schools,

The

standards to adult education practices.

little

NCTM

has been done to apply these

itself

has begun to respond to this

gap with the establishment of a Task Force on Adult Mathematical Literacy.
the primary concerns addressed by this

Task Force

is

It is

well and good that there

mathematics and
numerate.

For

that a

is

NCTM

4

recognition of the need for a broader definition of

wider range of

this recognition to

skills are

required for adults to be functionally

have a significant impact on adult learners,

be translated into instructional strategies and shared with those who currently
mathematics learning

4

in

ABE

classrooms.

from informal discussions with member of

Literacy.

of

the need for research into the

learning and teaching of adult mathematical literacy and adaptation of the

standards to the adult educational context.

One

the

it

must

facilitate

Practical strategies that challenge adult

NCTM

Task Force on Adult Mathematical

7
learners and encourage development of a broader range
of mathematical skills need to

build on existing effective models.
practices, the

ABE

community must know what

about the current status of

ABE

ABE

this

and examine factors

learning theory and to

adaptation and use of

So

and

little is

known

Massachusetts or

to identify the

key factors

mathematics may be developed.

The primary purpose of

across Massachusetts.

(in

strategies

that a picture of the basic instructional

The Purpose

to identify

currently exists.

must be

first priority

mathematics instruction so

environment for

on effective

mathematics instruction

elsewhere in the country), that the
that influence

In order to build

study

is to

of the Study

explore the status of

that influence

math instruction

The secondary purpose

make recommendations

NCTM

is

for

in

ABE
ABE

mathematics and
classrooms

to relate current practice to adult

ABE

math instruction including the

Standards adapted for the adult environment.

In order to identify patterns in the existing

ABE

mathematics instructional context

that

might support or oppose future reform, exploration into several areas

We

need to know

who was

teaching (instructors),

who was

is

required.

learning (learners), where

they were learning (the program context and environment), what was being taught
(curriculum, content and support materials), and

how

it

was being taught
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(instructional practice

and assessment).

Examples of questions

that highlight these

areas include:

•

Programs What are the existing program structures and
form the environment for mathematics instruction?

•

Instructional Practices

:

and

Assessment'.

What

characteristics that

are the current instructional

and approaches utilized in ABE math classes in Massachusetts? To
what degree do instructors and learners believe that assessment mechanisms
strategies

employed accurately measure learning?

currently

•

Instructors

:

What

are the backgrounds and attitudes of

towards mathematics and

ABE

instructors

what extent do these influence instructional

to

practice?

•

•

Learners What are learner backgrounds, interests, perceptions of and opinions
on mathematics and its teaching and learning in ABE classes?
:

Curriculum, Content and Support Materials: What math content is taught and
existing curricular and support materials influence ABE math

how do

instruction?

To guide

the structure of the study and temper recommendations for change

primary sources of

literature

were reviewed.

mathematics reform encapsulated

To

in

The

first

was

such documents as the

the current

NCTM

movement

is

reviewed

which has

direct impact

in the following pages.

learning theory,

is

covered

in

The

on the problem and signifigance of

The second, more extensive

Chapter 2 of

this dissertation.

this

also used as a

source of considerations for instructional reform recommendations.

literature,

for

Standards (1989).

balance the formal, child-oriented, mathematics-focussed perspective of

reference base, literature on adult learning research and theory

two

first

this study, is

literature

on adult

9

Review of The Literature on Research

Mathematics Instruction
Basic Education

While there has been

into

significant research

in Adult

done on mathematics instruction and

learning, the focus and population of concern has been children
rather than adults.

Cross referencing adults against mathematics results
variety of library searches.

A

in

very few

search of the Educational Resources Information

Clearinghouse (ERIC) database over the past decade revealed
records that

The

first article

curricula in the early 1980’s and the extent to which
specially challenged adults (Foerch, 1986).

Educational Research Association

in

effect of using a series of television

learning and found

Math

it

to

of the 20,310

A

addresses the needs of

paper presented

November of 1985
programs

Skills Project" explored the

None of

it

considers existing math

at the

Mid-South

discusses research on the

entitled "Adult

be non-significant (Burnham, 1985).

and the implications of the study of
(Lave, 1982).

that

"adult" as a descriptor and the 3,508 records for "math", only three

list

simultaneously reference adult and math.

the "Adult

from any

titles

Math" on adult math
Jean Lave, reporting on

everyday use of mathematics by adults

situational problem-solving

on educational policy

these three documents directly addresses

ABE

mathematics

instruction in a broader descriptive sense.

A

manual review of Adult Literacy and Basic Education

revealed only 6 articles related to mathematics.

As

issues

this quarterly

from 1977-1989
publishes an

average of 10 articles per issue, mathematics can be seen to represent

less than

1.2%

10

of the professional discussion represented by

this,

one of the primary journals

associated with the field of Adult Basic Education.

These

articles share information

on adult learner math needs (Pickens, 1977), curriculum materials
(Campbell

Kulm, 1980), math anxiety (Wilson

&

Wilson, 1984; Taylor

&

Brooks, 1986) and

instructional strategies for teaching multiplication (Dorwaldt,
1989).

share neither information on the general state of
instructors and learners

ABE

on effective math practices.

&

These

articles

math instruction nor views of

This study

is

therefore a

necessary step for building a base of knowledge around adult mathematical literacy.
It is

of

clear however, that as a relatively

this study is best

new

initiative

from within the

field, the

design

informed from sources outside of adult education.

In the national policy debate, the call for reform in the teaching and learning of

mathematics has been loud and clear

in the recent past.

A

Educating Americans for the 21st Century both identified

Commission on Excellence
on PreCollege Education
earlier, the National

in

Council for Teachers of Mathematics

its

is

meant

the learning of mathematics.

(NCTM)

As

related

responded to

and Evaluation Standards

companion piece Professional Standards for

Teaching Mathematics (1989). The change

works

need (National

Mathematics, Science and Technology, 1983).

in

for School Mathematics (1989) and

in these

this

Education, 1983; National Science Board Commission

these challenges by developing and publishing Curriculum

proposed

Nation at Risk and

in standards for

mathematics instruction

to reflect the shift in societal goals with respect to

Today’s society expects mathematically

literate

workers,

11

lifelong learning, opportunity for

not considered

static;

this

end,

and an informed electorate.

Learning needs are

schools are not expected to produce definitively ‘educated

individuals’ and the emphasis

Towards

all,

it is

is

now

shifted towards a

dynamic form of

expected "that learners become mathematically

literacy.

literate:

able to

explore, to conjecture, and to reason logically as well as to use a variety of

mathematical methods effectively
Evaluation Standards, 1989,
shifts

should be encouraged

•

Toward classrooms

•

Toward

6).

problems"

to solve

To do

in the

this, the

(NCTM

NCTM

Curriculum and

suggests the following major

environment of mathematics classrooms:

as mathematical communities (away from classrooms as
simply a collection of individuals);

logic and mathematical evidence as verification (away from the

teacher as the sole authority for right answers);

•

Toward mathematical reasoning (away from merely memorizing

•

Toward

procedures);

conjecturing, inventing and problem solving (away from an emphasis

on mechanistic answer-finding);

•

Toward connecting mathematics,
treating mathematics as a

its

body of

ideas and

its

applications (away from

isolated concepts and procedures)

(NCTM

Professional Standards, 1989, 3).

Educational research offers compelling evidence that students learn mathematics
well only

when

what they

learn, they

they construct their

own mathematical

must enact for themselves verbs

understanding.

that

To

understand

permeate the proposed

mathematics curriculum: examine, represent, transform, solve, apply, prove,

communicate.
discussion,

This happens most readily when students work

make

presentations and in other

Effective teachers are recognized as those

in groups,

ways take charge of

who

their

engage

own

in

learning.

incorporate these practices into their

12
instructional approach and stimulate students to learn
mathematics (Professional

Standards 1989,

To

NCTM

2).

support the preparation of teachers able to assist in this

proposed the following

six standards for professional

shift in strategy, the

development of teachers

of mathematics:

•

Modeling good mathematics teaching;

•

Knowing mathematics and

•

Knowing

•

Knowing mathematical pedagogy;

•

Developing as a teacher of mathematics;

•

Teachers’ roles in professional development

students as learners of mathematics;

(NCTM

NCTM

states that a

of

(NCTM

Curriculum and Evaluation Standards, 1989,

major premise of the standards

keep pace with the maturity
students"

school mathematics;

-

is that

6).

problem statements "must

both mathematical and cultural

-

Curriculum and Evaluation Standards, 1989,

and experience of the
10).

The

this statement is obvious: the standards, relevant for all populations,

implication

must be

adapted and applied to the situation of the adult learner.

Clarification

and Limitations

Assumptions
This study rests on the assumption
instruction in the Massachusetts

ABE

that a detailed picture

community

of mathematics

(representative of a broad sampling

13

of program types throughout the

state)

would help

to

inform adaptations of the

NCTM

standards to adult environments and be useful in making generalized
recommendations
for approaches to staff

A

development

would be applicable on a national

that

brief review of existing examinations, assessments, and tests utilized in
Adult

Education, coupled with discussions with math instructors, confirms that
presently in use generally measure

The focus

A

scale.

indicated in the

NCTM

more than

little

Standards

is

tests

individual computational skills.

much broader

than mere computation.

recent study of formal school standardized evaluation and assessment instruments

confirms that only 3 percent of the questions on standardized mathematics exams
conceptual knowledge and only 5 percent

The study

test for

test

problem-solving and reasoning.

further concludes that the current testing system adversely influences the

teaching of mathematics and science

skills

and

that

Efforts to raise standards for mathematics and science education will be

impeded unless serious
tests, the

efforts are taken to revise standardized

and textbook

textbooks themselves, and teacher training and professional

development. (CSTEEP, 1993)
In the past adult curriculum development and evaluation has generally taken

from the formal, child-oriented
this study, help to

sector.

its

lead

These points, coupled with the findings from

support the contention that there are currently no

tests in

use with

adults at a basic level of mathematics instruction that adequately assess conceptual and

process oriented mathematics

skills

and tasks such as cooperative learning,

communication and problem solving.
standards (the

NCTM

A

companion assumption

standards and the related, proposed

ABE

therefore,

Math

is that

Standards),

14

derived from research and practice in mathematics instruction
and learning, can

themselves serve as implied indicators of math learning.

be functioning under such standards
mathematical ability

will

be

likely to

Programs

that are

judged

to

have learners whose

desirable levels.

is at

Definition of Terms

The

majority of the terms referenced within this study are defined within the

contexts from which they emerge.

usage in Massachusetts

is

There

is

one term, central

to this study,

whose

both duplicated and problematic and deserves special

mention.

Adult Basic Education:
directed at adults

whose

Adult Basic Education (ABE) has been described as

"inability to speak, read or write the English language

constitutes a substantial impairment of their ability to get or retain

commensurate with

their real ability".

Adult Basic Education

is,

employment

by

legal definition,

education designed to

(1) help eliminate such inability

individuals

...;

(3)

improve

...;

(2) raise the level

their ability to benefit

of education of such

from occupational training

and otherwise increase their opportunities for more productive and profitable
employment; and (4) make them better able to meet their adult responsibility"
(Mezirow, 1975)
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In reality,

and into

ABE

all

generally extends far beyond the limiting confines
of the workplace

aspects of the adult learner’s

The Massachusetts Department of

life.

Education defines Adult Basic Education as encompassing
the full range of basic literacy, adult secondary and English
as a second
language services required by undereducated and/or limited English
proficient
adults, sixteen years of age or older, who are not enrolled
in a K- 12 school

program {Massachusetts Adult Basic Education Math Standards,
1993, p
For the purpose of

ABE

this study,

will

be used to refer to

13).

educational activities

all

undertaken by adults outside of the formal, credit-based school structure (K-12 and
post-secondary).

ABE

includes programs sponsored by state agencies, Local

Education Authorities (LEAs
correctional institutions,

- i.e.

work

public schools),

sites,

community

colleges, libraries,

and community-based organizations with

offerings ranging from beginning level literacy and numeracy through Adult

Secondary Education (ASE).

The second, extended usage of

ABE

Basic Education Mathematics, as used

and

connection with mathematics.

in this study, refers to all

activities that take place within the context

that is accepted

and

in

use in Massachusetts.

numeracy, adult mathematical
to

is in

ABE

literacy,

this

term numeracy, with

its

It is

a term

Nationally and internationally,

and quantitative

literacy, basically equivalent

As each of

study has maintained

its

these proved

original reference

terminology to coincide with the preferred usage within the
that the

mathematical inquiry

of Adult Basic Education.

mathematics, are more prominently used.

problematic for practitioners,

Adult

state.

Practitioners felt

broader use internationally and relatively recent

16

introduction to the national dialogue (Gal,
1993), had a potentially limited
interpretation

literacy, the

due

to its perceived link to

numbers and computation.

Quantitative

term used during the National Adult Literacy Survey
(1993), suffers the

same perceived

limitation.

Adult mathematical literacy comes the closest to

encompassing the broader definition desired by math

instructors.

This later term

incorporates both the arithmetical and mathematical skills delineated in the

SCANS

Report (1992).

SCANS arithmetical skills: "Performs basic computations; uses basic
numerical concepts such as whole numbers and percentages in practical
situations;

makes reasonable estimates and arithmetic

results without a

calculator; and uses tables, graphs, diagrams and charts to obtain or

convey

quantitative information.

SCANS

mathematical

skills:

"Approaches practical problems by choosing

appropriately from a variety of mathematical techniques; uses quantitative data
to construct logical explanations for real world situations; expresses

mathematical ideas and concepts orally and

in writing;

and understands the

role of chance in the occurrence and prediction of events.

However, while

literacy (and perhaps

numeracy) alone can refer

to skill levels

individuals, programs, or an entire field, adult mathematical literacy

perceived to refer primarily to the

The

skill level

currently

of an adult learner.

reality is that, despite these limitations,

effectively provided their use and definition

is

of

is

any of these terms could serve

agreed upon.

As a nascent

field

anticipated that the public discourse begun at the National Conference on Adult

it

is

17

Mathematical Literacy 5 and existing within the community of adult
educators (Gal,
1993) will continue and eventually a widely acceptable term will emerge.

meantime,

in

order to remain true to

its

historical

and geographic context,

will continue to utilize the term Adult Basic Education

Mathematics 6

In the

this study

.

Exclusions

Due

to the limited nature of this study, the focus

education population.

No

remains on the adult basic

comparative analysis of math instruction

segments of the formal school system was done.

Further, adult populations

involved in remedial or developmental mathematics learning
institutions (colleges, etc.)

The primary focus of

were not a population addressed

this study is

who

at post- secondary

are

formal

in this study.

on the exploration and description of the

current state of mathematics instruction in Massachusetts

detailed evaluation of this practice.

in parallel

ABE

classrooms, not

Further, as previously indicated, there are no

generally accepted tests of learner performance with respect to newly-identified

aspects of mathematics learning (see assumptions above on limitations of existing

math

tests).

While such

tests could,

5

March, 1994, Arlington, VA.

6

Exception to

where numeracy
instructor.

is

this rule

more

is

made

and indeed are currently under development for

in areas that reference adult learning

readily acceptable as a

companion term and

theory (Chapters

facilitator

is

II

and IX)

more common than
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children,

it is

beyond the scope of

evaluation instruments.

computational

Rather,

it

was not

undertake the development of adult

particularly relevant or helpful to test

study did not test learner performance with respect to

skills, this

mathematics.
to

As

this study to

sought to determine what instructors and learners perceive

it

be useful and effective instructional interactions with respect

learning.

By excluding

communication

that

to

mathematics

a testing component from this study, a door was opened to

allowed instructors and learners alike

to participate freely

and

to

share their experiences and perceptions with respect to mathematics instruction.

Context of the Study

This study took place within a context of interest and support for Adult Basic

Education Mathematics that

developing daily.

is

Within the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, the efforts of individuals and organizations associated with
interested in

math have produced a

instruction and reform.

the

RABEM

Project

was

As an
in a

critical

mass of

activities

ABE

focused on mathematics

early research activity within this historical context,

unique position

were occurring simultaneously. Through

to coordinate with other projects

this project active, collaborative

the

ABE Math

Standards Project.

recent history with respect to support for

Massachusetts.

ABE

What

which

and

supportive links were established between World Education, the Massachusetts

Math Team, and

and

ABE

follows will provide a bit of

mathematics instruction

in
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The Massachusetts Department of Education, Adult and Community
Learning
Services

(ACLS) has produced

a Three Year Developmental

Science and Technology Literacy for Adults.

DOE, Bureau

Massachusetts

participating in the

SABES

project have undertaken state- wide support to

staff

STANDARDS

Projects.

They

are

now

in the

ABE

(GED

Priority

RABEM,

and the

development projects

Training, etc.) and research projects such as

currently

Math,

Together, World Education/S ABES, the

VolUME Math

education in

for

of Adult Education and the community colleges

programs, math specific training and

initiative that

Agenda

Math,

process of outlining a strategy and

would extend the development of math, science and technology

ABE

to a 10 year vision.

underway

in the

The following math focused

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and

activities are

are relevant to this

study.

System for Adult Basic Education Support (SABES)

-

In January of 1990, the

Massachusetts Department of Education funded the establishment of a comprehensive
state-wide technical assistance, training and research institution under the above

SABES. This
working

to

specifically,

institution,

improve ESL,

SABES

housed
literacy

has produced

in six collaborating organizations

and math education

Math Jump

in the state.

7
,

title,

has been

In math,

Start Kits that provide teachers with a

basic set of materials for improving math teaching in their classes and provided mini-

Community College, Holyoke Community College,
Northern Essex Community College, Quinsigamond Community College, and World Education
7

Adult Literacy Resource

Institute, Bristol
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grant projects to support additional teacher-generated
materials on math.

already viewed by

many

as a

model

The Massachusetts
Priority

1992.

A BE

Math Team
the

mathematics.

-

With

its

ABE Math Team

With 20 members who meet

ABE

make changes

in

ABE

math, science and

state.

Math Team of 1989,

comprised of

is

for a state literacy resource center and provides

the organizational base from which to

technology education in the

SABES

regularly, the

teachers and administrators

was established

in

ABE Math Team

who have

ABE

In their mission statement the

developmental roots

is

in the

GED

January of
primarily

a self-proclaimed interest in

Math Team

states that its goal is to

support practitioner development and identification of materials, methodologies,
strategies

and programs of instruction

mathematics

in

a manner that

is

that encourage the learning

interesting

and appropriate

The team

with the skills needed to achieve their goals.

projects throughout the state and, in

some

and teaching of

to adults

and equips them

currently serves as advisors to

cases, as project developers.

the catalyst and point of initiation for both this research and the

They were

STANDARDS

Project described below.

The

ABE

Math

development, The

STANDARDS

ABE

Project

Math Standards

-

A

field-based research project for teacher

Project

is

directly focused

on the application

of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards to Adult Basic Education Learning Environments.

Funded by

the National
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Institute for Literacy in

Massachusetts

ABE

ABE

October of 1992,

Math Team

Math Standards

this project utilized

members of

the

as teacher researchers to develop and implement
draft

in field-based settings.

Participants

were involved

in

recording

the findings and describing the implementation and
research processes utilized.

Discussions of the field findings together with sample teaching
materials are being
distributed along with field-tested and modified Standards
to key administrators,
practitioners and others.

This project

is

very closely tied to the

RABEM

study and

supportive communication networks were well established between the two
projects.

PALMS

-

In

May

of 1992, the National Science Foundation funded the

Partnerships Advancing Learning of Mathematics and Science

(PALMS)

Project.

As

part of the national level State Systemic Initiative implemented in Massachusetts by

the Department of Education, this math/science systemic change initiative actively

involves teachers of math and science

in the

improvement of mathematics and science

instruction in public schools and adult learning centers across the

Significance of

Commonwealth.

The Study

Since the development of the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for

Mathematics and the Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics, there has been
debate within the National Council for Teachers of Mathematics as to the relevance of
these standards for adults.

This study offers the

initial

data needed to assess the
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current practices in mathematics instruction in

ABE

settings

and has already

contributed to the development of curricular and
evaluation standards for the

environment.

The

in the adaptation

ABE

results of this research activity also provide
insights that can assist

of professional standards for the

Standards tailored to the

realities

of the

ABE

ABE

environment as well.

learning environment will then support

the development of training and curricular materials necessary
to feed mathematics

reform for adults.

As

schools adopt the

should improve.

NCTM

guidelines, math instruction and student performance

of children, particularly those children

If the parents

groups that have a high risk for school

encouragement

at

home, there

failure, are

administrators and practitioners confirm that the

unable to provide help and

Initial

ABE

discussions with program

system currently functions on

an assumption that reading and writing instructors possess the
math.

The

reality is that the

unknown. The data provided

math

skill level

in this

of instructors in

document on

skills

ABE

the educational

background of instructors provides valuable information on how
training

programs

to support

improved math

Determining whether or not
that

meet the

NCTM

are in

will be a limit to the success that school reform can

Moreover, what of the adults themselves?

attain.

who

guidelines

ABE
is

needed

to teach

programs

is

and instructional

to build in-service

instruction.

programs

utilize

math instructional programs

a significant challenge.

Unlike formal school

settings

where curriculum decisions are often made on a system-wide

that individual

implementation practice

materials decisions in

even from class

program and

ABE

are generally

By

to class.

may vary
made

widely), the curriculum and

at the

program

level

and often vary

structuring the research to explore questions on a

instructor basis, this study has been able to address issues
in

considerable depth while triangulating and validating

no data existed on the mathematical
techniques used in

ABE

programs

in

its results.

Prior to this study,

materials, methods, curriculum and assessment

Massachusetts.

programs and provides information

instructional

basis (accepting

that

This study documents existing
can inform approaches to

change.

This study has generated information that will be of interest to a variety of
individuals and organizations concerned with addressing the existing strengths and

weaknesses
beyond.

in

mathematics teaching

Trainers of

ABE

in the

math instructors

ABE

environment of Massachusetts and

will find this information useful in

planning for the provision of technical assistance and staff development needed to
support

Other
their

ABE

states

own

programs

by the

NCTM.

with similar programs and instructor populations could adapt

states or

choose

The establishment of
facilitate this

8

in their efforts to reach the standards set

to replicate this study

and planning process on

a Research Design and Dissemination

communication by keeping

see Research Design section for

more

detail

staff

on the

this

plan for

their

Network 8 has and

own.

will

developers across the nation in touch

RD&D

Network
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with the research process and findings.

Local

ABE Math

instructors have not only

benefited from active involvement in the research design and
interpretation process,

but from having ready access to information generated by the
project.

may be

in a better position to evaluate

practices.

and improve

Finally, through connections with the

From

this they

their personal instructional

NCTM

National Task Force on

Adult Mathematical Literacy and traditional mechanisms of dissemination
(conferences and articles) the findings and products of this study will contribute to a

reform movement

in

ABE

mathematics that will spread across the nation.

Overview of the Dissertation

This dissertation

Chapter

I:

is

divided into 8 chapters, as follows:

Introduction to

RABEM

Project

-

This chapter, as you have just read,

contains a discussion of the base problem, the purpose of the study, and

it

significance referencing existing literature.

In addition,

some key

points of clarification, context, definitions and limitations of the study

are discussed.

Chapter

II:

Review of

the Literature on Adult Learning

Theory

-

This chapter

reviews existing literature on the theoretical and knowledge bases of
adult learning.

Topics and theories referenced under

this section
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include,

influences of aging (physiological and effects on intelligence

and personality), adult development
moral/intellectual development),

(life cycle,

ego development and

Experiential Learning Cycle and adult

learning styles, and various theories of learner motivation.

chapter

is

a discussion of the biases reflected in the literature in relation

to gender, class, culture, value

Chapter

III:

Closing the

Methodology Sampling

and content.

Strategies and Research Populations

-

This

chapter presents a detailed description of the general methodological

approach of the study and includes the detailed research framework
guided

development, analysis and reporting.

its

It

that

also includes a

discussion of the sampling procedure, details the response rates and
discusses

how

these related to projected populations for the state.

selection of the qualitative sample

comparative
developed.

employed

statistics are

The chapter

is

The

then reviewed and general

offered according to the selection criteria

closes with a review of the

to ensure confidentiality

mechanisms

and anonymity and record contact

with individuals over the course of the study.

Chapter IV: The

ABE

ABE

Math Program Context

Math Programs

-

including the

This chapter reviews aspects of

number of programs

math, levels of mathematics offered, types of program

that offer

sites,
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instructional formats utilized, and time devoted
to mathematics.

addition, information

taking math and

Chapter

V

:

The

ABE

ABE

is

how

It

-

This chapter begins with glimpses into four

includes discussion of instructional strategies,

approaches and techniques employed
their use

and

instructors.

The chapter concludes with

ABE Math

profile of a

in

math

their effectiveness as perceived

ABE

strategies in use within

Chapter VI: The

people are teaching and

they are selected to do so.

Math Class

classrooms.

how many

included on

In

Instructor

-

math

classes, the rationale for

by both learners and

a description of the assessment

classes.

This chapter begins with a composite

math instructor and continues on

to

provide information on

instructors’ teaching experience, education, training, professional

affiliations

and knowledge of math reform.

It

closes with information

about instructors’ opinions and attitudes towards math and confidence
in their personal

Chapter VII: The

ABE

math

abilities.

Math Learner

-

This chapter begins with a composite profile

of 3 adult learners and continues by providing general information on

ABE

learners with regard to age, gender, country of birth, prior levels

of math learning and length of time

in the

program.

It

moves on

to
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discuss past experiences learning math, learners’
feelings towards math,

reasons for learning and what

ABE

Chapter VIII: The

is to

be liked, or not, about math.

Math Curriculum, Content and Materials

-

This chapter

begins with a discussion of learner and instructor definitions of

mathematics.

It

continues by comparing math topics considered

important to learn with what

what

is

is

being taught and explores findings on

easiest to learn and teach.

It

then reviews the materials that are

being used to support math learning and identifies those which have

been found most effective and memorable by instructors and learners.

Chapter IX:

Recommendations and Conclusions

-

This

final

chapter opens with

recommendations collected over the course of the study as

to the

support needed to create productive and effective learning environments
for adults.

that

It

continues by providing

emerge from

some general recommendations

the study for staff and curriculum

directions for future research.

development and

CHAPTER n

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
ON ADULT LEARNING THEORY

Introduction

One of

the most challenging activities facing any adult educator

a picture of each adult learner which reflects

how

is

how

to

develop

physical, psychological, social and

environmental factors influence and interact with both learning processes and styles

and

result in learning.

Assuming one can develop such

images of individual adult learners, the next step

is to

theoretical

and practical

match these with

specific

techniques and applications of this information to design responsive and appropriate
adult education programs.

Instructors

working

in

Adult Basic Education have no

less

a challenge.

This activity

is

made

information that

is

being explored with respect to adult learning

all

the

more

difficult in that the theoretical

is

and factual

so often kept

separate from the practical implementation of adult education programs.

learning as a field of inquiry

is

truly an interdisciplinary effort,

Adult

drawing information

not only from the realm of educational practice, but from the biological sciences
(influences of aging), psychology and sociology (adult development and theories of

motivation), philosophy and history (origins of educational thought and trends), and
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many

other disciplines.

To

date this research has taken the form of individual

inquiries into particular aspects of adult learning.

knowledge’ known as adult learning into parts
it

work.

In doing so,

we have

together in a living whole.
the

above dilemma,

it is

in

We

an attempt to understand what makes

lost the feeling for

While

this

have cut our Tree of

how

these parts interact and

work

chapter will not necessarily offer a solution to

an attempt to explore some of the literature outlining a

theoretical understanding of the adult learning process and, further, an
attempt to link

these theories with the implications they have for adult numeracy instruction.

In discussing the field of adult learning, this chapter will first explore the range of

key definitions

in

use and touch upon the historical significance of the field and the

sparsity of theoretical

models

in existence.

The next

sections will provide an

overview of what individual researchers and

theorists believe influence the learning

process in adults and will include references

to:

o

The

physical aging processes (and their effects on both physical and in-

tellectual capacities

o

and personality variations); and

Developmental stages of the adult (including psychological, ego, and moral).

The chapter

will then

jump ahead

to the learning process

and present a model of

the experiential learning cycle that can be specifically related to learning styles.

last

group of influences

will

The

be presented through a selection of theoretical models of

motivation that attempt to identify and describe the factors affecting an adult’s choice

to participate in a learning activity.
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The chapter

will conclude

by presenting some of the accepted implications

that

these processes, stages and styles have for creating a responsive
learning

More

environment.

specifically, the implications that these concepts of adult learning

have for adult numeracy instruction

will

be discussed.

Definitions

In approaching the field of adult learning

the key terms of interest.

Webster’s

it is,

New World

as in any field, prudent to define

Dictionary (2nd Ed, 1970) defines

an adult as
a

woman who is fully grown up; mature person, or a
who has reached an age set by law that qualifies him
full legal rights, in common law generally 21.

man

or

person
for

As

usual, the dictionary definition

is

we might

practically useful or culture free as

For instance, what exactly does
might

we

ask, of

what importance

both safe and broad, but perhaps not as

is

it

mean

desire for this purpose.

to

be "fully grown up" or "mature"?

chronological age to maturity or adulthood?

Or
In

cultures with ceremonial rites of passage, the line between adolescence (or childhood)

and adulthood

is

clearly

drawn and often occurs much

such an identifiable mechanism.

whether or not an individual

is

earlier than in cultures without

Since classification seems to depend largely on
perceived by society to be an adult, ready or able to

take on the responsibilities and privileges accorded the

new

title,

the definition chosen
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for this chapter will follow suit.

‘fully

grown

working

the first half of the definition, that defines

up’ and ‘mature’ according to societal perceptions,
will provide a

(albeit universally

variation

Thus

among

vague) definition of the adult.

cultural groups and adjustment based

on

This will allow for
situational context.

This definition contrasts with more psychologically based definitions that
define

an adult as
an individual [who] achieves a self-concept of essential
(Knowles, 1978, p.56).

self direction

Occasionally one comes across a definition that combines both concepts, such as the
following which designates the adult as
the person

who

regards him or herself as an adult and has assumed the

responsibilities associated with adulthood (worker, spouse, parent) (Smith, p.
38).

Nonetheless,

I

will continue to

perceive him/herself as an adult

can be measured,

advocate for

is

at least initially,

this definition

propose that the ability of an individual

colored by the societal definition of adulthood and

by outward signs of having assumed

authors

this chapter,

is

that role.

I

of the term adult as a means of providing a mechanism of

approaching each setting and situation from a

Within

to

however, please note

flexible, rather than static starting point.

that the definition of adult referred to

by

primarily a Western, psychologically-based one that approximates most

closely the definition offered by

Knowles above.
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Learning, on the other hand, carries multiple definitions
and philosophical biases
that are not so easily reconcilable

among

cultures, disciplines or authors.

Thus,

I

present a selection of definitions that highlight both the
similarities and differences to

be found among definitions (and do not attempt
point).

For instance,

the acquiring of

to offer a personal definition at this

in its broadest sense, learning can

knowledge or

skill

be viewed as

(Websters);

or modified slightly and presented as
sustained, highly deliberate efforts to learn

1971

knowledge or a

skill

(Tough,

in Cross, p. 50)

While, from a biological perspective, learning becomes

and

the capacity of a system to react in a

new

experience (Hyden in Pribram,

9

is

p.

97)

or modified

way

as a result of

.

broken down into such experimentally analyzable categories as structure,

coding, patterning, expectancy,

memory and

categorizing (Pribram, p. 3).

Theoretical approaches to learning more closely correspond to the latter definitions

and (although they

will not be discussed in this chapter) are important to recognize

and understand as they form the basis of much

Some of
o
o
o
o
o

9

as a

the key approaches are identified by such

Trial and Error Learning

The

in

Approach

known about

adult learning.

titles as:

o Operant Conditioning
- Positive Reinforcement

Classical Conditioning

-

Shaping

Insightful Learning

-

Schedules of Reinforcement

Gagne’s Hierarchical Model of
Learning

-

Negative Reinforcement and

Gestalt

This definition

change

that is

is

to

Learning

Punishment (Lovell,

p. 30-49).

merely a careful restatement of the standard biological definition of learning

behavior based on experience (Curtis,

p. 725).
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This range of similar yet inherently different definitions
and approaches to
learning

is

further reflected

by the

definition of learning altogether.

the

way

entirely

They

many

authors avoid stating an explicit

often implicitly derive the

they deal with instructional implications and strategies or

by confusing learning with

employed may change
styles.

fact that

We

instruction.

meaning through

muddy

the concept

Thus, the definition of learning

as the focus shifts from processes to influences and

on

to

can see that whether the definition refers to ability or action, learning

involves incorporating something

new

within an established system.

Adult Learning and Numeracy

For many years
childhood and,
adulthood.

in a

it

was assumed

that learning

become

activity mastered in

formal sense, primarily completed by the time one reaches

Reality has

shown us otherwise.

population are functionally innumerate.

has

was an

Currently large portions of the

Furthermore,

so rapid that the information learned in one’s youth

to last a lifetime.

few decades change

in the last

is

no longer

sufficient

Alfred North Whitehead’s observation and graphic description of

the major changes that have occurred in the relationship between time spans of indi-

vidual lives and the time spans of social change (shown below)

illustrate this point

(Whitehead

in

Knowles, 1980,

p. 41).

is

often used to
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Years of
Individual

Longevity

Time-span

Ancient

of Social

Rome

18- 19th

Renaissance

20th

Centuries

Century

Change

As

the individual begins to live longer, the world, as

we come

to

know

it,

changing ever more rapidly and the individual must learn new information and
simply to survive and function.

This was never truer than

in the

20th century

technology and innovation have taken us from horse and buggy to
shuttles

and exposed even the most remote parts of the world

of technology’.

Where

information and

skills

satellite

to the

were not learned

is

skills

when

and space

‘modem

miracles

early, this ever-

changing information landscape task becomes even more daunting

to traverse.

Alvin

Toffler suggests that as change becomes an ever-present aspect of our lives, those
individuals unprepared to deal with

to

cope (1970,

p.

12).

Thus

it

learning,

experience severe disorientation and an inability

from necessity, becomes a lifelong process and

the adult an important category of learner to be reckoned with.
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Introduction to Adult Learning

As

the need to learn

learning began to

to

became

become a

Origins, Fact and Theory

-

a lifelong activity, the trickle of interest in adult

stream.

In the 1920’s adult education in the U.S.

be organized systematically and Eduard C. Lindeman proposed a

assumptions about adult learning
initiate the field

in

largely supported

by subsequent experience,

began

to truly focus

tical basis for adult

learning

that helped to

While these assumptions have been
it

wasn’t until studies specifically

addressing adult learning began to appear after World
interest

series of

The Meaning of Adult Education

(Knowles, 1980, pp. 18,40).

began

on adult learning.

War

II that

research efforts and

Prior to that time, most of the theore-

was pulled from psychological

studies of children and

animal behavior that focused more on the behavioral reactions to teaching than they
did on the learning process per se.
serious and

unique unto

more concentrated
itself.

It is

only within the

twenty to

thirty years that

attention has been paid to adult learning as a field

This fact alone makes

research has been done on

last

how

it

less than surprising that little or

adults learn math.

Illustrative of this trend is the fact that individuals with statements to

adult learning are

nowhere near

educators do not recognize the

10

as well

known

as their predecessors.

name of Ebbinghaus 10 most
,

Ebbinghaus’ 1885 studies on memory contributed substantially

process.

no

to

make about

Even

if

many

will recognize such

knowledge about the learning
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educational philosophers and psychologists as William James, John

Dewey, Edward

Thorndike, Thomas Watson, Kurt Lewin, B. F. Skinner, Robert Gagne,
Jerome

Bruner and Jean Piaget.

What

they will also recognize

is

the fact that most of these

individuals derived their understanding of learning from observing children.

while the impact of their contributions

mention them

is

certainly significant, this chapter will merely

using their prestige and renown to contrast that of adult

at this point,

educational philosophers and psychologists
scene.

Names

many

who have more

recently arrived on the

such as James R. Kidd, James E. Birren, K. Warner Schaie, and K.

Patricia Cross invoke

educator).

Thus,

response

little

in the

average educator (or even the adult

This chapter will attempt to focus on the contributions made by these, and

other, lesser

known

individuals that specifically address issues related to adult

learning.

In discussing these issues

in this field falls

The

first

being

seems

it

is

important to mention that

much of what

and the

to lie

available

under the category of patterns or assumptions drawn from practice.

section to be discussed (effects of aging on learning)

fact,

is

last

somewhere

(motivation) the closest to theory.

in

This

is

All other information

not an attempt to discount the credibility

of the information presented, but rather an effort
in the literature of the field.

data,

the closest to

between, drawn from psychological analysis or educational

practice or, occasionally, from both.

amounts of associated

comes

to describe the situation that exists

While childhood, adolescence and old age have large

we have

relatively

little

data on the years in between
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(Kidd, p. 60).

On

the theoretical side, Cross points out that "one of
the most under

utilized vehicles for understanding various aspects
of adult learning

109).

In a content analysis of the

517

articles that

between 1950 and 1970 only 3 percent discussed
journal

is

in

theory" (p.

Adult Education

theoretical formulations.

Since this

presented as a "journal of research and theory" one can assume that the

trend seen here

this

appeared

is

is

relatively representative of the field.

time period report on empirical research.

Only

23%

of the articles in

The remainder primarily describe

educational programs or personal experience (Dickinson and Rusnell, 1971, in Cross,
p. 109).

The

adult educator

is

thus forced to build on a foundation of loose gravel

(individual impressions and assumptions of practitioners), finding only an occasional

surface of solid support (theoretical model or factual data) on which to construct their

educational program.

Influences of Aging on Adult Learning

The

effects of aging

slightly the instructional

on the adult, while not always extreme,
approach taken with

that individual.

fall into

personality.

In the latter of these three categories the line

developmental influences becomes particularly

The consideration of

indistinct.

between physical and
Personality will be noted as

a category within both the physical and developmental portions of

is

influence

three categories: physiological, intellectual and variation in

these effects

Offered below

may

the oft quoted segment

this chapter.

from Shakespeare’s As You Like

It

to
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illustrate the interplay

one’s

life (especially

between physical advancement and role progression throughout

one’s adult

All the world’s a stage, and

have
parts,

their exits

and

life).

all

the

their entrances;

his acts being seven ages.

men and women merely players: they
and one man in his time plays many

As,

first

the infant,

mewling and puking

in

And

the nurse’s arms.

then the whining schoolboy, with his satchel and
shining morning face, creeping like snail unwillingly to school.
And then the
lover, sighing like a furnace, with a woeful ballad made
to his mistress’

eyebrow.

Then

the soldier, full of strange oaths, and bearded like the bard,
jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel, seeking the bubble
reputation
even in the cannon’s mouth. And then the justice, in fair round belly with

good capon lined, with eyes severe and beard of formal cut, full of wise saws
and modem instances; and so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts into the
lean and slipper’s pantaloon, with spectacles on nose and pouch on side; his
youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide for his shrunk shank; and his
big manly voice, Turning again toward childish treble, pipes and whistles in
his sound.

Last scene of

childishness and

all, that

ends

mere oblivion, sans

this strange eventful history, is

second

teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans

everything.
-

William Shakespeare

As You Like
Act

II,

It,

Scene VII

(p.

622)

Physiological Effects

From
organism

11

the point of physiological maturity

to

11

on,

it

is

normal for the human

undergo gradual changes of the following types:

become

dryer, growth and repair rates decrease,

o

Cell tissues

o

Bodily cells become somewhat

o

The

o

There

rate of basal
is

metabolism

some decrease

is

less elastic,

lowered,

in strength.

This varies from culture to culture, generation to generation and individual to individual but is
at approximately twelve to

generally assumed to occur during the adolescent years; currently targeted
thirteen for females and a year or

two

later for

males (Kidd, 1960, p. 64).
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o

Neuromuscular reactions decrease

in speed, intensity

and

endurance.

o

Vision and hearing become impaired. (Kidd, 1960,

Each of these changes influence

in

p. 64)

varying degrees the adult’s approach to a learning

activity.

Reaction time

While there

is

no question

that

people

there are questions regarding what effect,

learning.

slow

in general

if

down

as they

grow

older,

any, this decrease in reaction time has on

Speed of learning involves "reaction time

to perceive stimulus, transmission

time to transmit the message to brain, and response time to carry out the action".
der learners, on average, perform slower on each of the three tasks (Cross,

More

p.

Ol-

155).

recent research has indicated that aging has a greater impact on time needed to

perceive the stimulus than on time needed to react, while reaction time

is

related to

the complexity of the task and individual differences (Knox, 1977). Further, while

children often vary speed of performance based on the nature of a particular task,

adults

seem

in Cross, p.

to

adopt a characteristic pace regardless of the task

to link

speed of response with correctness of response and ability to

learn, while questionably true in the case of children,

respect to adults (Kidd, 1960, p. 66).

on

hand (Kidd, 1973,

155).

The tendency

effect

at

ability to learn, only

is

totally misdirected

with

Ultimately, a decrease in reaction time has no

on pace of learning.

As Knox

points out:

"when they
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can control the pace, most adults

in their 40’ s

and 50’ s have about the same

ability to

learn as they had in their 20’s and 30’s" (1977, p. 422).

Vision

The

eye, often referred to as a

window

to the soul, is also

one of the best

indicators of physiological age.

Visual function and acuity have been used as a basic

index of bodily aging.

in function,

at a relatively constant

Growth

most rapid

pace from age thirteen

to

(Kidd, 1960, p. 66-67).

transparency and

is

The

until the

its

height at

age of 40

at

is

generally a result of loss of elasticity and

indicated by pupils becoming smaller, a loss in reaction time, and

the development of abnormalities such as cataracts and defective color vision.

practical illustration of this process

more

which

with a slower but continuous decline thereafter

until 55,

decline

childhood, continues

At

age eighteen.

approximately 18 years of age, vision gradually declines
time a sharper decline occurs

in early

is

the fact that a

A

50 year old needs 50 percent

illumination than 20 year old (Cross, p. 155-6).

Hearing

Next

to sight, hearing is

one of the most documented and age-influenced sense.

Reaching a peak of performance

at

about fifteen years, there

consistent decline until about 65 or 70.

At

is

this point, the rate

a gradual and

of impairment

in-

creases sharply and can be seen not only in a decrease in the overall ability to hear

sounds, but also in speed of reaction to sound (Kidd, 1960,

p. 68).

Interference with
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normal conversation as a
in children

result of hearing

impairment occurring

under 15 can be seen to increase to about 65 percent

at

a rate of 5 percent

in adults

65 or older

(Kidd, 1973 in Cross, p. 156).

A

variety of sound characteristics can

become

increasingly problematic with age.

Rapid speech, high frequency (10,000 cyc/sec) or low frequency (125 eye/ sec)
sounds, can

all result in loss

of

intelligibility.

variation, especially the higher tones,

acuity for low pitches while

men

all

adults lose acuity for tonal

interesting to note that

it is

women

lose their

lose higher pitches (Kidd, 1960, p. 68).

interesting implication of this fact

voices in their later years, and

While

is that

men

find

women become more
it

The

able to hear

easier to hear the voices of other

women’s
men.

Effects on Intelligence

Intelligence, or intellectual capacity,

to support the learner so

Whether

it

much

as

be variable according

it

is to

one of those concepts

differentiate the ‘good’

that is

seldom used

from the

‘bad’.

to age, race sex, or culture, intelligence testing has a

sordid, rocky and questionable past.

aging process on adult learning, there
across age groups in a

is

number of

Nonetheless, as

is

areas.

we

discuss the influence of the

sufficient data in the field to suggest patterns

The information

is

broken down into three

areas: speed and conventional intelligence tests, types of intelligence, and

memory.
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While these categories may not
offer a

framework

fully reflect this

range of information, they

at least

for presentation.

Speed and Conventional Intelligence Tests

Mentioned

in

almost every subsection on aging, speed and

indicator of learning keeps rearing

up, intelligence testing

is

its

controversial head.

the one that has traditionally

as the accurate indicator of learning capacity.

Of

all

James Kidd (1960,

conventional intelligence

o

Many

o

Many

it is

to

in

it

shows

performance

slow

in their

Ultimately, this

is

the bias of the

77-78) offers the following limitations of

tests for consideration:

tests are

than real

p.

the places

Thus, as adults begin

an indication of the ability of the adult learner than

intelligence test.

importance as an

embraced speed

reaction time, their performance on intelligence tests decreases.

less

its

based on tasks associated with school rather

life situations.

tests rely

on motivating factors

characteristic of youth,

not of adults.

o

Many tests and test items are based on the experience and
performance of children and adolescents, not adults.

o

Many

tests

handicap

measure performance

in the case

With these cautions
statistics

in

in units

of time, inevitably a

of an older adult.

mind, the

last

60 years have produced a barrage of

on intelligence as a function of age.

Beginning most notably with Thorndike
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in 1928, intellectual capacity is

found to be

25, and gradually decline thereafter.

at its

height between the ages of 20 and

Thorndike goes on

to

comment

that:

he [the adult] fails in learning it [anything], inability due directly
to age
will rarely, if ever, be the reason... Teachers of adults of
age 25 to 45 should
expect them to learn at nearly the same rate and in the same manner
as they
If

would have learned
Another

oft

to

same thing

entitled

20 (1928,

World War

I,

"The Growth and Decline of
this study

administered

over one thousand subjects aged 10

intellectual

at 15 to

p. 177-8).

quoted source of information on intelligence across age

and Conrad study
shortly after

the

growth

to

age 16,

60 years.

growth

slight

steady decline from that point on.

to

to

Intelligence."

Army Alpha

tests

is

the Jones

Conducted
of mental ability

Results across age showed rapid

about 20 years of age and a gradual but

Intellectual capacity of

50 year olds was found

match the performance of 16 year old subjects (Jones and Conrad

in

Kidd, 1960,

to

p.

78-79).

While

certain similarities can be found

among

these and other studies,

some

research to shows that intelligence tests which deemphasize speed and focus on power

indicate

158).

no consistent trends across age (Lorge, 1940 and

Research

in this area suggests that eliminating

Ghiselli,

1957

in Cross, p.

speed requirements on

intelligence tests reduces age discrepancies but does not entirely eliminate

(Botwinick

in Birren

and Schaie, 1977).

In reviewing this, and

note that

many

them

much of

the other research in this area,

it is

important to

discrepancies exist between data collected in cross-sectional and
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longitudinal studies and that both suffer from methodological
problems.

In general

though, there seems to be agreement that "normal, healthy adults
can expect to be
efficient

and effective learners well into old age" (Cross,

p. 161).

Types of Intelligence
Trends

in research

have moved away from intelligence

exploration of types of intelligence (or cognitive functions).

heartening views of intelligence

is

found

in Cattell’s

Fluid intelligence seems to be associated with
to

and more towards

One of

the

more

(1963) complementary types of

and crystallized.

intelligence: fluid

and adaptation

testing

new

or novel situations.

reflect fluid intelligence.

memory

span, spacial perception

Culture-fair and speeded tests tend to

In contrast, crystallized intelligence

judgement, knowledge, and experience and

is

is

associated with

reflected favorably in tests of

vocabulary, general information, arithmetic reasoning.

There appears
intelligence.

to

While

be an X-shaped relationship between fluid and crystallized

fluid intelligence has

its

highest point at age 14 and steadily but

gradually declines to age 61, crystallized intelligence,

age increases
is that

to

age 61.

Thus,

if

intelligence

is

at

a low point at 14 years of

considered to be additive, the result

overall, intelligence neither increases nor decreases as a function of age.

The
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only changes to be seen are

in the types

of tasks best performed by different age

cohorts (Horn in Goulet and Baltes, 1970).

A

made

case can be

that these different types of intelligence support different

learning abilities that are most useful at different stages of the
for definition and discussion of life cycles).

life

cycle (see below

Schaie and Parr suggest that youth

is

the

time for acquisition, young adulthood for achievement, middle age for responsibility

and old age a time for reintegration (Cross,

view

is that

p.

The general

162).

traditional schooling structures focus primarily

appropriate model for the adult learner

is

one

that

implication of this

on acquisition.

A

more

would emphasize cognitive

functions calling for integration, interpretation, and application of knowledge.
Situations stressing speed in performance

sibility

would give way

to those

promoting respon-

and accuracy.

Memory
Memory

and

its

the literature with

association with learning has received a great deal of attention in

much of

the focus being placed on

memory

span and associative

memory

(both functions of fluid intelligence).

memory

appears to deteriorate with age, the deterioration rate appears to be minor

provided the material

complex (Cross,

p.

is

While each of these aspects of

learned well initially and

163).

is

neither too large in

amount or too
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Problems associated with short-term memory are thought

to

be largely related

the strength of original registration and initial organization since,

learned well and

new

information

is

appears to show

little

material

related to previously learned material,

appears to remain stable through adulthood (Moenster, 1972).

memory

when

change with age

(a fact

to

is

memory

In general, long-term

which supports the

registration

and organization strength hypothesis for short-term memory).

The primary
seem

variables associated with an adult’s ability to

remember

material

to be:

Meaningfulness While a child might be willing to learn almost anything, an
adult will not be motivated to commit to memory material or information that
:

is

not considered meaningful to their lives.

Complexity The more complex the material to be learned the more difficult
to associate with existing information and the longer it will take to scan
such stores of information for retrieval and integration.
:

it is

Distraction

:

The

large stores of information in an adult’s

require greater concentration and
existing stores.

more time

to link

memory

often

new information

to

Distraction in the environment or material can cause this

process to be interrupted or delayed.

The

adult

who

can organize information into meaningful clusters seems to have a

memory advantage over

the adult

who

can’t.

In general,

when

learning tasks are fast

paced, complex, or unusual, older learners seem to have difficulty with both
learning and subsequent recall (Cross, p. 164).

Mathematics

initial

activities for adults

should thus be applicable and meaningful, focused and well sequenced.
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Effects

on Personality

K. Patricia Cross (1981) points out a

on personality.

series of

problems

Resolving differences between findings

that exist in the research

and

in cross-sectional

longitudinal research designs, finding appropriate measures of this elusive
term and
establishing relationships between behavior in experimental conditions and behavior
in
life all fall into this

category of problematic considerations.

She advocates for a

conceptual scheme that might coherently explain the range of research findings
currently in the literature (p. 164-5).

Neugarten (who will be discussed

in the section

on Development below) concurs with her opinion, describing the knowledge about
personality and aging as being in a "state of disarray" and suffering from

"methodological flaws and conceptual impoverishment"

(in

Birren and Schaie, p.

644).

A

further indication of the inconsistency that exists can be found in the fact that

"personality" tends to be considered as both a function of aging and a function of

adult development.

For lack of a consistent approach

in the literature, this

chapter

will follow the Cross lead and present considerations of personality under both

categories.

One of

the

few recurrent conclusions across research on personality

personality traits are generally consistent over an individual’s lifetime.

is that

Where
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changes are found, they seem

to

be more readily attributed to changes

the environment than to aging per se (Woodruff and Birren,
1972).

longitudinal study that followed

concluded

An

and

extensive

two groups from age 12 through age 40 and 50

that personal continuity

identified the "style of cognitive

age.

in society

was

the

main

thrust of development.

engagement" as the most

It

further

stable characteristic across

This term encompasses verbal fluency, unconventional thought, wide ranging

interests, aesthetic reaction, pride in objectivity,

and intellectual level (Haan and Day,

p. 17-31).

Along with an increase
and sense of

however, a

self.

As

time.

age comes an increase

in self-confidence,

autonomy,

physiological deterioration begins to affect the older adult,

shift in personality

particularly characterized

first

in

and approach

by greater attention

to learning

to detail

can be seen.

error strategies and risk-taking behavior.

or an unwillingness to explore

(Cross, p. 167; Welford;

new

Knox)

shift is

and "doing the job right" the

Older adults will be especially reluctant to suffer a blow

self-esteem and accordingly will avoid being

This

to their

wrong and minimize use of

This can result

in

more

trial

and

"efficient" behavior

strategies, the flip sides of the learning coin.
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Adult Development and Learning

This section will describe briefly a variety of adult developmental processes.

As

presented by a number of different theorists, these processes or stages represent
useful
theoretical tools for an adult educator

learner.

While there

is

who

wishes to better understand the adult

a great deal of overlap between what different theorists have

to say, there are certain foci

chosen that allow the developmental theories

to

be

grouped as follows:

It

o

life-cycles

o

ego/personality

o

intellectual/moral development.

should be noted that

many

researchers choose to present theorists grouped

according to sequential (life-cycle) or hierarchical (developmental) categories rather
than separating ego/personality developmentalists from moral/intellectual

developmentalists.

while

this

categories

In truth, the similarities far outweigh the differences.

Thus,

chapter separates their presentation, the order of their appearance within

was chosen

instance, Erikson,

who

to reflect such overlap

is

and similarities between views.

often grouped with life cycle developmentalists,

open the section on ego/personality because of

his focus

on developmental

is

For
used to

tasks, the

implication being that, while age-linked, these are hierarchical tasks that involve the

development of a

"vital personality".

Havighurst

is

likewise

shown

at the

end of the
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life-cycle section because he is

has a significant impact on

one of the few

movement through

to suggest that individual personality

life

phases.

Loevinger’s work on ego

development clearly presents some variables associated with
development and bridges the gaps between these two

intellectual

and moral

sections.

Life- Cycle

In discussing life-cycles, a series of terms

To

facilitate

understanding in

is

used which have specific meanings.

this area, definitions

of these terms are provided below:

A

life stage is an age linked period in which certain issues and adaptive tasks
(marker events) take on particular importance and which can be associated

with characteristic psychological stances (Weathersby and Tarule,

p. 5).

Life structure

is the relationship, as viewed by the individual, between self
and society and the meaning (both externally and internally) of prescribed
roles in both work and intimate relationships (Weathersby and Tarule, p. 5).

A

developmental task

is

a task which arises at or about a certain period in

the life of the individual, successful achievement of which leads to his[/her]

happiness and to success with later tasks, while failure leads to unhappiness
in the individual, disapproval

by the society, and

difficulty with later tasks

(Havighurst, 1972, p. 2).

A

life-cycle appears to be a series of life stages, linked

that describe the sequential roles

by marker events,

and developmental tasks taken on by

individuals at particular periods in their lives.

Transitions are the movement between stages

marker events and

To

in the life-cycle

and across

role changes (Weathersby and Tarule, p. 10).

better understand the nuances of these definitions and the positions of various

theorists with respect to them,

it

is

helpful to get a feel for

how

these definitions

fit
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together to form a

life cycle.

over the next few pages

is

The

"characterization of adult life cycle stages"

taken from Weathersby and Tarule

this table in relation to the

above

some

In reviewing

definitions, the following assumptions can

Life phases are basically equivalent to

reader

(p. 6-9).

life

shown

be made.

stages and major psychic tasks give the

insight into the general life structure, roles and developmental tasks

required of the adult at a given time in their lives.

Table 2.1

A

Brief Characterization of Adult Life-Cycle Stages

Major

Characteristic

Life Phase

Psychic Tasks

Leaving the family

Explore available

(16 or 18

ties

to 20-24)

at initial vision

possibili-

of adult world to arrive

an adult.
life

Marker Events

of oneself as

Fashion an

initial

structure; develop the

capacity for intimacy, create
a

Dream;

find a mentor.

Provisional

Stance

commitment

occupation and

first

of career; being hired;
job; adjusting to

to

stages
first

work

world; quitting, being fired;

unemployment; moving;
marriage; decision to have a
child; child goes to school;

purchase of a home;

community

activities;

organizational roles.

Table

2. 1

continues next page

"Doing what one
should."

Living and

building for the
future; transiency

is

an alternative track,

Table 2.1 continued
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^ aj°

r

Characteristic

Life Phase

Psychic Tasks

Getting into the

Explore available

adult world (early

ties

20’s

at initial vision

to 27-29)

an adult.
life

Marker Events

possibili-

Provisional

of adult world to arrive

Fashion an

Dream;

to

stages

first

of career; being hired;
job; adjusting to

initial

structure; develop the

first

work

find a mentor.

"Doing what one
should."

Living and

building for the
future; transiency

world; quitting, being fired;

capacity for intimacy, create
a

commitment

occupation and

of oneself as

Stance

is

an alternative track.

unemployment; moving;
marriage; decision to have a
child; child goes to school;

purchase of a home;

community

activities;

organizational roles.

Age 30

Reexamine

transition

present commitments;

(late

20’s to

structure and

life

make

desired changes, particularly

early 30’s)

to incorporate

deeper

striving put aside in the

Change occupation or
tions within

go back

direc-

an occupation;

"What
about

is life all

now

affair; separation; divorce,

What do

marriage; remarriage.

of life?"

first

I

I’m

that

doing what

to school; love

I

should?

want out

20’s.

Settling

down

(early 30’s)

Make

deeper commitments;

Death of parents; pursue

Concern

invest

more of

work, family

order and stability in

self in

work,

family and valued interests;
for

men and

women,
member of

career

become a junior

activities

and

to establish

and "making

interests; children old

life

enough

with setting long

for

mother

to return

to school.

one’s occupational tribe; set

it,"

range goals and

meeting them.

a time-table for shaping

one’s

vision into

life

concrete long-term goals;
parenting.

member

Becoming one’s

Become

Crucial

Suspended animation;

own person

occupational group; prune

promotion, recognition;

waiting for the

(35-39 to

dependent

break with mentor.

confirmatory event;

39-42)

critics,

serious

of

ties to boss,

mentor.

Seek independence

and affirmation by society

most valued

role.

woman whose
in the

time becomes

colleagues, spouse,

in

For

first

career

is

home, a growing

comfort with family
responsibilities

and

independence to seek valued
interests

Table 2

.

1

and

activities.

continues next page

finite

and worrisome.

Table 2.1 continued
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Major

Characteristic

Life Phase

Psychic Tasks

Mid-life (40’s)

Create a better

transition

life

(early 40’ s)

Marker Events

between

fit

structure and self;

Change

in activities

realization that

resolve experience of

Stance

from

Awareness of bodily

ambitions

life

own

decline, aging

might not develop; change
of career; remarriage; empty

of feminine aspects

sense of the benefits of

nest; a

of self for men,

living within a particular

women whose

structure and

was

disparity

wants

between inner

what

else

one

in life.

second career for

in the

first

home;

career

loss

of

fer-

mortality;

emergence

masculine aspects for

women.

death of friend, sibling

tility;

or child.

Restabilization (a

Enjoy one’s choices and

three year period

style.

life

Become

a mentor; share

knowledge and skills with
younger friends and

around 45)

associates; contribute to the

next generation; develop

new

interests or hobbies;

occupational die

cast for

is

men.
Transition into the

Another reexamination of

50’s (late 40’s to

the

mid-50’s)

and

fit

between

self;

life

structure

need for

redirection, a

whole new

beginning for some.

Last chance for

women

to

Imperative to change

have a career, or vigorously

so that deferred goals

pursue a deferred

can be accomplished

or interests

home

-

life

goal

family crises,

duties diminished,

change

in

husband’s job

"It is

perhaps

late,

but there are things

would

like to

do

the last half of

status.

I

in

my

life."

Restabilization,

Accomplishing important

New

mellowing and

goals in the time

career and valued interest;

feelings and

personally defined accom-

relationships; spouse

plishments.

is

flowering

(late

left to live.

50’s

early 60’s)

opportunities related to

A

mellowing of

increasingly

important; greater

comfort with
Life review, finish-

Accepting what has

ing up (60’s and

transpired in

beyond)

worth and meaning; valuing

life

as having

oneself and one’s choices.

self.

Retirement of self and

Review of

spouse; aging; death of

accomplishments;

friends, spouse

and

self.

eagerness to share

everyday human joys

and sorrows; family
is

a

important; death

new

presence.

is
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Norms

in Transition

Timing

Bernice Neugarten (1968) suggests that
a continuum, with the

first

life

can be considered as structured along

half of that continuum devoted to building towards the

future and the second half considering the finite "time left to live".
that are characterized

by

striving for a mastery of the outer

The

early stages

world and cultivating a

sense of personal history shift with age towards introspection, sponsorship of others

and a focus on

setting priorities for the activities

reaching the end of the

More
phase.

one wishes

to

conclude before

life cycle.

than most, Neugarten focuses on the relationship between age and

life

In doing so, she concludes that consensus exists within society concerning the

‘proper’ time to complete various marker events.

children, losing a parent,

all

have particular times when

occur.

For events

crisis.

Support systems are important

the event

is

that

Leaving home, marrying, having

it

is

expected that they will

occur unexpectedly, the transition period can result

at

any

transition, but especially important

out of sequence with the anticipated norms of the

The Evolution of

in personal

when

life cycle.

Life Structure

Daniel Levinson (1978) proposes that the primary measure of adult development

is

the evolution of the life structure of the individual.

He

identifies the

primary task
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of adulthood as being the building and modifying of one’s
conscious choices about

life tasks

life structure

through

(occupation, marriage, etc.) and resolution of

intrapsychic polarities (masculine versus feminine, attachment
versus separateness,
etc.).

He

divides a man’s life 12 into periods of stability, wherein the

life structure is

being built, and periods of transition, wherein choices and commitments are
questioned and changes are made.

Periods of stability tend to be longer (ranging

from

of transition (which

six to ten years) than periods

last

roughly four or five years)

(pp. 53-55).

The other notable

ideas that can be found in Levinson’s

"dream" and the adult characters who aid

in acquisition

sponsor on

two key

its

central to the process of building a life structure.

is

life’s

figures

journey, and the "special

who

help the

man

are that of the

of the dream.

serves as an energizing vision of one’s self in the world and

modification

work

The dream

formation and

The "mentor", or

woman", or helpmate and encourager,

part with family, create his

dream and enter

are

the

adult world (p. 93).

12

Levinson’s work

is literally

addressed to the

life

cycle of men.

In

The Season’s of

Life . Levinson’s research pool was primarily biographical data collected from 40 men.

a

Man’s
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Transition as Transformation

Roger Gould (1978)
and Levinson.

agreement with much of what

is in

His primary orientation

is

is

proposed by Erikson

towards inner changes

in

consciousness that

are the result of progressively giving up various
illusions from childhood.

These

inner transitions are seen as transformative, the
result of thoughtful confrontation with
the reality of personal choices and experience
which result in a change in perspective

(Weathersby and Tarule 1980,

This confrontational process

p. 18).

is

the following passage from Gould’s 1975 article, "Adult
Life Stages:

illustrated in

Growth Toward

Self Tolerance".

Childhood delivers most people into adulthood with a view of adults that few
could ever live up to. A child’s idealized image of an adult can become the

measure of himself. Without an active, thoughtful
confrontation of this image, the impressions of childhood will prevail. An
adult who doesn’t undertake this thinking and confrontation lives out his or
her life controlled by the impossible attempt to satisfy the magical
adult’s painful

expectations of a child’s world (Gould, 1978, p. 78).

Developmental Tasks

Of

the theorists discussed, Robert

to the idea of

developmental

tasks.

their educational significance

section on motivation below).

J.

He

Havighurst (1972) contributed most directly

links these tasks to general age periods

and

by positing the existence of ‘teachable moments’ (see
Beginning with infancy, Havighurst identifies seven

stages in the life cycle and specific tasks that occur within each stage.

He

sees these
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tasks as arising out of internal forces,
both physical and psychological, and external
forces, the

demands and expectations of

personality (p. 5).

As

society,

the tasks and stages

and as influenced by individual

shown

in the initial chart

on

life

cycles

(Weathersby and Tarule, 1980) did not reference Havighurst’s
work (perhaps because
it

seems

to

have the

least reference to research

of

all),

they are included below from

the early years of adulthood on.

Stage

Early Adulthood

(18-30 years)

Developmental Tasks
Selecting a Mate, Learning to Live with a
Marriage Partner, Starting a Family, Rearing a

Family, Managing a Home, Getting Started in an
Occupation, Taking on Civic Responsibility, Finding
a Congenial Social

Middle Age

Group

Assisting Teen-age Children to

Become Responsible

and
(30-60 years)

Happy

Adults, Achieving Adult Social and Civic
Responsibility, Reaching and Maintaining

Performance in One’s Occupational
Career, Developing Adult Leisure-Time Activities,
Satisfactory

Relating Oneself to One’s Spouse as a Person,

To

Accept and Adjust to the Physiological Changes of
Middle Age, Adjusting to Aging Parents
Later Maturity

Adjusting to Decreasing Physical Strength and

(60 years and beyond)

Health, Readjustment to Retirement and Reduced

Income, Adjusting

Death of Spouse, Establishing
and Explicit Affiliation with One’s Age Group,
Adopting and Adapting Social Roles in a Flexible

Way,

to

Establishing Satisfactory Physical Living

Arrangements
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Ego /Personality Development

Movement

into this area of

development indicates a

related, sequential stages into hierarchical
stages of
shifts in personality or

ego (or

in the next section,

shift

from phasic, age-

development

that

can be seen

in

moral and intellectual approaches).

Epigenetic Timing and Developmental Tasks

Erik Erikson

is

perhaps the most appropriate theorist to bridge

sequential and hierarchical theories of adult development.

One of

this

gap between

the recognized

pioneers in this area, Erikson (1968) presents a series of
developmental tasks and
links

them

to various stages in a life cycle.

sees this developmental process as an

between the internal unfolding of the individual ego and the external

interaction

demands of
that

He

society.

must be resolved

His conceptualization revolves around a series of
at eight stages

of the

life

cycle (Weathersby and Tarule, pp. 13-

14).

Stage

Critical Issues for Resolution

1)

infancy

Trust

(vs.

Mistrust)

2)

early childhood

Autonomy

(vs.

Dependency)

3)

later

Initiative

(vs.

Guilt)

childhood

4)

school-aged childhood

Industry

(vs.

Inferiority)

5)

adolescence

Identity

(vs.

Role Diffusion)

6)

teens to mid-twenties

Intimacy

(vs.

Isolation)

7)

late twenties to fifties

Generativity

8)

sixties

and beyond

Integrity

critical issues

(vs.

(vs.

Stagnation)

Despair)
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For Erikson, the major focus of

this

model

issues and the creation of a "vital personality"

is

.

on the resolution of these dialectical

This structure (as can be seen

through comparison with representative charts) has served as the
basis for both

proponents of life-cycle and ego development.

Milestones Sequences in Ego Development

Ego development,

as proposed

by Jane Loevinger (1976),

is

a concept which

unites the interrelated characteristics associated with cognitive, interpersonal and
ethical

development

in the

form of successive hierarchical world views.

considers ego development to be "not just a personality

only to intelligence

in

trait,

but master

Loevinger
trait

second

determining an individual’s pattern of responses to situations"

(Weathersby and Tarule,

p. 26).

Loevinger’ s model sees the individual progressing through a series of qualitative
turning points referred to as "milestones".

As

illustrated in

Table 2.2, each milestone

represents broad patterns of change involving multiple aspects of personality including

character development, interpersonal and cognitive styles, and conscious

preoccupations.

The

stages represented by each milestone sequence are the result of

analyzing extensive clinical studies and sentence completion

1970, in Cross, pp. 176-177).

This system

is

tests

(Loevinger

et al

geared towards measuring qualitative

Table 2.2
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Milestones of

Ego Development

(Loevinger, 1976, pp. 24-25)

Impulse Control,
Stage

Character

Interpersonal

Conscious

Cognitive

DeveloDment

Style

PreoccuDations

Style

Presocial

Impulsive, fear of

Autistic

Self vs. nonself

Symbiotic

Stereotyping,

retaliation

Symbiotic

Bodily feelings,

conceptual

Receiving,

especially sexual and

confusion

dependent,

aggressive

Impulsive

exploitative

Self-

Fear of being

Wary,

Self protection,

protective

caught,

manipulative,

trouble, wishes,

externalizing blame,

exploitative

things, advantage,

opportunistic

Conformist

Conformity

control

to

external rules,

shame,

Belonging,

Appearance, social

Conceptual

superficial niceness

acceptability, banal

simplicity,

guilt for

feelings, behavior

breaking rules

stereotypes,
cliches

Conscientious

Differentiation of

Aware of

-Conformist

norms, goals

relation to group,

problems, reasons,

helping

opportunities (vague)

Self-evaluated

Intensive,

Differentiated

Conceptual

standards, self-

responsible, mutual,

feelings, motives

complexity,

criticism, guilt for

concern for

for behavior, self-

idea of

consequences, long-

communication

respect,

patterning

Conscientious

Individualistic

self in

Adjustment,

term goals and

achievements,

ideals

expression

Add: Respect

for

individuality

traits,

Add: Dependence

Add: Development,

Add: Distinc-

as an emotional

social problems,

tion of

problem

differentiation of

process and

inner

Autonomous

Multiplicity

Add: Coping with

Add: Respect

conflicting inner

autonomy,

needs, toleration

interdependence

for

life

from outer

Vividly conveyed

Increased

feelings, integration

conceptual

of physiological and

complexity,

psychological,

complex

psychological

patterns,

causation of

toleration for

behavior, role

ambiguity,

conception,

broad scope,

self-

fulfillment, self in

social context

Integrated

Add: Reconciling

Add: Cherishing of

inner conflicts,

individuality

renunciation of
unattainable

outcome

Add:

Identity

objectivity
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shifts in traits that indicate a

continuous progression rather than the existence
or

quantitative degree of a particular

trait

(Weathersby and Tarule,

p. 26).

Intellectual/Moral Development

As mentioned
great.

earlier, the overlap

between

this section

and the previous one

Loevinger raised some issues involved with cognitive development 13

model and one can, on comparison, see much

work and
Kohlberg.

movement

the

more narrowly defined

As Cross
is

similarity

all

her

between her broad based

(white, young, male)

points out, "in almost

in

is

work of Perry and

developmental-stage research, the

from simple stereotyped thinking and perceptions, through an awareness

of multiple possibilities and differentiated views of oneself and society, to conceptual
complexity, toleration of ambiguity, objectivity and broadened vision" (1981, p. 177).

The following models

Intellectual

all reflect this pattern.

and Ethical Development

William Perry’s (1970) model of

intellectual

and ethical development

a longitudinal research study of two groups of Harvard undergraduates.

relied

on observation and responses

to

is

based on

The study

open-ended interviews with each of 84

undergraduates (82 men, 2 women) over their 4 years of study (Cross, pp. 179-180;

13

also referred to as intellectual development in the literature.
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Weathersby and Tarule, pp„ 33-34). From analyzing
these responses, Perry
nine developmental positions (shown in

full

identified

below) that move roughly from a position

of duality to multiplicity and finally to commitment.

Each of these positions centers

around the individual’s view of knowledge and
"Authority".

P osition

Basic Duality The student sees the world in polar
terms of weright-good vs. other- wrong-bad. Right Answers for everything
exist in the
Absolute, known to Authority whose role is to mediate
(teach) them.
Knowledge and goodness are perceived as quantitative accretions of
discrete
1:

.

tightness to be collected by hard

work and obedience.

Position 2: Multiplicity Pre -Legitimate

The student perceives diversity of
opinion as an uncertainty, and accounts for this as unwarranted
confusion in
poorly qualified Authorities or as mere exercises set by Authority "so
we can
The Answer

learn to find

.

for ourselves."

Position 3: Multiplicity Subordinate

.

The

student accepts diversity and

uncertainty as legitimate but

still temporary in areas where Authority "hasn’t
found the Answer yet." He supposes Authority grades him in these areas on
"good expression" but remains puzzled as to standards.

Position 4: Multiplicity Correlate or Relativism Subordinate
(a) The
student perceives legitimate uncertainty (and therefore diversity of opinion) to
be extensive and raises it to the status of an unstructured epistemological
.

realm of

which he

own

its

sets

in which "anyone has a right to his own opinion," a realm
over against Authority’s realm where right-wrong still prevails,

or (b) the student discovers qualitative contextual relativistic reasoning as a
special case of "what They want" within Authority’s realm.
Position 5: Relativism Correlate Competing or Diffuse

perceives

The student
knowledge and values (including Authority’s) as contextual and
and subordinates dualistic right-wrong functions to the status of a
.

all

relativistic

special case, in context.

Position 6:

Commitment Foreseen

.

The

student apprehends the necessity of

some form of personal
from unquestioned or unconsidered commitment

orienting himself in a relativistic world through

Commitment

(as distinct

simple belief

in certainty).

to
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P osition
some

7: Initial

Commitment

.

The

student

makes an

initial

Commitment

in

area.

P osition

8: Orientation in Implic a tions of Commitment
The student
experiences the implications of Commitments, and
explores the subjective and
stylistic issues of responsibility.

P osition

Developing CommitmentfsT The student experiences the
among multiple responsibilities and realizes
Commitment as an ongoing, unfolding activity through which he expresses
9.

affirmation of identity

his life style.

(Perry 1970, pp. 9-10)

While these positions are proposed

as progressive as well as hierarchical, Perry

proposes three types of ‘holding patterns’
inability to

move through

these positions.

that

might characterize an individual’s

Retreat (to position

1)

and escape (denial

of commitment) are active forms of denial displayed by students who are unable or
refuse to continue to subsequent positions.

prolonged pause

(a full year) in a given position

Women’s Ways

While very
is

and

settings.

wide range of

characterized by a

while reflecting on

its

to date

have a heavy male

concluded a study of 135

women from

bias.

class, racial

In

women,

In the

mid

women from

and ethnic backgrounds and repeated interviews with

,

Field Belenky, Blythe

McVicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule

a

30%

Women’s Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self Voice

and Mind (1986), Mary

it

a variety of backgrounds

This study involved in-depth open-ended interviews with

of the population.

implications.

has been said about the relevance of this research to

little

women

is

of Knowing

obvious that the models discussed

1980’s, four

Temporizing
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Goldberger and

Jill

Mattuck Tarule report on

the following topics and allowed the

their findings

women, aged

16 to 60

and process.

,

They

raised

to direct the course of

the interview.

o

life

o

self-image

and learning

o

From

o
o

moral decision-making

past changes and prospects for the future.

this study, the researchers

positions which

education and learning

were both similar

to

were able

to discern five epistemological

and different from Perry’s stages.

These "ways

of knowing" can be described as follows:

Silence

Women

-

Received

experience themselves as mindless, voiceless and subject to
the whims of external authority.

Women

-

conceive of themselves as capable of receiving, even
reproducing knowledge from the all-knowing external authorities,

Knowledge

but not as capable of creating knowledge on their own.

Subjective

-

Truth and knowledge are conceived of as personal, private and

Knowledge
Procedural

subjectively

-

Knowledge

Women

known

or intuited.

are invested in learning and applying objective

procedures for obtaining and communicating knowledge.
takes two forms:
separate

This

impersonal with a separation between object of

-

knowledge and knower; and
connected

Constructed-

Knowledge

Women

-

personal with an intimacy between self and object.

knowledge as contextual, experience
themselves as creators of knowledge, and value both subjective and
objective strategies for knowing.
view

all
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These views of
learning task.

self

and knowledge can seriously affect the way
adults approach a

Adult numeracy instructors should not be surprised

if

women

in a

position of silence or received knowledge expect
greater guidance and structure than

those functioning from a position of constructed
knowledge.

More

women

than most of the theorists and researchers discussed in
this chapter, these

clearly and concisely identify the limitations associated
with their model.

They caution
o

all

reading their work to temper their reading with an awareness

that:

the five ways of knowing identified are not necessarily fixed,
exhaustive
or universal categories, nor should they be perceived as discrete stages
in
a developmental sequence. They are rather what they are: epistemological

positions that

may

or

may

not change over time depending on the

individual.

o

these are abstract or "pure" categories that cannot adequately capture the
complexities and uniqueness of an individual woman’s thought and life.

o

these categories are not unique to
in

o

women;

similar categories can be found

men’s thinking.

other people might organize their observations differently.

Moral Development

Initially

based on a study of adolescent boys, Lawrence Kohlberg’s stage theory

of moral reasoning and development has been adapted and expanded

(Kohlberg and Kramer, 1969).

to include adults

Like many of the hierarchical developmentalists,

Kohlberg’s model of moral development represents a progression through an invariant

and irreversible

series

of levels and stages (shown below).

He

proposes a process of
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inquiry that involves the posing and resolution
of "disequilibrizing moral dilemmas"
to aid progression through stages

1981, p. 98).

this stage, the child neither

understands rules nor judges good or bad in terms
what is pleasant or exciting, bad is what is
Has no idea of obligation, should or have to, even, even in

of rules and authority.
painful or fearful.

Good

is

terms of external authority, but

guided only by can do and want to do.

is

Precon ventional Level

II.

At

et al

Stage 0: Premoral Stage

I.

At

(Widick

this level, the child is

responsive to cultural rules and labels of good and bad, right
or wrong, but interprets these labels in terms of either
the physical or the hedonistic
consequences of actio (punishment, reward, exchange of favors) or in
terms of the
physical power of those who enunciate the rules and labels. The
level is divided into

two

stages:

Stage 1: The Punishment and Obedience Orientation. The physical
consequences of action determine its goodness or badness regardless of the
human meaning or value of these consequences. Avoidance of punishment
and unquestioning deference to power are valued in their own right, not in

terms of respect for an underlying moral order supported by punishment and
authority (the latter being Stage 4).
Stage 2: The Instrumental Relativist Orientation.

which instrumentally
others.

Human

Elements of

relations are

my

I’ll

occasionally the needs of

terms like those of the marketplace.
and equal sharing are present, but they are

in a physical or

back and

Right action consists of that

own needs and

viewed

fairness, reciprocity,

always interpreted

"you scratch

one’s

satisfies

in

pragmatic way.

Reciprocity

is

a matter of

scratch yours," not of loyalty, gratitude, or

justice.

III.

At
is

this level,

Conventional Level

maintaining the expectations of the individual’s family, group, or nation

perceived as valuable

consequences.

The

in its

own

right, regardless

attitude is not only

social order but of loyalty to

it,

of immediate and obvious

one of conformity

to personal expectations

order and of identifying with the persons or group involved in
are two stages:

and

of actively maintaining, supporting and justifying the
it.

At

this level, there
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Stage

3:

The

Orientation.

Interpersonal Concordance or

Good behavior

approved by them.

There

is

is that

"Good Boy-Nice Girl"
which pleases or helps others and

much conformity

majority or "natural" behavior. Behavior
"He means well" becomes important for the

is

to stereotypical

is

images of what

frequently judged by intention:
first time.
One earns approval

is

by being "nice."
Stage 4. The Law-and-Order Orientation. There is
orientation toward
authority, fixed rules, and the maintenance of
the social order. Right
behavior consists of doing one’s duty, showing respect
for authority, and
maintaining the given social order for its own sake.
IV. Postconventional, Autonomous, or Principled Level

At

this level, there is a clear effort to define

moral values and principles which have
and application apart from the authority of the groups or persons
holding
these principles and apart from the individual’s own identification
with these groups.
This level has two stages:
validity

Stage 5: The Social-Contract Legalistic Orientation. Generally with
utilitarian overtones. Right action tends to be defined in terms of
general
individual rights and in terms of standards which have been critically

examined and agreed upon by

the whole society. There is a clear awareness
of the relativism of personal values and opinions and a corresponding
emphasis upon procedural rules for reading consensus. Aside from what is

constitutionally and democratically agreed upon, the right

of changing law in

is a matter of
emphasis upon the possibility
terms of rational considerations of social unity (rather than

rigidly maintaining

it

personal values and opinion.

in

The

result is an

terms of Stage 4 law and order).

realm, free agreement and contract
is

the "official" morality of the

is

Outside the legal

the binding element of obligation.

This

American government and Constitution.

Stage 6: The Universal Ethical Principle Orientation.

Right

is

defined by the

decision of conscience in accord with self-chosen ethical principles appealing
to logical

comprehensiveness, universality, and consistency.

These principles

are abstract and ethical (the Golden Rule, the categorical imperative) and are

not concrete moral rules like the Ten

Commandments. At

heart, these are

universal principles of justice, of the reciprocity and equality of the
rights,

human

and of respect for the dignity of human beings as individual persons.

(Kohlberg and Turiel, 1971, pp. 415-416)
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In recent years Kohlberg has suggested
a seventh stage of moral development

involving a "cosmic or religious perspective
on

life"

(Levine, Kohlberg, and

Hewer

1985, p. 96).

Although

his research

began focussed on a particularly white, young, male

population, Kohlberg has since expanded his base and
claims that this model has
universal applicability and

is

without sexual or cross-cultural bias.

Cognitive Development and Epistemology, Kohlberg states

In a section of

that:

All individuals in

all cultures use the same thirty basic moral
categories,
concepts, or principles, and all individuals in all cultures go through
the same
order or sequence of gross stage development, though they vary in rate

and

terminal point of development (1971, p. 175).

Not

surprisingly, this claim, as wide-ranging and assumptive as

subject of

some study and

it is,

has been the

discussion over the years 14 (Gilligan 1982; Snarey, 1985).

Critical Consciousness

Another developmental scheme
is

that represents a

view from a different perspective

Paulo Freire’s (1970) concept of stages of consciousness.

While

this

could be

see section on limitations of research and models below for a more detailed refutation of this
stance.
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viewed as a model of the learning process,
to the area

from

their

states

also has a distinct contribution to

make

of intellectual and ethical development.

According

naming

it

to Freire, learning, especially in the case of
adults, is a process of

world and thus taking control of

it.

In this process they often

move

of "magical" or "naive" consciousness, where they view themselves
as

objects which are controlled by outside forces, to a state of "critical
consciousness"

where they conceive of themselves
history.

In

as subjects and makers of their

Pedagogy of the Oppressed Freire describes
,

the

way

own

in

which people

living in poverty exist in a "culture of silence" and contrasts learning

challenges this situation with the "banking education" that

is

culture and

which

so often supported in

formal settings.

Freire suggests that in order for adults to advance through these hierarchical
stages they must be able and willing to take control of their environment and feel

capable of creating history.

Within each

state

of consciousness the individual must

pass through the three sub-stages; from naming to reflecting to acting (Smith, 1976,
p. 43-77).
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Experiential Learning Cycle and Adult Learning
Styles

This section will explore the relationship between
a particular model of the
learning process (the experiential learning cycle)
and a formulation of adult learning
styles.

What

will be conspicuously missing, for lack of
space

boundaries for

this chapter, is the relationship

theories of cognitive style and learning. 15

such as perception, classification,

and need

to create task

between these concepts and other

Concepts related

memory and

to cognitive processes,

logical processes,

which have

bearing on adult learning (especially across cultures) are also eliminated
from
discussion

direct

this

.

Adult Learning

-

Process and Styles

David Kolb (1976) has developed a model which

integrates an experiential

learning process with learning styles and provides a comprehensive theoretical guide
for the adult educator.

This model begins by describing four key steps

cycle and provides a clear method to consider

Since adult learning

is

Such

as: field

McKenny and

for adults.

heavily based on previous experience, Kolb suggests the

following types of learning that

13

when designing programs

in the learning

make up

dependence/independence

Hill (Martens, 1975), and a

the adult learning process:

as presented

by Witkin, cognitive

model of learning

styles (Dunn).

style

models from
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Concrete Experience The learner is involved in a
concrete
experience that is provided in training. The learner
:

explores a new
learner learns by demonstration, explanation,
lecture, and the giving of facts by the trainer.
situation firsthand.

The

Reflection and Observation

but distances

:

The

learner maintains concrete involvement

becoming a reflective observer - takes a step back to
observe and reflect on what the situation means to him/her.
Learning
takes place through question and answer periods,
discussion, or individual
time for reflection and work.
self,

Abstract Conceptualization

Based on reflection, the learner analyzes the
and forms theories, generalizing from the particular to the
hypothetical and general. Interaction with peers and the trainer
helps the
:

situation

learner analyze situations.

Active Experimentation: The learner formulates a plan or strategy to
apply the newly attained information to his/her own situation. The learner
needs to discover for him/herself the application of knowledge.

This experiential learning cycle can be represented as follows:

Figure

1

The Experiential Learning Cycle
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These stages represent both process and learning

remember
involves

A ctive

is that this is

some

styles.

not a definitive four step process.

overlap, interaction and flexibility.

A

learner’s experience to be complete.

Abstract Conceptualization

who

feel

This

thing to

Each of these stages

creative tension exists between

Experimentation and Reflection and Observation

Learners

The important

that, if nurtured,

helps the

equally true for Concrete Experience and

is

.

most comfortable immersing themselves

be the ones who most need

to

in

an experience

be drawn back occasionally and helped

their experience (and vice versa).

The

may

to conceptualize

creative tension that exists between these

opposites means that people have a tendency, even in childhood, to gravitate towards

one end or the other of each continuum

By

(vertical or horizontal axes)

this

the time they are adults, they have firmly established their preferred

learning and

may

not wish to

Having established

move through

this

model.

way of

process in a stage by stage manner.

the adult learning cycle as a process,

that there are specific learning styles that fall

are:

of

Kolb goes on

between each step

to suggest

in the process.

These
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Accommodation - Concrete and
active, accommodators tend to
emphasize objectives and practical
reality over theory.

Divergence

When
cycle,

-

Concrete and

Assimilation

-

Reflective and

abstract, assimilators prefer

theory to practical application

and

facts.

Convergence

-

Active and

reflective, divergers are

abstract, convergers are

imaginative, emotional and

conformist, traditional and

interested in people.

authoritarian.

more

the above learning styles are superimposed on the experiential
learning

you have a model (shown below)

that incorporates

two of the key aspects of

adult learning: the learning process and learning styles.

Figure 2

Learning Process and Styles
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Theories of Adult Learner Motivation

Motivation
distractions,

is

an important part of an adult’s ability to learn.

unmet needs, and personal trauma can

Environmental

divert the learner’s attention

from

\

the task at hand.

where theory

(as

This

is

also one of the few places in the field of adult learning

opposed

to solely experience-based statements

taken root.

The following

frameworks

for the adult educator to use

A

section provides a brief overview of six theoretical

when approaching

the concept of motivation.

Hierarchy of Needs

Abraham Maslow, perhaps
in the field

of

and assumptions) has

human

the best

known of

of humanistic psychology and

motivation in general.

Maslow

is

group,

often cited

suggests that

that can

be visualized as a stack of dependent

until the

lower level need

is

this

layers:

met (Maslow, 1954).

when

is

a

renowned

theorist

discussing the dynamics

human needs form

one need

a hierarchy

level is unattainable
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Attributes

Develop

to fullest potential;

strong sense of individuality.

Respect and liking for self
and others.

Membership, acceptance,
belonging, feeling loved and
wanted.

Protection from physical or

psychological threat, need
for order

and structure.

Food, water,

shelter,

clothing, etc.

Figure 3

As mentioned, each need

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

level does not

lower levels of needs have been

satisfied.

individual’s position in the hierarchy

year to year.

breakfast

For instance,

may be

in a

become

To

may

further complicate the model, an

may change from hour

morning math

day

to hour,

class, the learner

who

to day, or

has had no

biding his/her time to get to the lunch hour, and be wholly

uninterested in expending intellectual energy.

conditions

a major focus for motivation until the

In addition social and

economic

conspire against certain individuals, preventing them from reaching

the highest levels of this hierarchy.
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Force Field Analysis

Henry Miller (1967) builds on

the hierarchy of needs proposed

the force field analysis concept created by
Kurt

construct that attempts to explain

education are inevitably linked 16

why

.

Lewin

to

by Maslow and

develop a theoretical

socio-economic status and participation in adult

This model incorporates basic sociological

research in identifying positive and negative forces and
accommodates research
findings on participation.

be interested primarily

Thus, the model’s prediction that lower social classes will

in education that

meets survival needs (job training and adult

basic education) while upper social classes, having fulfilled these needs,
will seek

educational opportunities oriented towards achievement and self-actualization finds

support in research data on expressed educational interests and needs
populations.

Likewise

this

among

model accommodates research linking age and

position with educational interests.

The

adult

life

cycle

earlier stages in the life cycle are primarily

associated with survival and belonging needs (getting a job, beginning a family) and
the latter stages with being free to pursue activities aimed at the higher stages of the

hierarchy (Cross, p. 112-113).

16

Although one might question

to

what degree

and formal adult continuing education structures.

this

holds true outside of industrialized nations
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Expectancy-Valence Paradigm

Kjell

Rubenson (1977)

human behavior

utilizes psychological theories

of motivation which explain

terms of the interaction between the individual and
his/her

in

perceived environment to develop a model of motivation
that accounts for both.

Rubenson ’s work draws heavily from
Atkinson,

who

that of

Lewin, Tolman, McClelland and

hold similar views of behavior as influenced by the
interaction of an

individual’s acquired experience with his/her immediate
experience in the

environment.

Each portion of Rubenson’s model

interaction and

it is

reflects this

intemal/extemal

the resolution of these positive and negative forces that determines

the strength of an individual’s motivation.

Rubenson’s model can be divided

into the

two parts

reflected in

its

name and

characterized in the following manner:

Expectancy

Components:

1)

Valence

expectation of personal

Components:

anticipated

success in educational

consequences of participation as

activity,

perceived by individual (any number)

2) expectation that success
will result in positive

consequences.
Calculations:

Calculations:

components are

multiplicative and positive with zero as a
if component
no motivation to

possible value (note:

=

0, there

participate)

is

1

or 2

strength of force based

on algebraic sum of values

(as

determined by individual),

values

can be positive, negative or neutral.
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As can be

seen above, either a result of zero in expectancy
or an overall negative

valence will result in a lack of motivation on
the part of the individual to participate
in the educational activity.

This model places considerable emphasis on the
individual

and his/her perception of environmental influences
and highlights the

fact that external

barriers are not the only barriers to participation.

Previous experience

Expectancy

+

=

the

Active

expectation that

preparedness

education will have

Congenital properties

certain desirable

consequences

X

the

expectation of being
able to participate in

Factors in the environment (the

and complete the

degree of hierarchical structure,
values of

member and

Perception and

reference

» education

interpretation of

groups, study possibilities)

Force (the

the environment

strength
will

whereof

determine

behavior)

Valence of the

J

education

Current needs of the individual

»

The

individual’s

t

experience of

needs

Figure 4

Rubenson’s Paradigm of Recruitment (1977,

p. 35)

A Congruence Model

Roger Boshier’s congruence model of
growing alongside research.

participation (1973)

is

an example of theory

Similar in basic approach to the force field and

expectancy-valence models, the internal psychological factors and external
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environmental variables he accounts for are based
on his study of nonparticipation and

dropout in noncredit courses

premise

in

continuing education in

New

Zealand,

His basic

is that:

both adult education participation and dropout can
be understood to occur as
a function of the magnitude of the discrepancy
between the

participant’s self-

concept and key aspects (largely people) of the educational
environment.
Non-participants manifest self/ institution incongruence and
do

not enroll

(1973, p. 260).

The major conceptual
individuals

who

contribution

made by

register high discrepancy scores

theory

this

And

self-esteem, that elusive indicator,

is

the suggestion that

between perceived

will generally project this dissatisfaction onto almost

categorized as "dropout prone".

is

self

and ideal

self

any environment and can thus be

again, as with Rubenson, the importance of

identified as a

key factor

in

an adult’s motivation

to participate (and potential for success) in an educational endeavor.

Anticipated Benefits

While Allen Tough (1979), according

to

K. Patricia Cross (1981), does not

currently have a clearly articulated theory concerning

directed learning projects, he

is

why

individuals undertake self-

moving toward an explanation and a conceptual

organization of data that warrants mention (Cross, p. 120-121).

proponent of research on self-directed learning, Tough assumes

As

the leading

that the subjects

of his

study can not only understand their behavior, but can articulate this understanding.

By

asking learners to assign weights to their reasons for learning, he identifies the
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range of ‘anticipated benefits’ of learner participation.
that

it is

single

His model further suggests

these benefits and the learners’ "conscious
anticipation of reward" that

most important factor

in motivation to participate, far

is

the

outweighing either

subconscious or environmental factors.

The model proposes

five progressive

and overlapping stages of participation and

three categories of personal feelings used to describe the
anticipated benefits within

each stage. 17

Stages

Clusters of Personal Feelings

1)

engaging

2)

retaining the knowledge or

3)

applying the knowledge
gaining a material reward, as
promotion

4)

5)

in a learning activity

pleasure: happiness, satisfaction,

enjoyment, feeling good...

skill

gaining a symbolic reward, as
credits and degrees

self-esteem: higher self-regard, greater
in

self-confidence, maintaining self-image...

others: outside perceptions of individual
in

-

higher regard, praise, affection,

gratitude towards...

Chain-of-Response (COR) Model

K. Patricia Cross (1981) attempts not only

to contrast

and compare these various

attempts to describe, theoretically, motivation towards participation
also to propose

one of her own. The chain-of-response model

(p.

122-124), but

offered as a

is

conceptual framework that identifies relevant variables and hypothesizes their

17

A

15%, 5

-

among the three
24%, 2 - 19%, 4 9% (Tough, Abbey and

research test of the model included 100 people asked to distribute ten points

clusters and across each of the five stages.

9%; and

pleasure

-

50%,

Orton, 1979 in Cross, p. 122)

Results were as follows: 3

self-esteem

-

41%,

-

reaction of others

33%,
-

1

-
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interrelationships.

Based on the assumption

that participation in learning
activities is

not a single act, but rather a
series of interrelated responses,
this model presents

behavior as a ‘constantly flowing stream’
rather than a series of discrete
events.

Life-Transitions

Information

Self-

evaluation

Importance of goals

* “

*

^

expectation that

participation will

*

—

meet

»

Opportunities and

*

Participation

barriers

goals
Attitudes about

education

Figure 5
Chain-of-Response Model
for Understanding Participation in Adult Learning

Activities

(Cross, p. 124)

This model represents a continuum that begins with the
individual and moves
increasingly toward external conditions, with forces of
interaction flowing in both
directions.

Cross points out

that this

model

is in its

infancy and, as broad as

it is,

is

not particularly useful as a tool for explaining and predicting adult
participation.
Rather,

it is

meant

to assist adult educators in organizing thinking

area of adult education.

accommodate

Further,

existing research,

practice (Cross, p. 131).

it

it

is

may

and research

in the

Cross’ hope that, should the model prove to
ultimately stimulate

new

research and improve
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The Teachable Moment

Havighurst’s (1972) idea of the
teachable
theory of adult motivation, though
factors are considered.

"the

body

(p. 7) is

is ripe,

it

moment could be considered another

differs slightly in the

way

internal

Also, the basic premise, identification
of the

and society requires, and the

a concept that applies throughout

life

and external

moment when

self is ready to achieve a certain
task"

and

is

not particular to the adult

situation.

Havighurst suggests that the sensitive or

critical

periods for specific learning that

psychologists have identified indicate that adults
will be motivated to learn things
specific point in time.

studying

programs

He

further suggests that these times can be
determined by

human development
to focus

on learning

developmental tasks

at

(see adult

development section above) and designing

activities that relate directly to the adult’s
particular

hand.

Andragogy

Up

until

now

this

chapter has placed

between the adult learner and the child
virtually ignored.

at a

Since

we

are

vs.

little

Pedagogy

emphasis on the distinction made

learner, in that the child learner has

now approaching

been

a discussion of the implications of
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adult learning theory for instruction,

it

may be

helpful to discuss the prevailing views

on instruction and the controversy surrounding
the term andragogy.

It is

a

fair

assumption to make

that

many would-be

adult educators

draw

their

instructional inspiration

from

school system.

a natural response, the underlying assumption in
this practice

is that

Though

everyone learns

in the

their

primary educational experience

same way.

in the

formal

Yet, what has been presented earlier in this

chapter clearly demonstrates the fact that adults approach
learning quite differently

from children and, therefore, need

to

be taught differently from children.

literature distinguishes

between these different approaches

them

technical terms given to the

differently.

The

the science of teaching adults, and pedagogy

(Knowles 1980,

,

to teaching

The

by labeling

two approaches are andragogy or
.

the science of teaching children

p. 40).

Malcolm Knowles,

in his

book The

Modem

Practice of Adult Education,

discusses the conceptual and practical implications this differentiation has for

designing and implementing adult education programs.

He

identifies the following

four concepts that differentiate pedagogy and andragogy (1980, p. 43-44):

1

.

Concept of the learner

:

Whereas

the child

him/her, the adult acts autonomously

capable of being self-directed

,

is

dependent upon those around

in relation to others.

they want to learn in dialogue with the teacher.
is in

Adults are

of being able to identify and articulate what
In

pedagogy, the teacher

a directing relationship with the student; in adult education, on the

other hand, the teacher

is in

a helping relationship with the student.
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2

-

R ole

of Learner’s Experience

to the educational

Children, with limited experience to
brine
exchange, are subjected to education as the
one-way
information from teacher to the student.
The
:

—ansfer

of data

learner,

on the other hand, brings a wealth of experience
and wisdom

adult

into
In adult education, the teacher is
more often a
facilitator in a mutual learning environment.
Thus, the focus

the earning environment.

shifts

from

transmission media and methods (lectures,
assigned reading, audiovisual
presentations) to experiential methods such as
small group activities
experimentation, role playing, and the like. The
dichotomy between’
cher
S ilent is replaced with a community of learners and teachers

^

^

R eadiness

to learn
In traditional pedagogy, the teacher decides
what the
students need to learn and the curriculum is
developed apart from the
learner. This is based on the assumption that
learners are ready to learn
whatever society dictates they should learn. Furthermore,
.

assumptions
around orderly progressions of curriculum reflect the belief
that most
students of the same age are ready to learn the same things.
Adults

become ready
cope with

more

own

when

to learn

real-life tasks or

they experience a need to learn in order to
problems. Adult education is considered to be

learner centered in that, as adults are generally able to identify
their
needs, the learner may take a more active role in deciding what
will

be taught. Thus,

in adult

educational programs
ests, life situations

their discovery

is

education,

important that the content of
directly related to both the adult learner’s inter-

and readiness

of their "needs

Orientation to learning

.

The

to

it is

to learn

and

that the process facilitates

know".

adult learner has a different orientation to

learning than the child.

Children have been conditioned to have a subiectcentered orientation to learning whereas adults tend to have a more
problem or process-centered orientation. The key difference is one of

time perspective.

Children are able to focus attention towards future
rewards while adults are primarily concerned with their present situations

and interested

in solving

problems they experience on a daily

basis.
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The

chart below summarizes

some key considerations

for the adult educator.

Table 2.3 Distinctions Between Child and Adult
Learning Approaches

Key

Ideas

Child

the learner

generally dependent

the educator

defines problem

Adult

self-directed

helps learner solve

own problem
primary information

educator

self,

motivation

external

internal

time orientation

future

present

experience

source

The approach taken by Knowles

has not received wide acceptance.

While many

recognize the fact that there are significant differences between adults and children,

controversy exists as to what impact

While few take exception

to his

applicability across age groups.

this

has on the design of educational programs.

recommendations for

altering programs, they see

The question becomes,

is

there really a distinction
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between pedagogy and andragogy? Or

is

the true distinction

between ‘bad' pedagogy

and ‘good’ pedagogy?

Thus, the suggestions made by Knowles
might be better viewed as an alternative
to traditional educational

models than as a model appropriate only for
adult

This would imply that the above chart be
relabeled

to reflect

learners.

movement from

traditional (rather than child) towards
learner-centered (rather than adult)

and forming

a continuum of attitudes and approaches that
might characterize any learning

environment.

Limitations of Existing Research and Models

Until now, this chapter has primarily served as a vehicle for
presenting rather

than critiquing the various research and theoretical models that
address adult learning.

While a detailed description of

their application to adult

reserved for the final chapter of

this dissertation, this

without identifying the limitations of each.

There

numeracy

instruction will be

chapter should not continue

a wide range of problems

is

associated with trying to take these models and apply them in real

life situations.

These limitations can be found within each category of adult learning, although they
are most noticeable

stages.

when reviewing

While many

their research

adult learning as

theorists recognize

and clearly

beyond the limited population

it

relates to

state the

developmental

danger of generalizing

studied, others either ignore the issue
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entirely or even suggest that their

major areas of limitations

models are universal.

that should

Identified

below are four

be considered when evaluating the usefulness
of

the information presented in this chapter.

Gender Bias

In general,

women

have had

little if

any role

to play as either researchers or

research subjects in the formative stages of psychological
theories (Gilligan 1979, in

Belenky

et al, p. 6).

Carol Gilligan

is

perhaps one of the

first,

most vocal and best

recognized individuals to challenge the male oriented approach taken
by adult
developmentalists.

In her best

known work,

not only Kohlberg, Levinson and Erikson 18

,

In a Different Voice

,

but the likes of Freud, Piaget and

McClelland as well for not adequately considering female-specific
stages.

Gilligan takes on

roles, tasks

and

Gilligan suggests that the existing models describe a morality of rights and

justice and she contrasts this with the morality of responsibility and care that serves as

the key operating principle from a female perspective (Belenky et

morality reflects the developmental path of
others and connectedness.

separateness

18

is in

Thus

the male

model of

development (1982, pp. 11-13).

at least

This

towards relationship

to

identity as defined through

sharp contrast to the developmental pattern experienced by

although she does give credit to Erikson for

specific

women who move

al, p. 8).

considering,

if

women.

not accommodating, gender
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Surprisingly, although Perry’s

work was unquestionably based on

male population (82 men, 2 women), he
approach
al

is

to the research question

to the relevance of his

given credit for both technique of

and applicability of his resultant model (Belenky

1986, p. 10; Gilligan 1982, p. 166).

due

is

a primarily

One

can’t help but

model and how much

is

wonder how much of

Do

these ‘screens’

make

it

this

subject to the middle class

orientation and a higher education institution
cultural base seemingly shared

these researchers.

et

less likely that valid criticism

by

all

might

surface?

Class Bias

Class bias

is

heavily apparent, especially in the case of life-cycle research.

Much

of the research conducted and models created are based on studies involving college
students.

This

is,

by definition, an

of the adult population

at large.

access for most researchers,

it is

elite

While

group and one particularly unrepresentative

it

is

admittedly, the easiest population to

a significant

jump

in faith to

assume

that information

collected from this group (or any other easy to identify, clinical or institution-based

population) and inferences drawn could be applied to the broad category of adult
learners.
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Cultural Bias

Having discussed some of the
situated in a western ‘culture’

it

pitfalls

should be apparent that these theories are
not readily

transferable across cultural boundaries.
cultural universality of both

of applying these theories to adult learners

Challenging Kohlberg’s rash claim of cross-

model and method, John Snarey (1985) conducted
a meta-

analysis of forty-five studies of moral
development (38 cross sectional and 7
longitudinal) covering 27 different countries.
the

In general, his findings concluded that

model was biased toward urban and/or middle-class

He

folk cultural groups.

collective solidarity,

cultural

supported this statement by showing

commonly expressed

groups and against

how

values such as

in traditional folk culture

and working class

communities, were absent from both theoretical explication and the
methodological
scoring procedure (p. 226).

This

is

not to say that

all

aspects of

all

theories developed in a western context

need to be abandoned when venturing into another cultural realm.
fact,

There may,

be existing models which parallel some of those discussed already.

Gillespie

shows

in a

As Marilyn

comparative chart (Table 2.4), such parallels can be drawn

between Loevinger’s model of ego development and the
developmental pattern
this close

in

illustrated

by the

life

and potentially useful relationship

ethical

of Buddha (1986,
exist

and moral

p. 8).

Not only does

between the two ‘models’, but the

buddhist example offers some suggested modification of Loevinger’s model by adding
conceptual stages (predestination and enlightenment).

Table 2.4
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Buddha’s Stages of Moral and Ethical
Development

Loevinger’s Stages
(with

modification)

(Predestination)

Amoral

Life Event

...

Description

Birth

Prophesy of future

Early Childhood

life.

Sheltered from causes of fear

and suffering, belief that

all

people are healthy and happy.

Conforming

Youth

Lives cloistered on palace.

Obedience

to father;

marriage; son born

Conscientious-

Before chariot rides.

age 29.

at

Siddhartha feels vague

Conformist

disquiet, longing.

Conscientious

After chariot rides in which he sees 4

men
Individualistic

-

old, sick,

Siddhartha gives up wealth; leaves
family; crosses

Concern

for suffering.

Concern

for higher values

dead and ascetic.

Anoma

symbolically entering

River,

new

associated with inner

life;

commitment.

life.

Siddhartha joins with other monks.

Search for mentor;
interdependence.

Teacher sends Siddhartha away,
saying he has taught him everything

he knows.

Siddhartha and fellow

monks begin

7

Last conforming act.

years of self-mortification.

Siddhartha realizes folly of

this;

goes

Renunciation

off alone to meditate.

Integrative

Siddhartha achieves enlightenment.

(Enlightenment)

Buddha becomes a
family and friends.

teacher; converts

Autonomy,

Loss of

identity.

self;

ceases to

experience suffering.

The enlightenment of
is contingent on the
enlightenment of

all.

the one
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The
that

pattern of development

can be found

shown here

in parables, legends,

most parts of the world.

many of

indicative of the rich cultural subtext

drama, music and other symbolic

art

forms

in

This subtext provides the practical patterns for
emulation

expected within a particular culture.
research base of

is

And though

it

may

not have the empirical

the western models, these indicators of
cultural norms,

expectations and general developmental patterns are
nonetheless powerful.

Gillespie

suggests additional symbolic sources for analysis in
a similar vein including: the story

of Ramayana (Hindu culture), Sufi

american culture)

stories

(Middle eastern) and Uncle

Remus

(Afro-

(p.2).

Value Bias

In discussing applicability of this information to adult learning settings,
the most
difficult barrier

encountered

theoretical constructs.

is

the

unspoken value attached

So, although there

may be some

to different levels within

disadvantage to generalizing

physical changes or life-cycle stages, the implications of uncritically applying
hierarchical development schemes are staggering.

‘objective’

model of

reality is

made,

it

is

While the attempt

illusionary and evasive.

to project an
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The one model

that

seems

to steer clear of this trap is the
experiential learning

cycle and explanation of learning styles
offered by Kolb
distinctly successful effort

made

to

advantage to a particular stage or

show how

style,

there

is

19
.

There

is

an honest and

no particular qualitative

but rather a supportive relationship

among

all

four (separately, and eight collectively).

Content Bias

There
cases

is

is

actually very

little

content or subject bias in these studies.

In very rare

the instructional context of the research or
theoretical inspiration mentioned.

Ordinarily this might be considered a strength of the work,
highlighting possibilities
for flexible and cross-disciplinary application.

applicability, cross-disciplinary or otherwise,

orientation

was even considered.

Since

it

is

little is

referenced in the area of

unclear whether content or subject

In content areas such as mathematics, with

history of distinctly differentiated research on learning (with children) 20

becomes somewhat

19

although Kolb

is

,

its

this position

suspect.

significantly less successful in maintaining this value-free approach in a later

application of this model which discusses adaptive styles (Kolb 1980).
20

on how children learn mathematics, because of its scope
review, this has not been formally included in the
Practically, however, the review of studies and influence on the

While a great deal of research

and the necessity to limit the focus of
literature

background of

practice will be strongly,

this study.
if

exists

this literature

implicitly, inherent in the design and findings of the research.
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Conclusion

To

separate theory from practice

component

parts and spreading

is

akin to dividing a ‘tree of knowledge’
into

them around for study. The roots make a
firm base

and provide nourishing pathways for the

you no longer have a
thrive

living tree.

when removed from

are just

now

of the tree but, once you cut them apart,

Likewise, the lovely flowering branch will seldom

the rest of the organic structure.

practice are meant to go hand in hand.

We

rest

Theory, research and

Adult education, however,

beginning to link the interdisciplinary parts of

feel for the living

it

is

a tree dissected.

together and get a

whole.

In the final chapter of this dissertation an attempt
will be

made

to identify

these theories and research have to offer to the practice of adult
numeracy.

approaching

this

reanimation activity’,

mathematics instruction
the learner.

it is

Before

important to explore the current state of

in adult basic education

The intervening chapters

what

from the eyes of the practitioner and

will describe this practical context.

CHAPTER

m

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, DESIGN, SAMPLING
PROCEDURES AND POPULATIONS
General Methodological Approach

The focus of

this research is

learning environment.

Towards

on examining and describing the
this

ABE

mathematics

end, a combination of survey and ethnographic

techniques contribute to a non-experi mental,
descriptive research design.

The

general

inductive approach used in the early part of the
research supported the development of
a descriptive base and an orienting framework that
served to guide the remainder of
the study.

The

entire study

was

questions, coded and linked to

structured around a series of generalized research

all

items on each instrument (questionnaires, interview

guides, and classroom observation sheet).

The consolidation of

this

information into a

generalized research framework allowed for tracking and reliable analysis
through
triangulation across sources.

Final research questions were identified during a research design process that
subjected general questions and the framework to further analysis and refinement.

Through a

series of meetings

and correspondence, research questions were reviewed

by a Research Design and Dissemination Network made up of technical advisors,
representatives from the Massachusetts

ABE Math Team

and members of the National

Adult Education Staff Development Consortium of the American Association of Adult
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and Continuing Education (see Appendix

E

for a description of the

RD&D

Network).

Questions and instruments were modified
to ensure that they addressed
both the

NCTM
site

standards and the realities of

of the research) and the nation.

ABE

teaching both in Massachusetts (the

home

Each instrument was pre-tested and modified
as

necessary before field implementation and
at transitional points in the data
collection

and review

Phase

activities.

The

I.

initial

phase of the study involved a survey by questionnaire

directed at the entire Massachusetts population
of instructors involved in

ABE

math

These data provided general background information on
the

ABE

math

instruction.

environment.

Data were reviewed for thematic patterns and used

to identify criteria

for selection of a case study sample.

Phase

II:

A

combination of in-depth interviews with instructors

learners (site visit 2) and two sets of classroom observations (visits

used to assess current teaching practices,

among

skills

During

programs

this

1

&

2)

and

were then

and attitudes towards mathematics

teachers of mathematics based in a variety of

Commonwealth of

(site visit 1)

ABE

programs throughout the

Massachusetts.

second phase, two to three days were spent

identified to participate.

The

first visit to

at

each of the 16

each program was spent

observing math classroom practices, examining curricula and materials, interviewing
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instructors

and talking with program administrators.

classroom observations and interviews with
learners.
visit to fill

The second
If

visit

necessary a third, follow-up

gaps and interview additional learners was
undertaken.

programs, adult learners were identified

involved

In 13 of the 16

to participate in individual

and focus group

interviews.

Final versions of the instruments developed
for this study are shown in Appendix

A

of

this dissertation.

All data collected from these sources

were coded and entered

into a relational data base as collected, for
comparative analysis during each phase. 21

Interviews were taped and transcriptions
to maintain learner

statistical

in

Appendices B,

Coding Keys, raw

C

and

D

results can be related to the research questions

chart below.

21

PQ
IQ

Key
-

tallies

respectively.

and transcribed data

All instruments and

by referencing the

final

column of

22

The database program RBase version

22

key, uncodable passages in an effort

and instructors ‘voices’ so they could be interwoven with

data reported in this study.

have been included

made of

3.1

was used (along with Paradox).

to Instrument Abbreviations:

Program Questionnaire
Instructor Questionnaire

Instructor Interview

II -

LI

-

Learner Interview

CO

-

Classroom Observation

the

+
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Table 3.1

Rabem

Generalized Research Framework

Code/

FOCUS, CATEGORIES,

Ref #

Source(s)

Questions, and

Data Collection

Correspondin

of

Strategy

g Questions

(-

subtopics)

Informatio

on

n
I

FOCUS ON MATH INSTRUCTION

11

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

Ila

Which

instructional methods,

Instructor

strategies or approaches are used to

teach math in

ABE

Instruments

Questionnaire

IQ: 14

Observation

classes?

Interview

Questioning, Discussion,

II:

8, 13

(individual)

Memorization, Drilling, Lecture,
Group Problem Solving, Prediction,

CO:
Learner

7

Interview

Estimation, Writing (about math, for

LI: 15, 16

practice), Exploration and conjecture,

use of instructional aids: technology
(calculators, computers)/ manipulatives

Which methods of

lib

instruction are

perceived to be most effective
supporting math learning?

Does (and/or should)

lie

in

learner culture

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 15

Learner

Interview

H: 9, 10

(individual)

LI: 10, 12, 13

PQ: 6

Program

Questionnaire

and background impact on selection of

Instructor

Interview

IQ: 7

instructional strategies (i.e.

Learner

(individual)

II:

Observation

CO:

Which

instructional strategies are successful

with which groups of learners (e.g.

19 a,b

16

LI: 9a-c, 10

Haitians, Cambodians, etc.)?

What

12

are the existing

recommendations

for

mathematics

Documents

Literature

(NCTM

Review

instruction?

Standards,

(Content

etc.)

-

Instructional strategy)

14

ASSESSMENT

I4a

What assessment

ABE

strategies are used in

math classes?

(type, frequency,

etc.)

LR

Program

Questionnaire

PQ: 16

Instructor

Interview

IQ: 13

Learner

Observation

II:

(follow-up)

20a, 21

CO:

11

LI: 23a, 17b

Table
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Code/

FOCUS, CATEGORIES,

Ref#

Source(s)

Questions, and

Data Collection

Correspondin

of

Strategy

g Questions

(-

subtopics)

What assessment

I4b

instruments are

used?
(source: instructor designed,

standardized

tests,

textbook, self-

assessment, peer-assessment...)

Informatio

on

n

Instruments

Instructor

Questionnaire

PQ:

Sample

Interview

IQ: 18

Instruments

Observation

H: (follow-up)

(tests,

Document
Review

CO:

quizzes,
checklists,

15, 16

20a, 21

12

LI: 24a-c

etc)

Learner

How

I4c

are assessment results used?

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 19

Learner

Interview

D: (follow-up)

Observation

20b/c, 21

CO:

How

I4d

well does the instructional

program match

the student(s) needs?

Instructor

Interviews

11:

Learner

Observation

CO:

12,

23a

21 a,b
13

Analysis

T

FOCUS ON INSTRUCTOR

T1

MATHEMATICS BACKGROUND

Tla

What mathematics education and
training have

ABE

Instructor

Questionnaire

instructors

B: 6, (11)

received? (post-high school math
training, college courses (credit

IQ: 21, 22

and

non-credit), degrees, etc.)

Tib

What

teaching experience have

ABE

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 20

math instructors had?
(for

each position: math level taught,

ages of students, setting of classes
(high school, etc.),

amount of time

spent (in months/years)

Tic

What knowledge do
of current trends

in

instructors have

Instructor

mathematics

reform?

(membership, organizations,

Questionnaire

IQ: 23, 24

and/or Individual

II:

Interview

33

(follow-up)

NCTM

standards)

T2

INSTRUCTOR VIEWS AND ATTITUDES

T2a

How

(L2a)

mathematics?

Table

3. 1

do instructors define

continues on the next page

Instructor

Questionnaire

GQ:

Interview

H: 12

5)
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Code/

FOCUS, CATEGORIES,

Ref#

Source(s)

Data Collection

Questions, and

Corresponds

of

Strategy

g Questions

(-

T2b

subtopics)

What

are instructors personal

Informatio

on

n

Instruments

Instructor

opinions, interests or attitudes with
respect to mathematics?

How

T2c

confident are

ABE

math

instructors in their

math

abilities/

(ability to teach

FOCUS ON PROGRAM

PI

What

mathematics and which

instructional formats are utilized in

ABE

How much

P2

devoted

to

CO:

Individual/

LI: 11, 6

Group Interview

Instructor

Interview

II:

(Observation)

13, 31

instructional time
in

is

ABE

programs?

7 a,b,c,

CO:

15

4, 5

Program

Observation

PQ:

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 6, 8

Interview

B: 5, (8)

FL,...)

mathematics

14

Learner

math instruction (ABE, ASE,

ESL, WE,

H: 7, (11)

Observation

math/to do math)

P

levels of

Interview

CO:

8

3, 12

Program

Questionnaire

PQ:

Instructor

Interviews

IQ: 8

Learner

Observation

II:

(follow-up)

22 a,b

CO: 4
LI: 22a-c

MATH INSTRUCTION

P3

PARTICIPATION IN

P3a

How many

instructors teach

P3b

How many

learners take math?

math?

Program

Questionnaire

Program

Questionnaire

Instructor

How

P4

are math instructors selected?

(criteria,

procedures)

PQ: 7
PQ: 12
IQ: 8

Program

Questionnaire or

PQ:

(Learner)

Interview

II:

8

6a (32)

LI: 19

How

P5

are learners selected to

participate in

math classes?

Program

Questionnaire

PQ:

Instructor

Document

IQ: 13

(intake assessments, selection criteria,

Assessment

review and

programmatic

Instruments

analysis

limitations)

P6

INSTRUCTOR TRAINING AND SUPPORT

P6a

How

are math instructors trained?

15

Program

Questionnaire or

PQ: 9

Instructor

Interview

IQ: 25
II:

(follow-up)

26

How much

P6b

training

do math

instructors receive?

Program

Questionnaire or

PQ: 10

Instructor

Interview

IQ: 26
01: 26)

Table
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continues on the next page
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Code/

FOCUS, CATEGORIES,

Ref#

Questions, and
(-

subtopics)

Source(s)

Data Collection

Correspondin

of

Strategy

g Questions

Informatio

on

n

P6c

What

other support do math

instructors receive from their

Instruments

Program

Questionnaire or

PQ:

Instructor

Interview

IQ: 27

programs?

II:

11

(follow-up)

27

P6d

What

types of support are most

Instructor

helpful/useful?

Questionnaire

IQ: 28

Interview

13:

(follow-up)

27

P7

STRENGTHENING MATH PROGRAMS

P7a

How

could Math Programs be

strengthened?

Program

Questionnaire

Instructor

II:

Learner

How

P7b

could support to Math Instructors

Instructor

PQ: 17
15

LI: 18

Questionnaire

be strengthened?

IQ: 29

D: 25, 27

L

FOCUS ON LEARNER

LI

PAST EXPERIENCE WITH MATHEMATICS

Lla

What were

learners’ past experiences

Learner

with learning math?

Group and/or

LI: 6a

Individual

Interview

Lib

What
for

(Cla)

in

reasons do

wanting

ABE

ABE

learners give

Learner

to learn math/participating

Group and/or

D: 24

Individual

math classes? What math

Interview

LI: 7a,

Group and/or

LI: 14

topics or skills do learners want to

learn?

Why?

(also see

Cla)

L2

INTEREST IN MATHEMATICS

L2a

How

do learners define math

Learner

Individual

(T2a)

Interview

How

L2b

do learners

feel

about math?

Learner

Group and/or

II:

Individual

LI: 6b, 8a-c

Interview

Table
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continues on the next page
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Code/
Ref tt

FOCUS, CATEGORIES,
Questions, and
(-

subtopics)

Source(s)

Data Collection

Correspondin

of

Strategy

g Questions

Informatio

on

n

L3

mathematics instruction and learning

L3a

When

(I4a)

math

do learners

What

(i.e.

is

feel successful at

their criteria for

Learner

Interview

(II:

(Instructor)

Group Interview

LI: 23

Learner

Interview

LI: 18, 19

success)?

L3b
(P7a)

What aspects of the learning
environment do learners most
What would

appreciate?

Instruments

23)

(individual)

they change?

or

Group

Interview

C
Cl

FOCUS ON CURRICULUM, CONTENT AND SUPPORT
MATFnTAT
CURRICULUM CONTENT

Cla

What math

(L2a)

important for

topics and skills are

ABE

adults to learn and

why?

Clb

What math
taught and

topics and skills are being

why?

<

Instructors

Interview

IQ: 5

Learners

(individual)s

D: (follow-up)

Materials

Group

28

Documents

Interviews

LI:

(NCTM

Literature

Standards)

Review

20a

Instructors

Observation

Learners

Interview

II:

Materials

(individual)

CO: 10

Class

Document
Review

LI:

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 11, 12

Learner

Interview

II:

Syllabus/

IQ: 10
16,

29

20b

Lesson
Plans

Clc

Which mathematical
and/or

topics, concepts

skills are easiest/most difficult

to teach

and learn?

Why?

(follow-up)

18
LI: 21a,

How

Cld

do math content and

covered

NCTM
C2

in

ABE

skills

classes relate to

standards?

Documents

Literature

(NCTM

Review

Standards)

Analysis

&

LR
B: 16
LI:

20b

MATERIALS

C2a

What

curricular and support materials

are being used in

ABE

math classes?

(types: print, concrete, technological)

Instructor

Questionnaire

PQ:

Materials

Observation

IQ: 9, 16

Learner

Interview

13, 14

(H: 9)

CO:

9

LI: 17a

Table
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Code/

FOCUS, CATEGORIES,

Ref#

Source(s)

Data Collection

Questions, and

Corresponds

of

Strategy

Informatio

g Questions
on

n

Instruments

(-

C2b

subtopics)

How

are various materials used to
support math learning?

Instructor

Observation

(PQ: 14)

Learner

Questionnaire

(IQ: 16)

(instructional aids, in-class activities,

Classroom

Interview

(Hr 9)

(individual)

CO:

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 17

Learner

Interview

(II:

(individual)

LI: 17c

homework,

calculators, manipulatives,
reference,...)

C3

What

materials are perceived to be

most helpful

in learning

math?

B

FOCUS ON BACKGROUND INFORMATION

B1

Who

are

from?

(Name,

we

gathering information

Program

Questionnaire

PQ:

Instructor

Interview

IQ:

Program, Address,

(Learner)

Observation

H: 1,2, 3, 4

Position,

etc.)]

long have they been associated

with the program?

2

1,

1, 2,

CO:
LI:

How

9)

[Contact/Sorting Information

Phone, Class,

B2

9

I, 2,
1,

3

3

2

Instructor

Questionnaire

IQ: 4

Learner

Interview

LI: 3, (4, 5)

Contact, Confidentiality and Anonymity

At each phase of

the data gathering, participants received a written and/or verbal

description of the purpose of the research and the confidentiality of their participation.

Permission was sought for taping of interviews and monetary and informational

compensation ($25.00 plus math networking and instructional information) was
provided to instructor interviewees and to each learner participating
interviews ($10.00).

Appendix

A

in

focus group

contains copies of informational cover pages and
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first

pages of questionnaires as well as a draft
of the consent form

that

was used with

instructor interviews and learner interviews.

To

ensure the confidentiality of respondent
identities, only the three individuals

directly involved in the research and
data entry had access to original questionnaires.

Databases were designed so

that tables with personal

and background information on

respondents were kept separate from those with specific
responses.

Tables were

linked by codes so that cross referencing was
possible but again, only accessible to
the research coordinator and

two research

assistants responsible for data entry

and

analysis.

Over

the course of the study, learner and instructor interviewees

made

requests to be given credit and recognition for participation in the study.

seemed a reasonable

request, a

mechanism

While no

true

names have been included

shared within the text of

this

document, a

included in the acknowledgements.

who

both expressed an interest in

form following the interviews.

This

As

this

for establishing recognition for

participation in the study without sacrificing the anonymity of participants

place.

specific

list

list

in either

was

set in

composite profiles or quotes

of participants has been prepared and
contains the

this recognition

names of those individuals

and signed a recognition request

104

Research Population and Sampling
Procedure

The research

activity

was

carried out in the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Massachusetts was an appropriate choice
by virtue of

diverse network of

its

ABE

providers including school departments,
community-based organizations, community
colleges, correctional institutions,
workplace education programs, libraries,
homeless

and others.

shelters,

annually.

Massachusetts reportedly serves more than
30,00023 adults

The following pages provide information on who
was contacted and

participated in the study and a brief historical
record of

how and when

these contacts

were made.

Initial best

estimates placed the

operating in Massachusetts
contacting programs,

mailing

lists

at

RABEM

number of Adult Basic Education (ABE) programs

somewhere around 250 24
collected,

.

In preparation for

compiled and reconciled four different

gathered from regional and statewide

SABES

Resource Centers and the

Massachusetts Department of Education and assembled a working mailing

programs.

It

was

later

determined

that 31

23

first

of 354

of these were support agencies and not

active service providing programs, placing our total

The

list

mailing, completed October 22nd through

ABE

program contacts

November

at

323.

15th, 1992, included a

The Massachusetts Department of Education

reported 22,718 adults served in 1993 by their
Additional adults are served by programs providing educational opportunities that
are funded by other departments and sources outside of DOE.

funded programs.

24

Reported by records of System for Adult Basic Education Support (SABES) Central Resource

Center, 1990.
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cover

letter to

program administrators, a program administrator
questionnaire and

copies of a questionnaire for math
instructors (see Appendix A).
contacts were

made

at the

statewide

Educators on October 27th-29th.
returned questionnaires.

December

A

a special mailing

Network

’91

Conference for Massachusetts

By January, 55 programs and 99

sent out to

to ensure that questionnaires

ABE

instructors had

In

20 programs where only instructor

questionnaires were received and phone calls were

programs

Announcements and

follow-up mailing was done to 250 programs.

was

5

made

to

randomly

identified

had been received and determine

why

they had

not responded.

Phase

I

Response Rates

Table 3.2 provides a summary of the number of responses received by
instrument

and the relative order of magnitude of the instrument (number items per instrument).

By March of

1993, the

total

instructor responses at 141.

approximately
used).

24%

number of programs responding reached

77, with

This provided a program questionnaire response rate of

(or as high as

30%

if

operating program projections of 250 are

Table 3.2 summarizes the overall structure, instruments and response rates for

the study.

Prior to this study, no data existed on the

Over

the course of the study three

number of math

mechanisms were developed

instructors in the state.

for estimating this
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Table 3.2 Response Rates by Instrument
Instrument

No. of Responses

Program (Administrator) Questionnaire
Instructor Questionnaire

77

28
42

141

Instructor Interview

Guide
Classroom Observation Guide*
Learner Interview Guide**
(2 x 15) classes

No. of Items/
Instrument

17

38

30
49

28

28

observed

12 learner focus groups ranging from 2 to
10 learners, plus

population.

1

individual interview

At the beginning of the study a phone survey of 20
representative

programs from across the
of mathematics.
in Massachusetts,

Initial

state identified

47%

ABE

of instructors involved in the teaching

estimates projected that of the roughly 1100 teachers of

approximately 500 would be involved

from more detailed findings
instructors, with less than

1

indicate that the percentage

%

in teaching

is

closer to

ABE

math. Projections

20%

of

all

ABE

of these working as dedicated math instructors on a

full-time, part-time or volunteer basis.

Of
and

the programs that responded to the

29%

did not.

Follow-up phone conversations revealed

did not offer math instruction did not feel

felt that

program questionnaires, 71% offered math

it

was important

that

many programs

to respond.

the percentage of programs that currently do not offer math

(perhaps approaching 35-40%).

is

It is

much

that

therefore

higher
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Table 3.3 Summary of Design and Sampling
Strategy

Data Collection

Sources of Information

Mechanism
Phase
Questionnaires

Review of Materials

Number

Size

Responses

Quantitative Sample

Programs (Administrators)

320 25

77

(24%)

ABE

Math

(1130)

141

(13%)

Instructors

Assessment/Intake forms,

As

curricular materials, etc.

observations,

ABE

II:

Qualitative Case

collected fro m programs,
etc

Sample

Instructors and Learners

interacting in

15

math learning

30

(each

observed 2

environments

times)

Interviews (individual)

ABE

Interviews (focus group

Learners

Math

Instructors

17

17

13 groups

or individual)

(of

1

49

to 10

learners each)

Of

the responding

programs

that offered

math, program administrators

collectively report a total of 123 full-time instructors (range: 0
staff (range:

0

-

26) and 413 volunteers (range:0

-

15),

263 part-time

84) involved in math instruction.

full

time staff and 8 volunteer instructors teaching math.

Projecting these figures and

trends across the total program population, the average

25

-

Taken on average, a composite program might have 2

instructors responsible for

All

math comes

in at

programs were sent questionnaires and asked

time instructors, 5 part-

number of

full-time

ABE

around 680, with approximately 1130

to

complete them, regardless of whether they

offered math and, where they did, distribute different questionnaires to their instructors

math.

of

ABE

Phase
Observation

I:

Sample

who

taught
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individuals involved in math instruction
across the state.

of math instructors

in Massachusetts, the 141

instructor questionnaires represent

programs

that did respond,

13% of

Thus, of the estimated

math instructors who responded

the projected population.

however, the response

rate

total

to

For the

approaches 52%.

Given

that

successful distribution of the questionnaire to
instructors relied primarily on program

administrators and given that the questionnaire was
ten pages in length, this response
rate is quite high.

Phase

11:

Qualitative Sample

The two phased research
provided an opportunity

strategy of questionnaires followed

to generate both a

by interviews,

broad overview and an in-depth study.

By

utilizing questionnaires in

the first phase of the

Table 3.4 Expressed
of

study,

we

Interest in Participation in

RABEM

gained an

Level of
overall descriptive picture

of the

Phase 2

Study

ABE

math

environment.

We

Very
then

Not

and 13 focus groups of

No

Math

Administrators Instructors

Interested

Somewhat

identified 17 instructors

between one and ten adult

Program

Interest

Interested

Interested

Response

20%

27%

36%

40%

39%

27%

5%

6%
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learners from each instructor's class
to represent the secondary
qualitative research

population.

Selection criteria generated during
the

crystallized in subsequent discussions
with the

initial

RD&D

design of the study were

Network and are summarized

below.

Self selection influenced, but did not
control participation as programs and
instructors

the study.

were asked

to indicate their interest in participating
in the

Table 3.4 shows the level of

administrators and by instructors.

These

second phase of

interest expressed in the study

self-interest responses

by program

were used

in

conjunction with the selection criteria shown below
to identify the case sample.
detailed

below

is

the

breakdown of sample descriptors between the phase

Also

1

questionnaire populations and the phase 2 interview
populations.

Criteria for Selection of Qualitative Case

Through review of the phase
were

identified for use as criteria

interviews and observation.

and class

level indicators are

phase 2 case sample
survey.

The

1,

Sample

quantitative questionnaire data, eleven key themes

when

selecting the case sample for phase II

selection criteria, spread across program, instructor

shown below

to help illustrate the

degree to which the

reflects the overall population as revealed during the

phase

1
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Program
• By Program Type26

Phase

:

ABE
pre-GED

ASE
ESL
Workplace
Family Literacy

Most of

the

and contexts of math instruction

in

19%

6%
0%

phase 2 of the study offered several levels

to potential learners.

class groupings are often based on reading or English

were multi-level

range of mathematical

41%
47%
71%

4%

programs participating

the classes observed

Phase 2

1

69%
87%
95%
84%
29%

classes

Related to the fact that

Language

Skills,

most of

accommodating learners with a wide

abilities.

• By Focus on Math: Primary

verses Partial

-

The general impression from

the

questionnaire data was that some programs maintained classes that focussed
specifically

on math, while others addressed mathematics as a sub-component of a

generalized class.

While

available from Phase

1

detailed information

data,

on

this point

was not

Phase 2 programs were selected so

readily

that

4 (25%) had

dedicated math classes and 12 (75%) covered math within class time devoted to
multiple topics.

26

Please see section

1,

Program Context,

for explanation of

program type/categories.

Ill

• By Focus on Service

to Ethnic Populations: Multi
verses Single

-

Phase

1

programs served primarily multi-ethnic
populations (74%). The percentage of
programs

that served a single ethnic
population

instruction

was offered

(other

without math). In phase 2,

dropped

Size: Big (Full

all

Large:

>

Medium:

5

-

<

Small:

ft

Learners

10

>

10

50

5

< 50

By Funding Source

100
-

100

Funded
Funded by Other Sources

Institutional Affiliation

(not

DOE)

:

Community-Based Organization (CBO)
Local Education Agency (LEA)

Community College

instruction

-

This measure was

criteria:

Phase

1

Phase 2

20%

25%

18%

37.5%

62%

37.5%

Phase

:

DOE

By

ESL

math

site to site.

Time) verses Small (part-time /evening)

Instructors

% when

programs had ethnically diverse populations,

generated arbitrarily according to the following

ft

1 1

programs maintaining a focus on

although the percentages of lead
populations varied from

• By

to

1

65%
35%

Phase

65%
12%

6%

Phase 2

87%
13%

1

Phase 2

75%
6%
6%

112

Library

27

9%
4%
4%

Correctional Institution

Work

Place/ Business

• By Control over Curriculum:

Phase

Program

6%
6%

VJ /V

Phase

1

29%
52%

Instructor

Group of

0

instructors

14%

50%
36%

19%

Instructor

• By Representative range of gender /racial
/ethnic..
Gender

.

diversity

-

Phase

Female
Male
Ethnicity

No

-

Phase

1

75%
25%
data

was gathered on

61%
29%

ethnicity of instructors

questionnaires during Phase

1

beyond

last

names

from
(a relatively

untrustworthy source of information for analysis of individual
heritage). In Phase 2 the sample included one African
American
instructor

(6%) and one Hispanic American

generally low ethnic diversity

among

instructor (6%).

instructors

was

This

substantiated

during observational

visits to programs. The percentages in the
case sample are somewhat indicative of the trends, although last
names on instructor questionnaires indicated a higher percentage of
Hispanic instructors.

• By Training and Experience and Knowledge/Opinion-.

Math Teaching Experience
None

Phase

Some

1

Phase 2

36%
63%

50%
50%

36%
63%

30%
70%

In-Service Training Background

None
Some

21

Libraries tend to structure their populations around volunteer tutors, a population that did not

respond well to the

program,

initial

initial

questionnaire.

Although attempts were made

to identify a library-based

attempts were hampered by the fact that few library-based programs had volunteers

tutoring math and most instruction was reported to be one-on-one tutoring, a structure outside the

focus of the questionnaire.
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Membership

in

math organizations

Phase

no
yes

Knowledge/Opinion of Math Reform
No knowledge
Some knowledge, no opinion

Phase

• By Employment

Status

Phase

:

Time

Phase 2

82%
18%
1

23%
33%
43%

Stated opinion

Full

1

88%
12%

Phase 2

27%
27%
45%

1

Phase

Part time

60%
34%

59%
41%

Volunteer

3%

0%

Class

• By

Instructional Structure/Format (according to instructors)'.

Phase

1

Phase

Class instruction

61%

59%

(whole class)
Small group instruction

52%

65%

66%

76%

8%
24%
50%
21%

24%
42%
8%

(within class)

Individual instruction
(within class)

Drop in classes
Computer assisted

learning

Individual tutoring

Small group tutoring

Given the large number of variables the study was trying
correlation between the overall sample from phase

case sample from phase 2

is

quite amazing.

1

12%

to balance, the

and the purposeful qualitative

The primary purpose

relationship, in addition to allowing a brief overview of

some key

for reviewing this

descriptive findings
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of the study,

is to

the population.

determine to what degree the qualitative
sample

As shown above,

the overall profile

is

is

representative of

consistent across populations,

lending increased legitimacy to the
case samples and interview data.

In addition to this assurance of
representation within the qualititive sample,

wherever appropriate, questions

in this study

allowing triangulation of responses.
this dissertation, all sources

this chapter are referenced.

shown

As

data are presented in subsequent chapters
of

in the

In cases

were asked of several different sources

Generalized Research Framework earlier in

where discrepancies are

large, this is noted.

In

cases where discrepant reports are received from two
different sources, these are
discussed.

If there is little discrepancy, the discussion

and presentation focuses on the

trends in the findings, rather than their source and
potential validity.

CHAPTER

IV

THE PROGRAM CONTEXT OF ABE MATH

In order to understand

know who
outlines

is

what

is

happening

in

math

instruction,

reporting the information that will be shared.

who was

contacted and

participated in interviews and
talking to you’

is

who

how

it is

important to

The previous chapter

actually responded to questionnaires and

they were selected to do so.

If

‘knowing who

is

a big part of understanding what you hear, then
equally important

knowing where they are coming from’ or

the context

from which they operate.

chapter will describe the types, settings and program
contexts within which

ABE

is

This

math

instruction takes place.

Math

Of

29%
that

those

who responded

did not.

It is,

offer math

to the

-

Why

or

Why

Not?

program questionnaires,

71%

offered math and

Follow-up phone conversations with non-responsive programs revealed

many programs

respond.

Instruction

that did not offer

math instruction did not

therefore, felt that the percentage of

may be much

programs

feel

was important

that currently

higher (perhaps approaching 35-40%).
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it

do not

to

As many

(40%) responded
offer

math

Why ABE

4-1
as thirty programs

do not

that they

instruction at

all,

Programs
n == 30

ESL

or

ESL

Related Responses (73%)
focus on oral

communication
No need - educational

to specific portions of their

learner populations.

P r°g rams do not offer math

ESL

of

The

ESL
majority of the programs that do

levels

programs focused on teaching

40%

3

10%

of 4

13%

2

6%

1

3%

6

20%

4
4

13%
13%

2

6%

2

6%

1

3%

learners high

students

go

to other part

program/receive math with

non-ESL students
Math not a requirement of
state-funded ESL program
Difficulty explaining Math

not offer math instruction were

12

in

English

English as a Second Language

Other Responses

(ESL).

(77%)
Not a priority of learners
Not a priority of staff
Lack of funds
Focus on learner identified

Reasons given by

program administrators

for not

survival skills

offering math instruction to

Not enough
Other
population are shown
3.1.

qualified

instructors

segments of their learner

-

each

at

Not enough time, Math offered as an elective,
Math minimal part of life skills only, Plan to offer

in table

math

The majority of programs

in future

cited a variety of reasons for not

offering math instruction.

73%

of these programs gave reasons related to

ESL

instruction or learner preferences and 77 % cited low priority of learners and staff,

lack of funds or staff and other programmatic and structural constraints as their
justifications for not offering

math

instruction.
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Instructional Contexts of Mathematics

Adult Basic Education (ABE) classrooms
can be classified into
contexts.

These

levels are defined

by the needs of the adult population addressed
and

the curriculum and content covered in
classes.

o

Adult Basic Education
Education (AEE))

-

six instructional

(ABE

As

They include

or, in

new

the following:

usage, Adult Elementary

well as being an umbrella term for

all

programs

that address educational

needs of adults below a college or technical

training level, this term

is

also used to identify

programs for adults

entering as beginning readers and learners with low
level literacy and

numeracy

o

skills

and basic educational needs;

Pre-General Equivalency Diploma (Pre-GED)
with minimal literacy

level

o

skills

-

Classes that provide adults

and additional support before entering a

GED

program;

Adult Secondary Education (ASE)

-

This includes

all

classes that

provide adults with secondary school equivalency and include

aim

to

GED

programs, Adult Diploma Programs (ADP) and External Degree Programs

(EDP);
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English as a Second Language (ESL)

-

This includes beginning,

intermediate and advanced levels classes
aimed at adult populations whose

primary goal

is to

learn English;

Workplace Education

-

Programs

that are either

based in the workplace or

supported by companies and designed to
offer education

above

levels) to

(at

company workers. These programs may

always) have curricula that are based on

skills

any of the

(but

do not

needed by workers

to

function in the workplace.

Family Literacy

-

Programs

that focus attention

on adults as parents and

often structure learning activities that involve both
adults and children.

Most programs
breakdown of

shown below
attachments).

offer classes at

many

the degree to which each level addresses mathematics instruction
in

Table 4.2 (and can be viewed graphically

The primary message

reading and language instruction

As

learners

if

taught at

all, is

move from ABE

to

in

is

is that,

is

regardless of

seldom taught as a separate focus.

may have

A

Figure 6 of the

offered by this information

the instructional context, mathematics

mathematics,

different contextual levels of instruction.

While

classes devoted entirely to them,

generally one of several topics taught simultaneously.

pre-GED

to

ASE

classrooms, there

likelihood that they will find an increased focus on math as a

is

a greater

component of a

multi-
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Table 4.2 Instructional Focus by Context

Instructional Level

Focus:

Focus:

Focus: Math

Reading and/or
Language

Reading and

Instruction

Math

Instruction

Instruction

ABE

(only)

14

18%

37

48%

1

1%

26

17%

47

61%

1

1%

8

10%

49

64%

2

3%

39

51%

11

14%

0

0%

Intermediate

38

49%

14

18%

0

0%

Advanced

26

34%

11

14%

1

1%

4

5%

12

16%

0

0%

11

14%

2

3%

0

0%

Pre-GED

ASE (GED, ADP, EDP)
ESL:

Beginning

Workplace Education
Family Literacy

subject (though not necessarily integrated) curriculum.

ESL

maintains

language and communication and, as such, seldom brings math

minimal survival/life
instruction

is

classrooms.

programs are
as

it is

skills level.

In

is

set in

likely

skills in

focus on

beyond a

Workplace Education programs mathematics

reasonably prominent while math

This

its

due as much

is

very seldom seen

to the fact that

many work

in

Family Literacy

place education

environments driven by mathematical and problem solving

to the relative

newness of Family Literacy as a focus.

involved in Family Literacy are

still

trying to understand

the realm of traditional literacy and are not yet ready to

literacy within a family context.

Given these trends,

what

skills

Most programs
this

term means within

embark on mathematical

it is

easy to see

why

the
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Massachusetts

ABE Math Team

(ABE, ESL, ASE, and WP)
(Massachusetts

ABE

choose

to focus

on the four most

in their inquiry into

Math Team, 1994a,

critical contexts

Mathematics Standards for adults

17-21).

Institutional Contexts

The

institutional

environment

that

institutional sites

reflecting the

home of

a program establishes an atmosphere and learning

determines boundaries within which classes must
operate.

seldom influence how much math

amount of

staffing

is

While

taught, institutional guidelines

and resources allocated

to

programs and the degree

of instructional freedom or guidance offered instructors
definitely influence math
instruction.

Institutional sites for adult education

programs can be categorized as

follows:

Community-Based Programs

-

Set within communities at sites such as

community

centers, storefronts, churches and shelters, these represent the widest variety
of
institutional structures

and organizations.

As most

their success at fund raising influences the classes

rely

on grants and public funding,

and support they can provide.

Staffing structures vary widely and include any combination of full-time, part-time or

volunteer instructors hired for limited periods of time, or even by the class.

Outside

of imposed funding agency requirements, instructors, learners and program
administrators often have significant freedom in structuring the program and classes.
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S chool-Based Proprams

Education Authonty (LEA),

-

Generally

this

set in

a school and sponsored by a Local

category includes programs linked to
a physical

structure associated with structured
learning.

Most

often set in a high school, adult

education programs often have access to
the educational

maintained by the school. Organizationally,
established institutional channels.
staffing positions, while

few

in

many

facilities

and resources

decisions must pass through

Funding support

is

comparatively consistent and

number, are often provided for long-term.

Instructional times are limited to those that

do not

conflict with the institutions’

primary instructional responsibility, but instructors
are often given freedom
structure classes as they

deem

appropriate.

Learners

a school-based program because they can find
institution brings

in this

the school-based

-

Whether

category share

set in

many

a

approach

or less likely because the physical

community

structural

programs described above.

lies in the learner’s disposition

experiences

likely to

up bad memories.

Community Colleges
programs

it,

may be more

to

may be

towards them.

college, college or university,

and organizational characteristics with

The important

difference between them

While memories of bad learning

associated with any school environment, the college setting allows

for the stigma associated ‘returning to high school’ to be replaced with the status of

‘attending college’.
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C orrectional

Institutions

-

Adult Education Programs based

primarily employ full-time teachers

who must work

within the structural constraints of

the correctional institution to plan
and conduct classes.

may be more

While funding and materials

plentiful than that found in other
settings, tight control over learner

movement and

participation distinctly influences the
instructional format.

learner participation

facility

in these facilities

may be

Support for

required, encouraged, or unvalued depending
on the

and each of these positions has an impact on
the learning

that

can be

accomplished.

Libraries

-

Libraries most often provide tutorial programs
to individuals but may,

on occasion, offer structured classes
There

is

(especially in the case of

often a full or part-time coordinator

library or

home-based

instruction.

valued by libraries, funding

is

who

ESL

instruction).

organizes volunteers to facilitate

While the existence of such programs

often scarce, and they

is

usually

depend heavily on outside

support and volunteers to operate.

Work

Sites

-

Programs organized

reasonably well supported.

at

work

sites are often limited in size

Support includes focused staffing, commitment

but

to

resources and often release time (paid and/or matched) for employees to attend
classes.

need

The primary stumbling block

to participate in classes.

is

often

employee comfort with admitting a
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Instructional Formats

Most

instructors and

programs report

Table 4.3 Instructional Formats for
Math

that

Responses

Program
n = 55

instruction vary widely.

73%

= 141
61%

(whole class)
Small Group Instruction

58%

52%

73%

66%

20%
38%

8%
24%

73%
35%

50%
21%

4%

2%

n

(within class)

Classes are often a

Individual Instruction

combination of

Instructor

Class Instruction

formats for math

full class

(large group) instruction

(within class)

Drop in Classes
Computer Assisted
Learning

and individual instruction
within a class.

settings, small

In certain

Individual Tutoring

Small Group Tutoring
Other

group

instruction occurs regularly but less frequently than
these other formats.

In all cases,

as can be seen in Table 4.3 (and attachment, Figure
7) the range, variety and

percentage of time devoted to each of these formats reported by instructors

is far less

than what was reported by program administrators.

The most

significant discrepancy lies with the tutoring format (individual and

group) where programs report use of these formats
instructors, responses.

One

at

23%

to

14%

higher than

explanation for the discrepancy might be that additional

time was spent by learners with tutors other than their math instructor

be incorporated into program administrators’ responses, yet unlikely

by instructor respondents).

However, of

the classrooms and

to

(a fact likely to

be identified

programs observed
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during the second phase of the
study,

this

was

true for only one.

There are several

other possible explanations for the
discrepancies, but the most plausible
instructor

is

is

the most reliable source for what
happens during instruction.

that the

They

generally have responsibility for a
class and view the general instructional

environment as

their ‘class’

They do not view

even when

their

approach

is

individualized instruction.

this as "tutoring" but rather as
individual

or small group instruction

within a class.

The
between

majority of instructors (47%) and learners
(35%) report that they spend
1

and 3 hours per week on math.

About half as many

report that they spend between 3 and 5 hours
per
instructors reported up to 9 hours per

week on math.

programs on time spent

math

how much
program

time

is

in

fall

a few learners recorded as

the

many

In general, the average times reported

within these ranges.

spent on math instruction

According

may be decided by

by

to instructors,

instructors

(41%),

directors (35%), learners (24%), grant, contract or financial
considerations

(18%) or instructor/leamer discussions (18%). For many programs,
individuals and factors are involved in the decision.

however, the basic amount of time spent on math
consider the amount of time too small.

more

(29%)

week on math. While 12% of

week of math,

as 12-15 hours spent each

instructors

is

From

a variety of

the learner’s perspective,

sufficient

For those who believe

(58%), although
that

38%

math deserves

time, their suggestions run on average towards the 3-5 hour per

week mark.

Table 4.4 Program Reports of Time Spent
on Math by
(n

=

Format

55)

Average
Instructional
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Instructional

Format

hours/week
(+/- Standard

Range of
hours/ week

Total Hours per

week of math
(percentage)

Deviation)

Class instruction

2.4

(+-3.8)

0

1.3

(+-2.1)

0-8

1.8

(+-3.3)

0

-

-

26

132

(34%)

76

(20%)

20

102

(27%)

(whole class)
Small group instruction
(within class)

Individual instruction
(within class)

Drop

2.8

(

+ -9.8)

0

-

24

152

(40%)

Computer-assisted learning

.9

(

+

0

-

10

49

(13%)

Individual tutoring

1.6

(

+ -3.6)

0

-

24

85

(22%)

Small group tutoring

0.6

(+-

1.7)

0

-

10

35

(9%)

Other

0.5

(+-

.3)

0

-

2

3

(.8%)

Totals

6.9

(+-9.6)

0

-

62*

in classes

-

2)

380*

(100%)

* Top figure reported by a single program offering
multiple math classes and formats

As Table 4.4 shows, program

administrators identify the greatest

amount of time

spent on math by learners involved in drop-in classes (2.8 hours on average),

although this also includes the widest standard deviation in responses (+/- 9.8) and a

range of 0 to 24 hours per week reported.

This coincides with what one might expect

from a drop-in structure where the learners themselves determine
to

be spent on learning math.

The next

the

amount of time

highest times are spent by classes involved in
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full class instruction (2,4
hours), individual instruction in
class (1.8)

tutoring (1.6).

The

least

amount of time

is

and individual

spent on small group tutoring
(.6),

computer-assisted learning (.9) and small
group instruction within a class (1.3).
details

on these time use breakdowns by

Program and

More

instructional formats can be found in

Instructor Questionnaire Tallies in the
Appendices.

Participation in

Instructors teaching

math

-

Math

Instruction

In general, instructors

who

teach math do so on a

part-time or volunteer basis (83%) and are responsible
for teaching other
subjects/topics as well (74%).

these account for approximately

of the programs (49%)
teaching math.

who

Only 10% of

2%

offer

of

all

all

ABE

math have no

math instructors teach math alone and
instructors in the state.

Nearly half

time instructors responsible for

full

Table 4.5 shows the relationship between employment and focus of

instruction for instructors (also see attachment Figure
8).

Learners taking math

3144 learners
to

in classes

-

At the time of the survey, programs reported a

According

these findings

would place

the

learners participating in math classes at between 14,000 and 18,000,

approximately

to

53%

of

with an average of 57 learners per program and a range of 0

400 learners per program. Projections based on

number of

total

of the reported 30,000 learners currently served

program administrators, most of these

in the state.

learners receive individual

Table 4.5 Math

Instructors in

ABE

Only teach
math

Time

Full
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Programs,

Time

25

Volunteer

20

Only teach

TOTAL ABE

other subjects

Instructors

79

ABE

5%
d%)

155

4%

214

10%

51

Instructors

133

(2%)

31%

151

(5%)
331

(6%)

43%

1,729

(9%)
448

Math

48

(6%)

(2%)

Total

16%
(3%)

(.8%)
Total

77)

other subjects

(.2%)
Part

=

Teach math and

1%

6

(n

(14%)
1,963

(71%)

90%

1,928

(18%)

(81%)
2,426

(80%)

(100%)

= 499

Instructors

Counts shown above are followed by percentages defined as

?.

follows:

%

in

columns

1

&

and shown below
total

ABE

% of total teachers involved in math instruction
parentheses (%) of all columns are percentages
of

2 show

in

instructors.

instruction

(33%) within a

instruction

(29%) and small group

class context.

This

is

followed closely by

instruction within a class setting (14%).

percent of the learners receive individual tutoring,

computer

assisted learning and

3%

full class

in

5%

Ten

of math learners participate

small group tutoring.

learners receive their math instruction in drop in classes.

The remaining 1% of

More

learners can be found in Chapter 7 under the learner profile.

information about

in
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Selection of Instructors

ABE

instructors responsible for teaching

math are generally recruited through

advertising positions in newspapers
(16%), posting

(11%) or mailings (6%).

Additional avenues include the Adult
Literacy Resource Institute (ALRI) Job
Bank 28

and word of mouth (6% each).

Other programs simply recruited from current

instructors, volunteers or learners or
individuals

Many programs (45%) do

Once

recommended by other programs.

not have a distinct recruitment mechanism.

recruited, a potential

math instructor

will likely

undergo an interview (53%)

with either the program director (33%) or staff/search
committee (24%).

have had

their

Many

will

resumes (22%) or applications (6%) reviewed and references
checked

(13%) and a few

will

undergo a second interview (6%).

In very rare cases

(1%) a

potential instructor might be asked to teach a sample class,
visit classes, or attend an

informal meeting with program staff and learners prior to their selection.

programs, the decision to hire a math instructor

program

director, as

program

staff or a search

in a school, the final hiring decision

committee, but

28

part of the

is

may

is

just as likely to be

committee.

Where

made by a
program

rest with the superintendent or school

generally based on program recommendations.

SABES System

the

For most

is set
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Experience

is

the key selection criteria for

math

instructors,

whether

it

be simply

experience teaching (28%), experience
teaching adults (26%) or experience
teaching

A

math (9%).

potential

math instructor

certification in the subject

strongly

is

also

more

likely to

(28%) or a college degree (18%).

be hired

teach other subjects

As with many

has

work with low-

(9%) a willingness

positions in an

programmatic constraints

All of the above

ABE

environment, a learner-centered philosophy,

Beyond
that

make

this,

most programs have

produce special and

their idiosyncracies

for interesting and easily observable criteria and

what learners and instructors

characteristics of an effective

math

instructor.

They

find to

are,

however, only

be the most important

Instructors and learners agree that

instructors should be knowledgeable and able to explain well (although at

response instructor’s believed

effective

math

this

humor and be

instructors

and

singular selection criteria.

for identifying potential math instructors.

tangentially related to

for.

good personal impression and strong references give an

applicant an extra chance.

also have a sense of

to

(9%) and a math or professional background (7%) are looked

flexibility, availability, a

mechanisms

interest in teaching

if s/he

Also considered

a sensitivity to learner concerns
(26%) and an ability to

income adults (15%). Additionally, an

math

is

more strongly than
able to

know how

believe in learners and their abilities.

make math

to foster

learners (20%)).

fun.

59%

They should

Instructors believe

group learning, respect, empower and

While a few can not remember ever knowing

or having a good math instructor, most identify one of the

ABE Math Team members

(Mary Jane Schmitt, Esther
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Table 4.6 Characteristics of an Effective
Math
Instructor

Leonelli, or Linda

Response

Instructor

Learner

Huntington) as the instructors
Explains well

35%
24%

Well educated/knowledgeable

they believe to be most

12%

8%

("a genius with plenty of time to teach)/

effective.

math

Second

to these,

instructors identify a

particular teacher they had in

knows math well

Sense of humor/able to joke
Understanding/Caring

16%

6%

20%

12%

6%

10%
14%

6%
6%

12%
12%

12%

4%

Makes math fun
Respects leamer/sensitive to

12%

learners needs, problems

high school, college or

Accessible, gives individual help

elementary school,

Responsive/flexible/a guide
(who knows learners levels/abilities and

who

focusses on learning, not tests)

Empowers

influenced their math

attitude

learner/has positive

towards ability

Creates a relaxed, comfortable, safe

teaching practice and

atmosphere

exemplified the characteristics

Fosters group learning

6%
6%

8%
6%

6%

6%

and respect
Challenging

described above.

Learners only

27%
6%

Patient, relaxed, calm, never angry

Good
Still different is

that

the picture

personality, nice,

easy to talk with
Older/ wiser or Just like (my instructor)

emerges as learners

Doesn’t play favorites

On
describe their perfect math

time

Instructors only

Original, focus on
instructor.

The most

word problems 12%

6%

Organized/logical/ methodical

No
important characteristics they

18%

response

Other: Instructors
(1

identify are listed in

and Learners

each) Makes math

6%

2%

exciting, interesting;

Enthusiastic about teaching math/dynamic/energetic;

Hands-on approach; Use of visuals/visual

Table 4.6. In general, the

is

aids;

but not stern; Applies math to daily life/makes
concrete;

perfect math instructor

6%
2%
2%

one

Can admit when

she

is

wrong.

Firm
it

-
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who

is

there for the learner.

Yes,

helps if they are "a genius with
plenty of time to

it

teach’, organized, methodical and
can explain well.

who

is

Ultimately,

it

the instructor

is

caring, understanding, patient, relaxed,
calm, accessible and able to joke and

make math

fun

who

will

have the greatest impact on the learner.

learners believe that their instructor

regardless of the approach used.
instructors give them.

When

is

‘good’ and like the

way

In

most cases,

s/he teaches math,

Learners appreciate the respect and attention

supported this way, learners feel that they are
learning

and, more importantly, can learn.

What
is

is

most desired by learners and valued by instructors

looked for

is difficult to

in a potential

programs

identify

that

math

instructor.

them through

Even where these

qualities are desired,

have applicants actually teach a class or meet with

math or otherwise,

The very few

staff

how

and learners

effective an

initial

placement within a program

is

generally based

Only 10% of programs use program developed assessment instruments

As many

ABE

and Placement of Learners

on intake assessments (88-93%), the majority of which are standardized

learner intakes.

it

will be.

Selection

Learners’ math ability and

not necessarily what

the current selection processes.

are probably the ones that have the best chance of determining
instructor,

is

as half

(53%) of

the

programs use the

tools

(84%).

for conducting

TABE

(Test of Adult

Table

Basic Education) as their

4J
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Assessin g Learner

Math

Abilities for

Placement and Planning

primary intake assessment

Type
instrument.

Programs
n = 55

Other
Intake assessments

Self-reported ability

Interview

instruments used by programs

Reading level
include

GED

Previous level achieved

Practice Tests,

ESL

CASAS

level

Class space constraints/

(Comprehensive

n

93%
64%
45%
47%
29%
24%
31%

Learner interest/goals

standardized assessment

Instructors

= 141
88%
28%
35%
33%
18%
19%

6%
3%

14%

availability of tutors

Adult Student Assessment
System), and the

WRAT/WRAT2

(Wide Range Achievement

these

program reported instruments, a few

math

abilities

Lennes,

ABLE

programs and
abilities

through the

and

Arithmetic Test, the Contemporary Math Pre-Test,

instructors use a variety of

In general, however,

mechanisms

most

for assessing learner’s

math

directors generally have control over learner intake and assessment
and,

ESL

interests

more

levels.

attention to learner’s interests and goals, self reported

Instructors rely a great deal on self-reported abilities, goals

and other information shared during interviews with learners.

Practitioners on the

that both

instructors report that they identify learner

and several others on the market.

as such, tend to pay

and

In addition to

and determining appropriate placement.

Program

ability

SRA

Test).

programs and

RD&D

Network

instructors

reflecting

on

were paying greater

this

information

felt

heartened

attention to learner interests
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and goals.

They

felt that

been so much lower as

to

several years ago, the

64%

(and even

have been considered insignificant.

28%) would have

While they were

disappointed that the reliance on standardized
assessment tools was so high, they
appreciated learning that few of the instructors
interviewed and observed actually

found the information derived from standardized

tests to

be useful.

Most

instructors

interviewed found alternate mechanisms to
assess learner abilities and supplemented

information from standardized assessment with
assessment instruments of their own.

While

portfolio assessment of mathematics

program, there were indications

in several

was not a prominent feature of any
programs of

initial

movement

in this

direction.

Instructor Training and Support

Instructor Training

The
origin.

training received by

While there

is little

math instructors seems

what constitutes

training.

is

Within

this

to the

also a lack of agreement between any source as

Since the range of possibilities listed approaches the

number of respondents, percentage responses near
interesting.

be both limited and diverse in

agreement between programs and instructors as

type of training they receive, there

to

to

range

fall

SABES

or above

10%

or more become

Regional Workshops, Conferences and

total
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Network ’92 M (44% program, 26%

(34% program, 7%

instructors).

receive no training at
instructors

(10%)

Massachusetts

all

and in-program training courses

reasonably good percentage of math
instructors

9%

(14% programs,

cite specific

ABE

A

instructor)

instructors).

workshops, conferences and trainings led by

Math Team members

as being their primary and often

influential source of training in mathematics
(including

Workshops and

Materials,

Programs (8%) and

Commonwealth

Literacy

GED

Priority

Campaign (CLC)

most

Math

VolUME Math

Training).

While program administrators
cited mentoring

by experienced
Table 4.8 Training Support for Math

instructors (11%), classroom

observation (7%), and orientation by

Instructors

Responses
(hours/year)

program

staff

(6%)

only

1

%

training

mechanisms,

of instructors mentioned

mentoring and none identified the
others as training they have

29

=55

n

=

16%

55%

9%
6%

10

-

24

20%

25

-

18%

51

-

50
100

9%
6%
7%
2%

6%

1%

15%

6%

1

-

5

6

-

9

No

received.

n

as important

0

math teacher

Program Instructor

amount
"10 hours a week"
set

-

1%

Subsequent interview

The Network Series (‘90 -‘93) is an annual two day conference of ABE practitioners in
- Network ‘92 was the most recent conference preceding the RABEM survey.

Massachusetts

141
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responses showed that these are some of
the staff development opportunities
most

valued by, and least available to instructors.

The majority of programs (38%)
hours of training per year

to

math

report providing either 10-24 hours or 25-50

Only

instructors.

hand, report this range of training support
while
training at

Some
specific

all.

of these differences can be attributed

amount of

training and staff

may

would be

of their program

natural for

realities.

to the fact that

the

them

how much

DOE

much
staff

is

who

actually

to record these

Alternately, instructors

know how much of

focused on math support.

The

development time allocated and

levels currently targeted

by programs.

is

each teacher (math or

available to them.

staff

As

development

amounts on a survey, regardless

may

not feel they have time to

In the end,

this training

fact remains,

utilized

to

programs allocate a

mandated levels of

spare from their classes and teaching responsibilities.

themselves

report having received no

development time

not realize

program administrators are aware of
it

55%

of instructors, on the other

Details of these discrepancies can be found in
Table 4.8.

otherwise) but instructors

support,

9%

it is

the instructors

time they have and

however,

that the

by math instructors

how

amount of

falls far

below the
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Table 4.9 Support

Other Support to

to

Math

Instructors

Instructors

Responses

Program Instructor
n

Time

Training covers but

for preparation

that

=

n

88%
89%
75%

73%
66%
52%

Time

73%

7%

Paid/release time for

36%
32%

21%

4%

3%

66%
24%

42%

7%
21%

2%
9%

8%

3%

Funds
one aspect of support

= 55

Time

for materials
to write or revise

141

curricula and materials

programs provide
instructors.

to meet with other
math teachers

to

Other support

Workshops/Conferences
Required Meetings
Other (< 2%)j Money for

a.

includes preparation time,

b.
C.

relief instructors,

funds for purchase of

other

materials, time to write or

revise curricula and

ABE

Going

to

programs/staff

development, Preparation time

Staff development
a.

SABES Workshops

b.

Network Conferences

c.

materials, time to meet

Other workshops/
con ferences/presen tation s

d. Staff

with other math teachers,

meetings
Other (< 2%): Curriculum

e.

&
paid/release time, and

12%

12%

program, Classroom

observation,

Math

teaching,

Teacher training, Special

general staff development.

interest groups,

Interactive

TV

Peer development,

Programs (MCET),

Meeting with director, In-service

Table 4.9 shows a

training, Visiting other

programs

Educational Consultants

“

7%

breakdown of responses by
program and

much

instructor.

In all cases,

program administrators perceive and report a

higher rate of support than instructors do.

Highest

among

these discrepancies

are the time to meet with other math teachers and the time to write or revise
curricula, which

show 66% and 23% spreads between program administrator and

instructor responses.
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Interestingly enough,

helpful to

one of the supports instructors
identify as being most

them as math teachers

Programs and

is

the time spent with colleagues

instructors both recognize this
as an important

support and staff development, but
programs believe

degree than do instructors.

activities as

ideas, function as

avenue for instructor

happening to a much larger

Specific math-oriented workshops,
text materials and

participation in conferences followed
closely behind.

above

it is

and peers (20%).

most helpful

Instructors

who

stated that such activities allow
for the

a support network, expand the

identified the

exchange of

instructors’ perspective

and build

instructor’s confidence.

Programs:

A Key

Point

Summary

This chapter offered a view of programs that
highlighted the diversity
structures and learning opportunities that

The

form the context for

ABE

math

in

instruction.

points below identify areas which pose challenges for
reform efforts.

® Programs provide
writing instruction

less

-

support to math than they do to language, reading and

While programs recognize both the need and the demand

for

mathematics instruction for adult learners, they have limited resources and must

make hard

decisions about what they can support.

Without additional funds,

resources and support to programs, math instruction
priority.

is likely to

remain a low
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• The

variety

and

programs vary

diversity

among programs and

substantially across

existing diversity, efforts to design

most

instructional contexts

identifiable characteristics.

program improvement and

-

ABE

Given the

staff

development

interventions must remain flexible and
open to addressing a variety of contextual
issues.

• The

differences in opinions

administrators

-

and views of learners,

The discrepancy

similar questions was, in

many

in

instructors

and program

responses given by the three sources to

cases, significant.

Given

that

each viewpoint

offers important insight into the learning environment,
change efforts must be

accompanied by opportunities

for dialogue

among

learners, instructors

and

program administrators.

• The accidental math

instructor

-

As

by accident rather than by design.
takes place with

little

often as not, instructors

Program

selection of

come

to teach

math

math instructors usually

consideration of experience or expertise.

Since program

structures and funding dictate multiple content responsibilities for instructors,

there

is

math

thrust

a serious need to create staff development support for those

upon them as part of

their duties.

who have
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• The

desire for collaborative

and

collegial learning

-

Some program

administrators

and many instructors recognize
opportunities for sharing and working
with fellow
instructors as a particularly effective
staff development

mechanism.

CHAPTER V

THE ABE MATH INSTRUCTIONAL

ABE Math

Glimpses into

ENVIRONMENT

classrooms

Six adult learners are scattered
around the high school classroom,
seated
in individual desks claimed
as their

own.

As

a couple

more

learners enter,

they find themselves seats that
complete the pattern of distance they have

formed

in the seating matrix

of the

They begin

class.

class together with a

review of the homework assignment from
the previous night.

encourages learners to come
each other in pairs

(this requires

work and some questioning
things out on their

to the

is

time

serious movement).

A

bit

of board

followed by some time for learners to try

A

instructor travels

from learner

to learner

brief discussion and a chance for one

learner to explain her strategy to others

assignment and movement on

instructor

board and to share their answers with

some

own, while the

helping as called and needed.

The

is

to the next

followed by a

GED

homework

topic requiring attention in this

slot.

*************************************
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About 35
classroom.
class

learners are

Some, who

when

crammed

feel

into the spaces they select

more comfortable with each other

they had no choice), share tables for
four.

African American and Caribbean learners

skirt the

comer of what must be

the front of the

(or joined the

Most of

the Hispanic,

edges of the room having

secured the individual study carrels for
themselves.
in the

around the

The

room.

As

instructor’s desk sits

work

learners

through their workbooks, discussions that rise
above a whisper are quickly
greeted with a "Shhhhhh..." from the front
relative quiet of the

completed sections

workbook

to lay

and

in line

conference.

room, learners

The

on a front

pages

finish

table.

calls the learner to

comer of

in their

The

come

tricks

,

there

In the

workbook and bring

for a 10-15

up the next

minute

individual conference includes review of the work,

math or

is

not,

make

depends on where the learner

it

through.

is at.

‘Bags of

counseling and considerate discussion are available for each individual

regardless of topic or level.

tests

room.

instructor picks

discussion of problem areas and sharing of ‘tricks’ to

Whether

the

A

few learners who have passed some practice

or are on a particular vocational track

computer

may

merit

some time on

the

to practice typing skills, writing, or science (but not math).

half hour for lunch, class ends with learners having spent 6 hours of

continuous, focused individual work, guided unwaveringly and directly

towards the

GED.

With a
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****************************^*^^^
Twelve

learners settle into chairs around
the large

3 hours together by sharing

over the weekend.

some math

As each example

is

information from the learners and
uses

that they

work

table, they

have noticed

begin

in their lives

shared, the instructor draws
additional
it

as a

jumping off point

to

explore

processes, patterns, relationships and
algorithms that emerge from cooking,
filling a

gas tank, buying groceries, or making
change

hour or so of interactive sharing, they
move on

They

settle into

pairing

is

new work team

pairs while

to the

at

work.

After an

‘problem of the week’.

one learner monitors how the

rotating so that their plan to keep their
partners shifting regularly

maintained.

The

movement and

activity,

is

decisions involved in the team

problem-solving and discussion makes one thankful for
the large tables and
the fact that there are

no other groups nearby

productive racket emanating from the room.

to

complain about the

Calculators, measuring tools,

and manipulatives are easily within reach but there

is

very

little

room

between tables and walls, so movement for both instructor and learners
can
be dicey.

After sharing joint solutions and different problem-solving

strategies, they

move from

the weekly

problem

to other

math

activities

focussing on class attendance, charting weather patterns, or

reconsidering/redesigning their gingerbread house constructions.

with promises to continue

some math problems

in

Class ends

a couple of days and encouragement to write

to bring to class

and share.

Tomorrow

the focus will be
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different, but for today

full,

and Thursday, the class has elected

spend their

to

uninterrupted 3 hours exploring
math (or, as they might say, they
spend

about 6 hours out of 15, 2/5ths of
their studies or

at least

40%

of their time

on math).

*************************************

come and

Learners

from

his shift for an

and his work.
the

The

go, occasionally greeting each
other as one breaks off

hour of study time, while the other returns

arriving learner logs in on one of
the 5 computers around

room and continues on with

level in the

to the floor

program.

the software, drilling himself

on the next

Another learner, working through a workbook,

the instructor over to help explain
something that isn’t quite clear.

him through

his understanding

and returns

to the

assessment tasks that take up much of her time.

calls

She

talks

on-going evaluation and

The

learners, comfortable

with the pattern of their individual learning plans,
continue through their
tasks on their

own, asking

for help only as they need

it.

*************************************
Each

ABE

math classroom

is

a unique and interesting place that varies in physical

layout, instructional format, and strategies used.

math
all,

levels

It is

influenced by location, the

and goals of learners, the materials and curriculum

by the teaching

style

of the instructor.

into four classroom settings

were provided.

view was a pre-GED/GED math

Through

in use and,

most of

the descriptions above, glimpses

Selected for inclusion in this preliminary

class set in a school, a

pre-GED/GED math

class set
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in an

employment

training school setting, a multi-level
class in a

community-based

technical training school, and a
multi-level drop-in class based in a
factory.

each of the 15 classrooms observed had
a slightly different rhythm and
four effectively illustrate certain key
aspects of the

ABE

While

feel, these

math classroom.

Instructional Approaches

- Use and Effectiveness
of
Various Instructional Strategies

A

big part of what sets the tone for a math
class

Most

are used.

certain strategies

instructors use a

more

wide range of

frequently than others.

is

the instructional strategies that

strategies, but

each tends to use

Table 5.1 shows the results from

phase one instructor questionnaires where instructors
were asked
frequently they utilized certain strategies in their math
classes.

combined

to

form 2 categories

that offer

seldom or never used and those
Instructors

were then asked

effective in supporting

views on

30

Instructors

that are

to identify

to identify

how

Responses have been

comparison between strategies

that are

used once or several times each session.

which of these

math learning. 30 The

third

strategies they felt

column

in

were most

Table 5.1 records their

this point.

were encouraged

to identify as

used, they then identified which they
in the final category).

felt to

many

strategies as they regularly used.

Of

those

be ‘most’ effective (hence the generally lower percentages

Table 5.1 Use and Effectiveness
of
[All responses

Instructional Strategies

from Instructor Questionnaire,
.nnumc, n

From
Instructional Strategy

time

one

=

to

141
41]]

J

Perceived

to time,

several

Effectivenes

never or not
checked

times each

s

session

(Instructor)

20%

80%

20%

24%

76%

18%

Repeated Practice/Worksheets

38%

62%

28%

Small Group Problem-Solving/
Cooperative Learning

66%

34%

22%

Prediction/Estimation

69%

31%

8%

Exploration and Discovery

71%

29%

10%

Peer instruction

74%

24%

11%

76%

24%

18%

Drill

79%

21%

6%

Encourage Memorization

83%

17%

4%

Testing

83%

17%

2%

Lecture

84%

16%

4%

Use of Manipulatives

89%

11%

17%

Writing (about math)

92%

8%

1%

Games

93%

7%

8%

Other*

95%

4%

9%

Questioning
Discussion

Use of technology
computers,

OTHER
offered.

-

(calculators,

etc.)

Instructors used several other strategies that

Strategies utilized included: Diagrams,

fell

outside of the categories

Books (2% response); Handouts,

Video, Board work, Presentations, Learner generated goals
problems (1 % response).
Strategies considered most effective included: Self teaching, Printed
materials, Concrete
sequential presentation, Depends on group ability, Not sure, and
All of the above (1%
response). One-to-one instruction received 4% of the responses.

&

The most

utilized strategies

(80%

-

62%)

include questioning, discussion, and
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repeated practice.

The next

cluster of strategies

(34%

-

24%)

includes small group

problem solving/cooperative learning,
prediction/estimation, exploration and
discovery, peer instruction, and use
of technology.
lecture are not used as often (21
strategies for learning

by most

%

-

16%) and

instructors.

Drill,

memorization, testing, and

are not perceived as supportive

With discrepancies between use and

perceived effectiveness of 60, 58 and
34 percent respectively, the strategies of
questioning, discussion and repeated practice,
although enjoying wide use are not

considered particularly effective by instructors.

and games, though seldom used on a regular
effective strategies utilized.

+ 1%

more

They were

basis,

who make

who

use of

be one of the most effective

felt to

be some of the most

technology.

in their classes,

strategies to support

by

used them regularly.

is

it,

of instructors use calculators and computers daily
to

were

actually identified as effective

instructors respectively than those

considered effective, by those

At the other extreme, manipulatives

+8%

and

Also

Although only

18%

24%

believe them

math learning.

Placing Strategies within the Math Class

In talking through the ‘routine’ for their

classroom strategies included
instructors’ description of

math

in the categories

classes, instructors describe

covered

what normally transpires

in

Table 5.2.

in their

While

math classes

is slightly

different than the overall questionnaire-generated profile of class activities, these

differences are relatively minor and occasionally heartening.

While classes

will vary
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from day

to day,

lable 5.2 Analysis of Classroom
Routine

most

instructors and their

Regularly Used

math

Instructor

n
classes have a rhythm.

Repeated Practice/Worksheets
Questioning

12

Small Group Problem-Solving/
Cooperative Learning

10

Individual

In talking about that

work

= 17

10

(with

(

71

%)

( 59 %)
( 59 %)

9

(

53 %)

8

(

47 %)

instructor support)

Show

rhythm, instructors capture

much of what

they incorporate

relevance to daily

life

Use of manipulatives

7

Peer instruction

7

41 %)
( 41 %)
(

Discussion

6

(

35 %)

into their classes regularly.

Exploration and Discovery

6

(

35 %)

6

(

35 %)

Through such

Leamer/current event input
to guide class/problems
Lecture

5

(

5

(

29 %)
29 %)

4

(

24 %)

4

(

24 %)

4

(

24 %)

3

(

descriptions,

Presentation of

strategies such as repeated

new concept

(introduction/board work/
practice, small

lecturette)

group

Use of technology
(calculators, computers, etc.)

problem-solving and peer

Drill

instruction

move up on

the

list

of frequently used strategies,

Variety of approaches

Whole Class activities
Review of homework
Others:

while discussion,

drill

and

memorization are found
farther

18

%)
3
( 18 %)
2 each (12%)

Encourage Memorization, Prediction/Estimation,

Games

("fun/light/drill/do-able"), Testing,

Mental

math/logic/thinking problem, (challenge), Assigns

problems/worksheets/homework,

No homework

down. Manipulatives

received

24% more

responses.

mention

in verbal descriptions

The theme of connections and

strategies also

emerges from

of classrooms than

in questionnaire

learner involvement as popular instructional

this analysis as instructors cite linkages to daily life

learner or current event input into class and problems as a regular part of their

classroom

activities.

These differences might be

less interesting

had instructors

and
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interviewed and observed varied substantially
from the larger questionnaire population
in other areas.

Since

this is not the case, additional
explanations for these

A

discrepancies are required.
not

known

to instructors.

simple explanation

While

this

was

case with most instructors interviewed.
to the

is that

the term ‘manipulative’

true for learners,

The most

it

was

did not appear to be the

plausible reason, therefore,

is tied

impact such concrete and memorable strategies
have on both instructor and

As an engaging and memorable

learner.

discussed than

more conceptual and

In exploring

practitioners

and reviewing

on the

RABEM

all

event, such strategies are

more

likely to

be

individually-oriented strategies such as estimation.

of these findings on instructional approaches,

Research Design and Dissemination Network wondered

whether instructors and math classes could be characterized by certain
groupings of
strategies.

While no absolute categories can be discerned

at this stage,

it

seems an

interesting question to pursue during subsequent analysis of these data
and additional

study of the environment.

strategy

was

To determine how

fruitful

such an analysis might be, one

selected as a primary departure point for analysis, based on the

assumption that
other strategies.

this strategy

Math

might often (but not always) influence the selection of

classes observed

were evenly divided between those

that

regularly spent time doing small group problem solving/cooperative learning activities

and those

that did not.

Instructors

who

spent time with small group problem-solving
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also identified their class time as
being spent on prediction and estimation,
exploration

and discovery, peer instruction, questioning
and discussion.

Instructors

who

did not use small group learning activities
regularly also used

questioning and discussion but were

split

on the use of

drill.

Interestingly enough,

the use of repeated practice and
worksheets as well as the use of manipulatives were
the strategies considered most effective
by this second group.

This

is

surprising since

they did not regularly use manipulatives or did
not have regular access to

mathematics-specific manipulatives" and, therefore, relied
on readily available
fingers and foods.

It

should be noted that the math classes observed demonstrated
a

much

larger

degree of small group problem-solving and cooperative learning than
was reported by
the larger phase

to

34%

of phase

I

sample of instructors (50%

I,

in

phase

quantitative survey respondents).

II,

qualitative case as

compared

In talking about their

classrooms, instructors were more likely to identify small groups and cooperative
learning as a regular part of their instructional strategy than they were in their closed-

ended questionnaire responses.

Regardless of

this

discrepancy, the trends observed in

the classroom support these general patterns of strategy clusters described above.
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Deciding Which Approach to Use

Instructors have

will often consider

For 70%, the

first

many

many
on

different reasons for deciding

different issues before deciding

their list is consideration

the skill level of the learner(s).
strategies until they hit

41%

on what

testing strategies into the mix,

is

to use

and

to try first.

of the topic or concept to be taught or

use "whatever works" and keep trying different

whether formal
etc.).

(tests:

the learners

fifth

Another

41%

bring

diagnostic, manual, computer)

About a quarter of

consider individual learning styles and about a

mood of

which strategy

effective for a given learner.

or informal (worksheets, homework,

influenced by either the

which approach

the instructors

(24%)

allow their selection to be

(18%) or time

constraints (18%).

Effectiveness of Various Approaches

Beyond checking off

the strategies they found to be most effective, instructors and

learners interviewed were asked to identify the lessons they recalled that
went
particularly well or ones

details

which they enjoyed and those

that

went poorly.

of the content and structure of these lessons are discussed

rationale for

why

the sessions

in

the

Chapter VII, the

were considered effective or ineffective

pertinent to understanding the instructional environment.

While

is

particularly

Table 5.3 Indicators of an Effective
Math Lesson

Effective Lessons

Response

Instructors

n = 17

As

Learners

n=49
6%

Learners were discovering/
reasoning it out on their own

41

Table 5.3, participation

Learners participating,
involved and interested

35%

10%

and involvement on the

Using manipulatives

35%

6%

35%

6%

29%

-

24%

2%

11%
11%

12%

6%

12%

6%

4%

indicated in

%

(especially edible)

part of the learners

was

Learner’s had an

experience

realized math

the primary indicator for

"AHA"

(understood concept,
is

a language,

learned key to using concept)

Learners realized math

a successful lesson

is

useful/practical

Learners took control/

according to both learners

responsibility for lesson/

materials

and instructors.

The only

Able

(ex:

wrote word problems)

to visualize/draw/picture

Learners worked well together
Explanation good/clear/

higher factor, for

6%

broken down into steps
instructors,

learners

was when

were involved

Knowing/realizing the rules,
seeing mistakes
in

Learners enjoyed

11%

it

Helping each other

-

discovering and reasoning

Other
out math concepts.

The

-

Learners only, each

Lesson went by
(pushes me)

culmination of a

Other

-

fast,

we work

environment,

No
was a deeper

2%-4%

at

until I get

it

1%

(e.g. 9’s times),

Created a safe, relaxed, and trusting,

particularly effective

activity

6%

Instructor encourages

Instructors only, each at

Tricks/magic acts

-

Response

Good

texts/worksheets

0%

learner insight into

mathematics described by several instructors as an "Aha experience".

18%
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Learners found

harder to pinpoint what

it

Instructors often cited several
reasons

focussed on one (and

An

18%

were the reasons most

enjoyment of a particular math

remembered by

provided

remembered,

this response),

it is

safe to

rating than indicated.

The boxes of

raisins,

particular

instructors).

lesson.

learners.

Striking, however,

directly cited

Learners also

assume

M&M’s,

it

that the use

of manipulatives merits a

was

the focus

was

oranges, cakes, gingerbread houses, pizzas, and more
stick in the

minds of learners (and

the ability to see and interact with the

lesson real for the learners.

As responses throughout

these connections were important to learners.

while instructors (29%) found

much higher

on edible manipulatives.

go beyond the abstraction and link math

the learners faced with the

the fact that the

given the types of lessons they described and

Particularly notable

Basically,

was

by most learners as an indicator (only

math experiences stand out and

their environments; to

made a

by

were

learners often centered around the use
of manipulatives.

Although manipulatives were not

made

cited

fact that they

helping each other and sharing learning
strategies were factors that lead to

lessons best

6%

that they enjoyed.

a lesson "worked", but learners
generally

problem, a clear explanation and the

actively involved in the lesson

their

was about a lesson

could not identify a particular reason).

ability to visualize the

felt that

why

it

it

to

Yet

math inherent

in

to their reality that

the interview indicated,

this point is so internalized that,

be one of the most mentionable reasons, none of

same question mentioned

it

as a key indicator.
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Ineffective Lessons

Instructors felt that lessons went poorly

when

the concept they

too abstract or beyond the current
level of the learner.

number of operations required

the

was

the part of the learner

was

Complexity of the problem or

contributed significantly to

as did the learners’ familiarity with the
approach.

were teaching was

how

effective a lesson

Confusion or frustration on

also cited as a factor contributing to the
failure of a lesson.

Instructors also identified their inability to

communicate

effectively, because of either

language barriers, lack of knowledge or lack of
experience with the topic.

As Table

5.4 shows, learners were

they didn’t like a lesson.

still

They agreed with

likely to provide only

one reason for why

instructors that frustration, confusion

and

lack of familiarity with a method or approach influenced
their willingness to
participate, but they also identified

confusion.

Inability to solve a

frustration that the instructor

some

points of origin for this frustration or

problem or forgetting a simple

would not provide

the

step,

coupled with

answer were the key sources for
,

a quarter of the learners interviewed.

Impact of Learner Culture and Background on Approaches Used

Instructors are pretty well split between those

their instruction as they

work with

who do

different ethnic groups

not believe that they adjust

(56%) and those who

™

,

recognize particular shifts
in their

approach (44%).
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Table 5.4 Indicators of an Ineffective
Math Lesson

Responses

Instructors Learners

n = 17n=49

There are two main ways

Learners became frustrated
and/or confused

41%

22%

such

Concept too abstract or
complicated (beyond learners’

53%

7%

(Learners) confused or unfamiliar
with approach or method

35%

11%

Instructor wouldn’t give the

12%

4%

shifts

manifest

themselves.

The

first

involves making changes
in contexts

and relevance

current ability/level)

answer/leamers fixed on
getting exact

answer

(inflexible)

Nothing/can’t remember
Others - Instructors
Learners,

of word problems.

6%

&

"If 1

at

%
4%

11

6%

-

Learners bored/unfocused/distracted

make up

word problems, 1
don ’t use Jane
and John...l use
more ethnic
(interesting)

Bad memories

(high school flashbacks),

Test, Tricky wording

According

to Instructors

Too much

calculation involved/

35%

too complex

names.
it

each

To liven
up even more,

1

use their names

so they can

Lack of confidence (learners)
Language/communication barrier

18%
12%
12%

Instructor couldn’t present
alternate approaches to clarify

identify with the
(instructor lack of

problem even
more.

”

Others

-

is

the

one

resist

is

new approaches

to learning

math,

Learners don’t retain understanding, Possible learning
disorder, Don’t

content area that

6%

Instructors only each at

Learners

Division

knowledge

or experiences)

Know why

named
According to Learners

most often when

it

comes

Not being able

to

do

-

it/

15

%

forgetting simple step
to

math learning from

Others

-

Learners only

each

at

4%

Working alone, not getting help, Not able to apply it
daily, Not knowing what method to use, Like teaching
different cultures.

also an area

It is

a baby/child, Can’t ask for help

™

where

instructional support strategies are quite varied.

For some

instructors, the adjustment
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is

as simple as allowing learners
to

do division

instructors will have the learners
teach

them

the

their

way

they learned

way of doing

it.

Other

division.

Another

category of instructors proceeds by
solving the problem both ways
and comparing and

confirming answers.

Others require learners to learn the
‘American standard’

approach to division so

Even the

that they will

instructors

who

practices, admit that learners

be able to do

report that they

that

it

do not

way.

actively change their instructional

from different cultures come with views
and

expectations that change the atmosphere of
a class.

Asian and French Canadian

reverence for ‘teachers’ require instructors to
respond accordingly.
instructors, this

means a change, but not necessarily

For some

in the direction expected.

The French Canadians31 never ask any questions or
challenge me. They’re
very accepting that the teacher knows everything.
So I make mistakes on
purpose (so they’ll challenge me)."

Only one of

the instructors interviewed identified ethnicity and
culture as a

grounding reference for her instructional approach:

"You can

’t

make any assumptions about what a

problem may mean

to

(someone from) another

know. There’s also the richness of their experience

from India

is

identify skills

very comfortable with manipulatives.

and build on them and

specific.

31

All are over

50 years

old.

word in a
or what they might

(particular)

culture...
(to

consider).

It is

to recognize that

A woman

really important to

some

skills

are culture-

"

"
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Even within
be utilized

the dominant culture, an adult’s
individual skills and experiences
need to

to

make

learning meaningful.

Learners, for the most part, do not believe
that instructors should change the
they teach based on a learner’s cultural
heritage or ethnicity.

however,

that the learner’s past experiences

should be

known

to the instructor

and used

way

They do believe (95%),

and personal learning styles and levels
to adjust instruction:

... because if you had a problem
in the past you probably have the same
problem learning now. So if the teacher knew this, he or
she would be more
apt to work on your level

A

little

over two-thirds of learners take

what counts

that

style

is

this stance,

agreeing with

many

instructors

the instructor’s ability to adjust to the pace, level and
learning

of the individual learner, to be able to relate to them and to help
build their

confidence.

Only one learner

had originally learned math.

way

should just learn the

felt that

A

little

the instructor should teach the

over a quarter of the learners

the instructor teaches.

and cultural heritages

difficult.

the learner

felt that

they

In general, learners recognize that

time constraints and high leamer/instructor ratios make adaptation
their linguistic

way

While there

is

to learners

and

understanding, a few

learners had specific suggestions for instructors willing to listen.

As one

learner

shared:

"

When you come

in

sometimes you have
time. (Teachers

here and the way you learn in your country

need

Haitian teacher here

to
...

your way

is different,

American way. that takes
realize this) and give you more time. If 1 had a
1 could learn it boom, boom, boom.

to translate

in the

. .

"
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Learners Perceptions of Instructional
Approaches

When

learners are

Table 5.5 Learner Feelings about

=

[n

asked

how

way

the

is

Taught

Instructor...

math learning,

it

+

is

+

makes sure

patient and caring/
responds to learner needs

learners

22

(65%)

7

(21%)

5

(15%)
(15%)
(9%)

understand before moving on

not the strategies and

to

+
+
+

techniques they highlight;
the respect and

it is

is

they feel about

their instructors

facilitate

How Math

49]

is

new

material

motivated

makes math fun/interesting
makes math relevant to

5
3

learners’ lives/jobs

+ Its OK
+ push/challenges
+ knows learner’s

atmosphere created by
instructors.

have

Learners

-

distinct opinions

3
learners

3

limits

1

(9%)
(9%)
(3%)

Other, Negatives (4 responses) 2 each (11%)
Learner needs more structured schedule/serious approach,
Instructor’s

method

is

too unconventional

about their instructors and
the

ways they

facilitate

math learning.

Nearly

90%

of these opinions are positive.

The 11%

that are

negative relate to learners’ need for more structured learning and their inability to

understand the instructor’s "unconventional methods".
learners, the

most appreciated aspects of the

For nearly two-thirds of the

instructor’s approach are their patience,

caring and ability to respond to learner’s needs.

7 don
really

get

it

’t

feel funny in her class if I write something wrong

good
in

teacher. I’ve learned a lot from her... She'll

your head. ...

1 think

she feels

like

.

.

.

/ like that.

work with

what we say counts.

She ’s a

(you) until

you
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For others,
to

it's

make math

the instructor’s attention to
an individual’s learning or
his/her ability

fun and interesting that

atmosphere created by instructors and
learners that

first

comes

to learners'

most appreciated.

is

Overall,

their effective connections

minds as factors

that

the

it is

and interactions with

improve the learning

process.

Assessment Strategies

The type of assessment

utilized

and the degree

to

which assessment

is

an

integrated and informative part of instruction
can directly influence the quality of

The following pages

instruction.

report assessment strategies and instruments
in use

and describe how they are used.

Assessment Strategies Used

Table 5.6 outlines the frequency of use of various types of
assessment

By reviewing

the data

from

this table,

strategies.

one can see a reasonably consistent pattern for

each of the different assessment strategies

in use.

Oral interactions and discussion

and demonstration of process are both employed regularly by more than half
of
instructors.

Standardized

end of a unit and

at the

tests

and instructor designed

end of the

class.

of use of manipulates, calculators,

etc.

tests are

all

generally used at the

Least used are peer assessment, observation

and individual interviews.

Those who do

Table 5.6 Use of Assessment
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Strategies

Frequency of Use

Assessment Strategy

never
/

at

not

checked

end of

from time

at least

unit

to time/

several times

/class

when-ever
needed

each session

once/

Standardized Test

39%

22%

31%

8%

Instructor Designed Test

41%

19%

37%

3%

Oral Interactions/

21%

5%

19%

55%

Demonstration of Process

23%

1%

18%

58%

Group Problem-Solving

43%

1%

32%

24%

Self-Assessment

38%

7%

32%

23%

Peer- Assessment

85%

2%

9%

4%

Observation of Use of

54%

0%

34%

12%

Individual Interview

48%

5%

36%

11%

Other

89%

3%

4%

4%

Discussion

Manipulates,

calculators,

etc.

[From Instructor Questionnaire, n

employ

these strategies use them from time to time or

=

when

141]

they perceive a need.

Assessment Instruments Used

While standardized

tests are frequently

used during intake to assess and place

learners within a program, they are only occasionally used to assess learner progress

Table 5.7 Standardized Instruments
Used
in math.

identify

exams

as being used for

Instrument

instructors.

Program Instructor

TABE
GED Practice Test
CASAS
EDP Diagnostic Test or
ADP Competitive Test

assessment more frequently than

do
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to

Assess Learner Progress

Program administrators

Program

administrators also recognize

n=55
27%
24%

4%

18%
12%
1%

2%
2%
0%
0%

Woodcock-Johnson

ABLE

discussions with learners and self

n — 141

_

3%
1%

assessment (38%), text-based
post-tests

(24%), instructor-generated instruments
(18%), informal observation by

instructors (18%), and progress towards
learner goals

assessment.

TABE

The

and the

GED

Practice Tests are the most

the standardized instruments available.

ADP

competency

(13%) as present forms of

tests, skills checklists,

commonly used of

Instruments also mentioned include

CASAS

EDP

and

and the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-

Educational Battery.

How Assessment

is

Used

Instructors use assessment for a variety of purposes including
learner progress

and planning of classes and curriculum.

among them
the

GED

test

is

the assessment of learner readiness to advance to a

(43%) or

new

Nine percent of

when

to stick with a topic

and when

to

Chief

level or take

just to determine learner progress in general (41%).

also use assessment to identify

(19%).

Table 5.8 highlights these purposes.

They

move on

instructors use assessment results to plan classes and
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Table 5.8 Purposes of Assessment
assignments, develop

Purpose

curriculum or design

Instructor

n = 141

To determine

individualized programs

to

of study. Another
it

to

9%

advance

learner readiness

(to

new

level/take

To determine leamer/class
To decide on how long to

use

GED

43%
test, etc.)

41%

progress

19%

reinforce present material

determine the level

To
To

of math learners should

place students in class/level

11%

design individualized

9%

programs of study
To plan upcoming classes/assignments

be studying.

9%

or develop curriculum

To
To

How Assessment

and

build confidence for future learning
evaluate teaching style

Other

Evaluation Results Are

-

each

Shared with Learners

their

own

1%

at

Government

data,

4%
3%

To

test results

access learner input, Students evaluate

and progress

In general, instructors share the results of assessment
with learners. 32
several

ways

learners are informed of assessment results.

mechanisms involve

instructor interaction or

Almost

all

There are

of these

communication with individual

learners.

Nearly half of the instructors interviewed hold conferences with individual
learners
discuss assessment results.

For around a quarter of the

instructors, informal

discussions, written feedback on assignments or discussion of test results form the

primary avenue for feedback.

32

Only

1

instructor interviewed

assessment results with learners.

(6% of

the qualitative sample) said that they did not share

to

"
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Learner Self-Assessment

Table 5.9 Learner Self-Assessment

Mechanisms

In addition to the

provided by instructors, learners

have

their

own ways

Praise (verbal/clapping)/

27%

Self-evaluation

8

Assignments checked

7

16%
16%
14%

6

12%

Diagnostic tests

6

More

5

12%
10%

can explain reasoning
Seeing progress over time 5

10%

13
Instructor feedback (verbal)
Self corrected work
8

mechanisms

of determining

(/graded) with instructor

how

Work

well they are doing in learning

takes less time/

gets easier

math.

They tend

to

gauge

their

progress over time, assessing

successful,

themselves through their work and
Others
their interaction with their

The amount of time

work.

movement

each

at

difficult

Work

becomes more challenging/can begin new
level/move on with confidence

Others

to

-

each

to teach

work, the

it

2% -4%

at

Use of math

new and more

6%

3

Repeated practice, by reviewing
workbooks/worksheets with instructor,

they spend on

particular assignments,

-

in

everyday

to others,

life is

easier, Ability

Enjoyment, written

feedback

ability to

complete the same types of

exercises in a shorter

being

made and

amount of time

all

that they are learning.

provide signals to learners that progress

As one

is

learner shared:

7 can

tell when I’m doing good because it gets easier.
1 know when 1 can do it
and easy that it’s time to move on to something new and then I really know
I’m getting somewhere

fast

.

As Table 5.9
with

how

elaborates, learners utilize a variety of

they are doing.

The development of

mechanisms

and explore

keep

alternative assessment

should pay attention to these learner-generated strategies.

articulate

to

in

touch

mechanisms

Allowing learners time

their personal strategies for self-assessment

may

to

well lead to
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assessment instruments that could gauge the active,
exploratory mathematics learning
that is

How

missed through the computationally oriented
instruments currently

in use.

Well Programs Meet Learner Needs

Instructor opinions of

how

well the math curriculum in their program meets

learner needs varies greatly from program to program.

A

little

over a third rate the

match between the math curriculum and learner needs as good
or very good.
third see the

match as

math programs

if

fair,

and a

final third see the

Another

need for significant change

in

learners are to receive the math training most appropriate to their

lives.

Beyond

their

own

personal insight into the learners’ lives and goals and the math

curriculum they teach, instructors have a variety of ways to gauge the degree to

which they are meeting learner needs.

These include whether learners pass

standardized exams, the general feedback they receive from learners, and the
strengthening of learner self-esteem.
progress, use of math learned in daily

as indicators that informed their

learner needs.

Instructors also discussed their observations of

life,

conquering math anxiety, and enjoyment

knowledge of how well the math curriculum matched
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Instructional Environment:

ABE

A Key

Point

Summary

classrooms and learning environments are
as diverse as the individuals that

populate them.

Taken

together, however, they begin to form
patterns that highlight

opportunities for change.

• Doors and windows
their experience

to reform

-

Instructors use a variety of strategies
grounded in

and computation-based approaches

math instruction including

to

questioning, discussion and repeated practice or
worksheets.
identify those strategies they consider

most

effective,

problem-solving and cooperative learning come

difficult to

new

NCTM

and

ABE

Standards.

asked to

manipulates, games, group

to the forefront.

recognize the effectiveness of strategies that reflect the
supported by the

When

shift in

Instructors

emphasis

While established practices are

change, recognition of effective alternatives offers a

first step

towards

instructional possibilities.

• Patterns of instructional approaches

-

Instructors tend towards use of groups of

approaches that have a computation-orientation or a problem-solving orientation.

While

this finding requires further verification

and study,

it

holds potential for

identifying instructor disposition towards a standard s-orien ted curriculum.

disposition

may prove

Such a

useful in assessing effectiveness of staff development
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activities

or exploring application of standards-based
curricula

to

various

classroom settings.

•

Effective instruction

-

Learners’ and instructors’ descriptions of
memorable

lessons serve to identify indicators of
effective math instruction that mirror

aspects of a standards-based instructional
approach.

Active involvement, use of

manipulatives, clear explanations and the opportunity
to

work

together, help each

other and share strategies for solving problems
are indicators identified that hold
possibilities for design of assessment

• Responding

to learner

mechanisms and curriculum development.

background and experience

-

Instructor adjustments to

learner needs are based less on cultural heritage than
on the individual needs and
past learning experiences of learners.

While there may well be

culture-specific

issues to be addressed in mathematics instruction, these are not
currently

recognized as important by either learners or instructors.

What

is

recognized

is

the importance of modifying instructional approach to match the pace,
level and

learning style of the individual learner.

•

Effective instructors

-

Learners most appreciate the respect, care, patience and

support they receive from instructors.

While they can

identify effective

instructional practices, these affective characteristics are

and support adults need

to tackle the challenges

what provide the safety

of learning.
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•

Alternative assessment models

wide use and provide a guide

mechanism
practice.

-

While standardized assessment instruments
are

in

for learner placement and an
external accepted

for evaluation of progress, they

do

little

to

inform instructional

Limited to basic computational exercises,
the majority of standardized

assessment instruments are generally used
only as required.

Once

placed,

instructors offer learners opportunities
to participate in a variety of
assessment
interactions.

Each assessment mechanism

deeper study and analysis, as

mathematics effectively.

we

Given

explore

this,

it

is

progress that deserve particular attention.

identified in this

how

document deserves

to assess learner progress in

the learners’ insights into indicators of

As we move towards developing

assessment tools to track our new directions

in

mathematics,

we

should consider

incorporating learner-generated indicators of decreasing
time on task,

movement

through discrete topics, and perceived ease versus difficulty
of topic.

In addition,

opportunities for learner self-assessment should continue to
be incorporated in

whatever assessment mechanisms are developed.

CHAPTER

VI

THE ABE MATH INSTRUCTOR

A

Terry

Program

is

41 years old and has been teaching part-time

for a

over 4 years now.

little

and teaches math because
this

Composite Profile

it’s

part of the

program she taught 3rd grade

adults in basic math.

she did

OK

in

it,

in high school,

doesn

t

it

She

She never

was not her

is

the instructor for a

all that

for 3 years and also tutored a

really liked

best subject.

math a good experience

much

class

to

few young

math very much and although

The

last

math she studied was

While Terry

herself, she truly enjoys

for her learners

GED

program package. Before coming

where she took algebra and geometry.

enjoy math

ABE

at this

still

making learning

and helping them

to

overcome

their

fears and gain confidence.

When

she

first

her program on

how

math workshops.
(Network

became an
to teach

One was

’91) sponsored

Priority Math.

by

ABE
math

at the

teacher there was no training offered at

to adults, so

Terry went

Statewide Conference for

SABES

to a

ABE

couple of
instructors

and the other was a workshop on

Both were helpful and made her
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feel like

GED

she had a clear

way
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to

approach math instruction with her
students and some good materials

to

Talking to other math instructors about
their ideas and experiences
was

use.

inspiring and gave her the motivation
she needed to
interactive.

Since then, however, there have been
so

program and such a
to support

some time

make her

more

tight

staff

more

class

many demands

her

at

budget that there has been neither time nor
money

development.

to prepare for class

feels a bit isolated at times

She considers herself lucky

and some money

and would

like to

to

buy

that she has

materials.

she

Still,

meet with other math teachers

again to share ideas, go for more training, and
get some additional materials

and manipulates

good

to use

doesn

t

to

use in her classroom.

She also believes

computers more, but the one her program has

really

know how

to use

it

and can’t conceive of

is

that

old.

it

would be

She

how one computer

could be used with 12 learners.

Terry hasn

t

really heard

know more, because
more

She recognizes

of new perspectives as
little

it is

standards but would like to

new approach

makes math more

by her day

to day, trial

away from

manipulates and games with her
it is

NCTM

the

GED

adult learners.

to

math

that is

relevant, essential and

that her teaching is influenced as

skeptical about straying

support,

the

she feels that adults need a

useful in their daily lives and

accessible.

a

much about

much by awareness

and error experiences.

books or using a

lot

She’s

of

Without more information and

unlikely that Terry will be changing her basic workbook-oriented
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approach

to

math

instruction.

It

would be taking too great a chance with the

small amount of time her learners spend
on math to focus on something that
not help them pass the

GED

exam.

Terry represents only one of the many different

programs around the

from the 141

state.

instructors

She

who

it

would appear

that

ABE

instructors

who

took the time to respond to the 11 page questionnaire

She

no such being

is

not,

however, the average

exists.

ABE

ABE

statistics

and words.

of math instructors.

ABE

to bring

What

What

some

follows

is

is

missing

life

and personality

to the

ABE

math

instructor,

state.

What

people behind the

a general description of various characteristics

is

the detailed sketches of the

instructors that could highlight their diversity and richness.

picture of the

instructor

math instructors are equally as

diverse as the programs, the learners, and the general
population of the

preceded was an attempt

grace the

a composite of trends seen in the data collected

is

distributed throughout the state. 33

for

you are invited

classrooms of your choice and begin a conversation.

to enter

many

For

any two

different

this in-depth

to three

The understanding which

follows such an interaction will help to reflect the myriad of talented and caring
individuals that

33

is

so inadequately reflected in the data which follows.

Unless otherwise indicated, tables

responses

( n=141 )

may

in this section are

or instructor interviews

(

n = 17).

derived from instructor questionnaire
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Mathematics Background and Teaching
Experience

ABE

who

instructors

can be described

in

teach math

many ways,

but

Table 6.1 Previous Experience Teaching
Math (Focus and Length of Time)
Topic/Focus
Basic

of particular interest

to this study

Math

Accelerated

was

their experience teaching

and

18%

Algebra

25%

Geometry

11%

GED

5%

Topics

19%

Length of Time
1-6 months
7-12 months

11%

Such

information provides perspective on

how knowledgeable

7%

Math

Calculus

the education and training they

received in mathematics.

60%

Remedial Math

instructors are

1

5%
29%
53%
20%
21%

yr

2-3 yrs

with respect to math and current

3-5 yrs

6-10 yrs
trends in math reform and

11-15 yrs

how

19%
11%

16 yrs and above

prepared they feel to serve as
[percentage of 89 Instructors (63% of total) with

previous teaching experience]

teachers of mathematics.

Experience Teaching

Well over half of

ABE

instructors

(63%) have experience teaching math and most

have held more then one teaching job and taught a variety of
hand,

36%

have no previous experience teaching math.

experience teaching math,
with remedial math and

60%

11%

Of

levels.

those

On

the other

who have

previous

have been involved with Basic Math instruction,

with Accelerated Math.

Most

instructors

7%

(82%) with
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previous teaching experience have
spent between

1

and 3 years teaching.

range of time spent teaching math runs
from 2 months
consistent distribution from 3 to
15 years.

On

the

remarkably

average, instructors have spent 4 1/2

years teaching in their current program
or position.

time spent teaching can be seen

to 19 years, with a

Still,

Details on specific topic foci and

Table 6.1.

in

Table 6.2 Teaching Experience (Levels and Learner
Ages)
Levels ("Grades")

Grades K-2
Grades 3-5
Grades 6-7

Grades 8-9
Grades 10-12

ABE

Ages of Students/Learners

18%

5-7 yrs

38%
25%

7

14%
11%
14%

13-15 yrs

-

10-12 yrs

16-18 yrs
19-22 yrs

22 yrs
[percentages of 89

Of

those

ABE

ABE

instructors

who previously taught math

&
-

above

many

math instructors who have taught before, almost

within the formal school system

at

one time or another (K-12

to multiple populations]

all

have taught math

levels).

shows, a significant cluster of math teaching experience for instructors
elementary levels.

22%
37%
34%
28%
37%
55%
49%

10 yrs

As Table 6.2
is at

There are also a reasonable number of instructors with prior

experience teaching high school and even

had direct experience teaching math
experience generally begin

in the

in

ABE

ABE

adult populations.

settings.

Only 14% have

Instructors with previous

formal system and, over time, make the

shift to
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teaching in adult education programs.

Over

the years, most of these instructors teach

a variety of learners of various levels and age
ranges, with

while

49%

55%

teaching 19-22 year

report experience instructing learners over the age of
22.

Education

ABE

Most
college.

instructors have at least a high school education and 3/4 have
attended

For 18% of the

ABE

math instructors working

in

programs, the highest

educational level achieved was high school, and for most of them this was over
20

years ago.

Most of those who have completed college

and on average,

left their

did so between 1953 and 1979

formal learning environment over 20 years ago.

At these

time spans, the memories of learning algebra (45%), geometry (43%) and
trigonometry (31%) grow dim and much of the
relearning while teaching learners.

courses taken by

ABE

math

facility

with mathematics comes from

Table 6.3 shows the distribution of topics and

instructors.

In general

in-depth formal education in mathematics.

For

few instructors have had recent or

the majority, mathematics was, at

most, a minor part of their overall educational program.

As can be
teachers and

Mathematics.

seen in Table 6.3, nearly a tenth of

9%

ABE

hold a Masters in Education, with only

instructors are certified

1%

Other certification and degrees found among

holding a Masters

ABE

in

math instructors

include social sciences or education (5%), accounting/business (4%), and a rather

Table 6.3 Mathematics Education of

Math

in

ABE

High school

Math

Trigonometry

40%

Statistics/Probability

College Algebra

8%
6%
6%
4%
1 %-2%

Prep. Courses
Pre-calculus

Calculus
Business Math

each

at:

General Math, Pre- Algebra,

Advance Math,

Pre-Calculus

Others

-

9%
8%
4%

Masters (Education)

Others

-

Certificates

Certificate

Business/Statistics,

interesting array of topics considered

l%-2%

at:

Masters (Science/Math)
Others - each at:

3%
2%

Education

math teachers

each

Trigonometry, Logic, Advanced Math, Finite
Topics in Math, History of Math, Research

Math

Math
(Social Sciences)

3% -4%

at:

methods, Analysis, Math for Special Education,
Math Methods, Computer Science

Statistics

Teacher Certification
Accounting/Business

each

15%
11%
10%
10%

Accounting/Business, Physics, Geometry

Math Related Degrees and

BA

15%
15%

Teaching Math in
Elementary schools

College Level

-

75%

in College
General Math
Calculus

(Math in HS only: 18%)
Algebra I
45%
Geometry
43%
Algebra II &/or

Others
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Instructors

Meta

1%
1%
1%

Statistics, Special

Education, Earth Science, A.B. English

by instructors

to

be relevant to their work as

(special education, earth sciences, English,

meta

statistics).

Training

While the majority of math
and workshops, over a

third

beginning their work.

As was

instructors

(63%) had

participated in training courses

(36%) had received no additional

training since

highlighted in Chapter 4, most instructors received no

training in the past year

Table 6.4 Sponsorship of Math Training

(55%)

(for

SABES

additional details, see attachment,

Figure

9).

it

came

Massachusetts

Team (GED
form

in the

of workshops and conference
sessions sponsored primarily by

organizations within the

ABE

Math
18%
Priority Math Team)

Massachusetts Department
of Education

15%

Massachusetts Coalition
for Adult Education (MCAE)

15%

Bureau of

13%

Institutional

Schools

The

state.

most active among these
organizations was the System for

Math/Science Consortium
American Learning
Corporation

12%
11%

Community College

10%

NCTM

9%
8%
7%
5%

U.S. Basics

In-Program Training

Adult Basic Education Support

(SABES). This was followed

45%

(ALRI 5%)

For those who did

receive training,
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Commonwealth
Campaign

closely

Other

by sessions offered by the

general

-

Others

Literacy

-

each

18%

3% -4%

at:

College/University. Career track,

Massachusetts

ABE

Local P.S.

Math Team,

Others

-

each

SCALE,

which

is

Scott

1%

at

Foresman

supported by the

Massachusetts Department of

Education and SABES.

Almost 90% of
occured since 1989.
predate 1977 (only

although there are

the training

A
1%

still

few

ABE

Math

instructors

have participated

in has

select training activities occurred in the 80s, but

of instructors
quite a

listed training

number of math

none

experiences in the 1970s).

instructors

who have

Thus,

not had the
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benefit of

math

related training, the increase in opportunities
to participate in such

training has been substantial over the last
4-5 years.

Most

instructors identified general

workshops and conference presentations by the

sponsoring agency (the when and the where of

by

(the what).

title

Network

Some

of the

titles

it).

Others mentioned the workshops

mentioned include

(in

order of memorability):

(’91, ’92)

GED Priority Math
Math Jumpstart Kits
Courses on Math and Computers
ALRI Math Workshop
Hands On Math
Math is not a 4 letter word
GED Orientation/ Convention/Satellite
MCET Presentation
VolUME

For

Training (Volunteers for the Ultimate Math Experience)

others, the personality of the presenter (the

who

of

these, honorable mention goes to the following individuals

it)

sticks the most.

who had impact

For

not only

on those surveyed, but also on those interviewed: Mary Jane Schmitt, Esther Leonelli,
and Linda Huntington,
This

is

but one of

mechanisms
practices

all

many

current

members of

indicators of

how

in itself, is influencing the

among

ABE

this

the Massachusetts

ABE Math

Team.

team, an effective staff development

awareness of math issues and instructional

instructors across the state.
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Professional Affiliations and Knowledge of Math Reform

ABE

math instructors do not generally maintain connections with math
oriented

groups and organizations.

Only 11% of

ABE

math instructors are members of

informal groups, organizations or professional associations that
focus on mathematics.

Of

this,

with the

7%

are

members of

PALMS

Project and the remaining

Math/Science Consortium,

Regardless of

this lack

knowledge of changes
from changes

the Massachusetts

in their

in

MCET,

the

list

GED

significant

seem

affiliations with

Priority

NCTM,

own

the

,

this is

gleaned

children’s classroom approach, examples of learners’

own

children or general reading, 3/4 of instructors

pretty evenly split

approaches

to

math

ABE

instruction.

between having no knowledge of any

math reform (23%), some knowledge, but no opinion of current math

opinion (43%).

About half of

ABE

learners deserve

math

to

have a reasonably strong

instructors with opinions are

Those who are not aware of

experience and believe that change

34

are associated

Math Team 34 or SABES.

reform efforts (33%) and being well enough informed

standards.

2%

math reform going on around them. Whether

feel they are sufficiently in touch with shifts in

instructors

Math Team,

of professional association, instructors seem to have some

experiences trying to help their

math

ABE

is

the

NCTM

aware of the

standards base their opinions on

needed and coming.

They point out

that is relevant to their daily lives or that the use of

Historical precursor to the current

ABE

Math Team.

NCTM

that adult
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manipulatives and a focus on problem-solving

computationally-based

skills

skills is

As one

development.

need to change the computation-based approach
to

more appropriate than

instructor put

to instruction,

"

it

in discussing the

Math

is

too important

be treated uncreatively".

Views and Attitudes Towards Mathematics

As
needed

some

attitudes

to achieve

insight

instructors

17

and views are subjective, more than a

ABE

single, isolated question is

an understanding of the instructors’ attitudes towards math.

was gained through

While

the survey, most of the views and attitudes of

which follow were gleaned through the two-hour interviews conducted with

math instructors from across the

state.

As

such, references shift from

percentages to fractions and general word indicators to provide a feel for the trends

found within the scope of

this population.

Personal Opinions and Attitudes

Most

instructors

part of the

became math teachers by accident or because

program package

it

was an expected

(see Table 6.5 and Figure 10 in the attachments).

For

others, the fact that they had previously taught, regardless of level, helped the

transition to

math teaching

responsibilities.

between those who have a history of

Instructors

seem

to

be evenly

interest or experience in teaching

split

math and those

"
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who have had
chance and

it

trial

thrust

upon them,

and error becoming

their personal tutors in

how

How To Become

Table 6.5

As
By

part of

a

Math

program package

6

accident

(

36 %)

4 (24%)
4 ( 24 %)

College Major/Minor/

to

Instructor

Certification

Previously taught

approach math instruction with

grade school,

adults.

Each of these circumstances

helps to set the stage for both their
attitudes towards

math and

their

jr.

3

(

18 %)

high

students, high school students

0ther s To meet

2 each

(12%)

the needs of the learners/learners

demanded it, Certified in math, Through
program expansion, Career change

Others

-

each
(6%)
- now an
Most convenient way to get
1

Originally learner in program

confidence in their

instructor,

own math

diploma, Previously work part time

w/program
abilities, factors

which have a

significant effect

on how they

approach math instruction with

If

we go back beyond

their adult learners.

their present positions

and explore how they

math and learning math before they became a math
of the instructors did poorly
instructors

who came

math or struggled with

in

to teach

instructor

it.

we

felt

find that about 3/5

These are the same

math by chance or because learners needed

often have very vivid memories of

when and why

their

about

it.

They

math learning went sour.

One

instructor shares the following:

was my worst subject. The teacher was a 65 year old alcoholic man who had
taught math for 50 years and he was terrible. 1 was after school every day and
cried... that was algebra. 1 never understood it.
Up to fractions, I was okay and
liked it. I never had to do math in college
"It

.

"

"
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For those who did poorly or struggled with math,

it

was often

algebra or geometry that proved a personal turning
point.

became

They

math.

them

difficult, these individuals

disliked and even hated

feel stupid.

finding

began

More

instructors,

and no longer afraid of

it,

things that

to think of themselves as being

math because

it

it,

were easy

poor

intimidated them and

often than not, they feared and avoided

some piece of mathematics

For most of these

When

the transition to

in

made

with only a few

that they liked.

enjoyment

in

math comes from feeling confident

from using reasoning and having definite answers and, for

a few, from the challenges and joy of solving problems.

They are most troubled by

memorization, the complexities of math, word problems, trick questions and their
feelings of incompetence and lack of math expertise.

Their enjoyment and personal confidence
learners to

overcome

learning math.

"It

doesn

students

’

’t

As

math stems from helping

and have a good experience when

a couple of instructors shared:

scare

me

as

struggles with

”1 like to

back.

fears, gain confidence,

in teaching

much
it

as

it

used

to.

I

can really relate to

my

.

help people get over the ’math fear’ and get the monkey off their
The main reason to learn math is as a tool to help people feel good

about themselves.

"

"

"
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One
result,

third

of the

enjoyed

ABE

math instructors interviewed did well

Most of these

it.

supportive math instructors

who

instructors

in

math and, as a

remember a family environment or some

helped spark their interest:

"My family was very math oriented. My father
always math related discussions at home. My

a carpenter and there were
brother is a math teacher. 1
is

always did well in math. 1 seemed to think in
numbers and liked
though 1 majored in English Lit and writing.
”

My father was a physicist and my brother a math whiz,

math

it,

so we had

even

lots

of

talk at dinner table.

7 had good math

teachers, they made it a process of discovery...
gave me
tools to figure out abstract, neat things.
Earlier, when it was rote, 1 didn’t
care for it. Later, 1 liked geometry... and reasoning.

These instructors readily

identify their connection with mathematics to the
challenges

of discovery and joy of solving problems.

It is

and the fun, game-like nature of mathematics
interrelationships and coincidences,

figure things out" that

their attitude

and values with

is little

about math.

that inspires

their learners

make

them.

word problems, and

it is

"the

by creating

the instructors

whho

share

activities that increase

learning math connected and positive.

agreement among confident instructors as

For some

It is

thing leads to the next" so that you can

makes math enjoyable. These are

learners’ confidence and

There

how one

the connections, alternate solutions

arithmetic and

to

number crunching,

least

complex

for others

They are more

likely than

math knowledge or

inability to

for others their limited knowledge.

their less confident counterparts to cite their lack of

what they enjoy

explain solutions to problems as the reason they don’t like teaching math.

They

are

"

"
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also bothered by uninvolved learners, limited
materials and the need to teach

memorization and computation algorithms.

Confidence in Math Abilities

As can be

seen from the above, confidence in personal math abilities

by a great number of

factors: past experiences, personal preferences

choice of involvement in teaching.

Whether a math

active learner of mathematics seems not to be

is

influenced

and control, and

instructor chooses to remain an

among

these.

Whether by choice, or

in

the course of their instructional responsibilities, the teacher invariably
crosses the line
to

become a

experience

7

own

is its

like learning

intellectually

On

’

reward, but one with a nagging drawback.

new

things

about what

I

and feel confident that
don V already know.

I

can learn, but

I feel

‘bad

the other hand, a history of bad experiences does not have to keep an

instructor

put

For those who have inclinations towards math, the learning

learner.

from reaching out

to learn

on

their

own.

As one

less confident instructor

it:

makes me feel good when I learn something new.
get too bogged down [and] it won ’t stay with me.
"It

For
teach

it.

at least

[Although, sometimes] 1

a third of the math instructors, learning math happens while they

Their ability and self confidence stem not only from their personal feelings

"
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towards the math topic

at

hand but also from sharing

this

understanding and feeling

with their learners.

don

If 1

like

t

am

it,

not excited about

it,

can ’t relate

to

it,

I

can

'

t

teach

”
it.

If 1 didn t know, I was frustrated, if I did then I was happy.
[For example]
With the quadratic equation, I didn’t know what it was
[so]
1 was
for

frustrated

For these

and didn’t

instructors,

really care [if I learned

and most, the link among feelings, confidence and

tackle and even enjoy mathematics

is

Instructors:

ABE

and well

very

little

support.

A Key

utilized.

The support and

In designing

Point

training they

much needed

The accidental math instructor

-

As

Summary

math are a diverse group

staff

important to keep some of the following issues

•

in

do receive

development

is

that functions

well appreciated

efforts,

it

will be

mind.

often as not, instructors

by accident rather than by design. They accept math

ABE

ability to

real.

instructors responsible for teaching

with very

it].

come

to teach

math

as part of their duties as an

instructor yet recognize that their educational background and experience are

inadequate.

More

staff

development support and opportunities are needed

balance this lack of entry expertise.

to
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• The desire for collaborative and

collegial learning

-

Instructors

want more

opportunities for sharing and working with fellow
instructors and recognize this
as an effective staff development mechanism.

• The math anxiety barrier
bad memories of
to

good

their

instruction,

it

-

Over 50% of

ABE

who

instructors

math learning experiences.

While

this

teach math have

can create a barrier

also has the potential for serving as an affective bridge
to

learners since these instructors can relate to their learners’
concerns about math.
Staff support activities should take into account not only the problems
such
feelings can produce, but the positive potential for connection to
learner

experiences.

• The importance of role models and support for learning
in

mathematics

teachers

who

in school recall the support they received

sparked their interest

in

mathematics.

Instructors

who

did well

from family or inspiring

Instructors need to realize the

potential they have for supporting learners and inspiring

same

-

them as parents

to

do the

for their children.

• Enjoyment of math and math
like about math.

for others

it is

For some

it

instruction

is

-

Instructors usually find something they

the joy and challenge of solving problems while

helping learners build self-confidence and overcome shared anxiety
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for math.

change

These points of enjoyment become important building
blocks

for

efforts.

• Doors and windows
math groups, math

Whether

to reform

-

Although there

awareness that something needs

While there

and material design
need for change.

professional connection to

instructors have an awareness of the need for reform.

instructors have heard of the

computation.

is little

is

NCTM

standards or not, there exists an

to change; that, perhaps,

math

is

more than mere

a need to develop and share curriculum frameworks

strategies,

it is

less necessary to sensitize instructors to the

CHAPTER VH

THE ADULT MATH LEARNER

Composite Profiles

Sharon

is

Massachusetts
for 6 1/2

32 years old, she
her

all

life.

months now so

demands of her

daily

is

birth

She has been coming

and has lived

She wants

she’ll

be able

good example for her kids and be

to set a

relying on that check

1980 when she was
really hated

OK

it

is

is

it

seem

to trip her

Marta

is

way

was

She

last

feel stupid.

as she used to be and

It’s

at

is

now

took math

in

math and had

Math seems
able to help

only the confusing word problems

up these days.

24 years old and a mother of

months ago and

and knows

it

and made her

again.

learned math in Spanish, as she was

class 4

because she really doesn’t believe that

for a family to live.

frustrating

now and

In the end, she

Sharon had always been bad

not as afraid of

her kids with their math

that

the right

in 10th grade.

because

now, and she

to get off welfare,

program

to deal with the

able to help them more, not to mention feel better about herself.

hopes that

in

to this adult education

might become better able

that she

life.

American by

that she will

is

bom

She

2.

in

is

Hispanic American and

Puerto Rico.

working toward her

GED

She joined

ABE

because she plans to get a job

need to have the degree as well as the

185

this

first

skills to

be able

to
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get the job and

do

it

Her

well.

math

last

poorly in math and really didn’t like

because

it is

part of the

of the things she
her

life

and knows she

of time like

There are

it

lots

did

to pass

feels

will

when

need

it

for work.

Still,

she sees

very confident about her

not knowing what

GED,

He

is

is

that

still

ability to

to college.

do

10th grade.

He

to

didn’t

for

feels like a

it

one
in

waste

so.

come back and

to get

last

do

He

ABE

program

for a

study because he’s tired of

figures

get

its

some more

formal math learning was

all that

this

about time to get a

around not having one for a while now.

may even go on and

His

told that it’s

bug her about doing math, but now she

going on around him.

even though he’s managed

even go

mostly

And, since she figured out multiplication, she

He’s decided

thinking that he

now

she was in school and, in fact, she even likes math now.

of different things

over 5 months.

She did

in 1981.

some use

Math no longer

John, a 40 year old African American, has been in
little

grade

She’s studying math

all.

on her GED.

of gets into solving problems.

sort

at

in 8th

whole program package and she’s been

need

11

it

was

class

in

training after this, or

1969 when he was

in

well in math, especially in elementary grades,

but there were a few things he liked later on.

Since then, working construction

and road crews, he’s picked up a few things (though he doesn’t often recognize
as ‘real math’).

learning a

lot,

Now,

in this class,

he really likes math and feels like he

especially things he can use in his life and on the job.

is

The only

it
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thing he doesn

t

now

about math

like

remember something

can’t

Learning Math?

is

Based on the case sample, learners

women (69%)

when he doesn’t understand or

he’s sure he learned before.

Who

primarily

is

in

ABE

math classes across Massachusetts are

and are between the ages of 25 and 34 (41%). 35 The

learners in this study ranged in age from a 16 year old Hispanic teen mother to a 70

year old veteran of World

which

this

War

II,

a descriptive divergence that sums up the degree to

group can be generalized.

The composite

profiles

above were drawn from

data analysis referencing specific gender and ethnicity clusters and offer a couple of

quick glimpses of learners.

The information covered below provides

overview of specific characteristics of adult learners.
background, language, age, sex, ethnicity, time
math, and the

last

Descriptors such as

program, when they

last

studied

grades of school they completed, when taken together show no

particular patterns or categories of learners.

that exist in Massachusetts

The

seems well represented

richness and variety of individuals

in the

ABE

math classroom. While

the information shared

is

based on a small but expressive sample, the message of

wide ranging

is

upheld from data collected from programs and math

instructors.

35

in

a general

diversity

Thus, while these 49 learners from 13 different programs cannot speak

Unless otherwise indicated, tables

in this section are

derived from interviews with 49 learners.
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for each and every learner, the hour-long interviews
provided significant insights into

adult learners’ views of mathematics instruction.

Age and Gender

From
their

16 to 50, nearly every age

upper 50s and one

who was 70

is

represented, with a few additional learners in

years old.

age and gender of the learners interviewed for

Table 7.1

ABE

Table 7.1 provides a breakdown by
this study.

Learner Sample by Age and Sex

AGE RANGE

LEARNERS

FEMALE

MALE

16

-

24

9

18%

6

12%

3

6%

25

-

34

20

41%

15

31%

5

10%

35

-

44

9

18%

6

12%

3

6%

45

-

59

10

21%

7

14%

3

6%

1

2%

0

0%

1

2%

100%

34

69%

15

31%

>60

(70)

TOTALS

49

Origins and Languages

Most of

the learners in the math classes observed were

had English as
their first

their first

language (59%).

Taken

bom

in the

US (63%)

and

as a whole, learners had English as

language (65%), closely followed by Spanish (14%), French (12%), and a
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variety of other languages (Portuguese, Laotian, and Arabic),
their

math learning

country where they were

in the

bom

There were about 8 % of learners interviewed who had

and

first

in a

learned math in a

who were now

language not their own. 36 For a detailed comparison of

learner ethnicity as reported by programs, the reader

is

learners began

in their first language.

language other than their mother tongue and as many as 35 %

math

Most

learning

sample with

this

referred to Chapter

II.

Prior Math Learning

Table 7.2 Last Time In a Math Class
Table 7.2 groups the
participated in a

While the

math

greatest

last

year learners

class into decades.

number of

learners had

taken math classes in the 1980s, most

ABE

math learners (63%) have been out of
school for

more than 10

years.

1950s

3

2%
2%
6%

1960s

7

14%

1970s

11

1980s

15

22%
30%

1990s

8

16%

No Response

3

6%

Never

1

1940s

1

For these

learners, the average length of time since they attended a

years.

math

class shoots

Thus, for most adult learners, reentering a math classroom

is

up

to

22

something that

has not been taken on lightly and that comes with a great deal of emotional baggage,

memories and expectations.

36

Tallies

Greater detail on the distribution of languages can be found

from the Learner Interviews.

in the

Appendix section containing
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Table 7.3 Last Grade Completed
Never,

1st

grade

Added

have spent away from math classrooms

8%

4

to the length of time learners

is

only or Can’t Recall
4th-6th grade

4

8%

7-8th grade

9

9th grade

9

10th grade

7

18%
18%
14%

11th grade

2

4%

12th grade

8

16%

13th

3

6%
6%

No

-

14th

Response

3

the

amount of schooling they have had

general.

About

interviewed

left

in

half of the adult learners

school between the

beginning of seventh grade and the end of
grade ten. Taken together, nearly 1/3 of
these learners either

or through 12th grade (16%), or never made

mix, the

ABE

class offers a place for adults

it

is

come back and review

so often considered a major challenge by

their

ABE

math

are sufficiently small, multi-level classes are quite

and practical question

activities

arises:

can cater to the learner

be of interest
mathematics?

to the learners

who

to

to this

math

in

This range effectively

meeting each learner’s needs while maintaining class cohesion
critical

way

Added

learners’ skills, educational backgrounds and experiences are incredibly

As most programs

the

graduated and continued on to

preparation for career changes and continued studies.

demonstrates what

it all

past 6th grade (16%).

who

higher levels of education in other subjects to

made

instructors:

wide ranging.

common, and

is difficult.

The

what kind of instructional environment or group

who

is

working on basic computation

skills

and

are tackling algebra, geometry, or advanced

still
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Length of Time

Most

in This

Program

learners interviewed

(63%) had

Table 7.4

Length of Time In

Program
been

at their

program

for less than 9

months, and nearly half from 2 weeks

months only. The turnover time

was very

classes in general

in

to

0.5

4

10

ABE

-

4 months

23

months
19 months

13

47%
26%

5

10%

20-2

years

2 1/2 years or

There

high.

-

5-9

3

6%

5

10%

more
were around 16% of

the learners

been

for

in the

program

fixed at 5 years.

months

in their

the sample)

months.

who had

more than

a year and a half, with an upper end of this range

So, while on average, the learners interviewed had spent 10.3

math

would

class, a

more

realistic

and weighted average (based on

cut in half the time most learners had spent in a

program

84%

of

to 5.2

This gives the learners a reasonable familiarity with the programs they were

evaluating.

Past Experiences with Mathematics

Learning Math

Over

three times as

or fairly well.

career.

many

learners report that they did poorly in

For most, math was a struggle

at

some time

For a few learners the memory of math was

distant,

in their

and

math as did well
formal learning

their interest in

it
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Table 7.5 Prior Experiences Learning Math

For

quite small.

others, the

feeling of being lost in a large,

unresponsive system of education

where help was unavailable
what

Did poorly in it
Always did well
Did fairly well
Did OK in elementary,

33%

3

6%
4%
6%

2
3

but got lost/did poorly later
is

Did poorly

in elementary,

but better later
sticks

most

in their

minds.

punished when incorrect
Others - each at
Did OK, but struggled/Not best
interested in

math learning was actually

it;

6%
6%
4%

3

Was

For a small number of learners
(3),

16

Got

lost in the

3

2
subject;

crowd

large/ system too unresponsive); Can’t

Never had much math (dropped out

Not

(classes too

remember;

early)

associated with punishment.

me and I’d be the only one
and just stand there with the chalk and 1 didn’t
think it was fractions. I always hated it."

"In elementary, he [the teacher] used to pressure

the board... I’d get nervous

understand

For

how

to

do

it -

7

others, the price of being incorrect in these systems

emotional behavioral modification.

memory began

their

While each of

math learning outside the U.S.

at

was physical and

the learners

who

(in Portugal,

volunteered this

Laos and Jamaica),

the implications for their apprehension towards math are evident and should always be

considered.

For

others, the psychological implications of believing oneself to be a

poor math learner and

Many

disliking, or

even hating, math should not be underestimated.

of the observations of instructors and learners center on lack of confidence and

self-efficacy.

On

occasion, learners were able to share and analyze

some of

their

early experiences with math and identify what turned them off as well as what

works

for them.

now

"

"
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"I wasn’t very comfortable with

me... I learned the basics,

Now,

how

math because it wasn’t properly explained to
to add, subtract, division, fractions but not a

have learned so much in the past 3 months. It seems like my
mind is so much more open to receive and 1 can retain it. Back in the ’50s,
in a big class, you didn’t get that special attention and
if there were two or
lot.

1

three children that caught on very fast, the ones that weren’t
fast, it was like
they were left behind because the teacher would just move right along.
I

never liked

sitting there

because of that reason.

I

always felt

like 1

was

less

than the ones that was able to move faster... 1 feel like I did not get all the
basics when 1 was in school... 1 didn’t get the comprehension, the part 1 could
really understand

Then

.

who

there are the learners

experience paves the

Another learner

way

did receive the attention, and their early

for a positive reentry into the world of

math learning.

says:

"/ found

math

someone

else if 1

be very easy.

always excelled in math and I like to
compete, so 1 always used to get a nice rush off of being able to do something
someone else was having trouble with... but I’ll be more than happy to help
to

can

I

.

For a few learners (4% of those interviewed),
little to

do with the formal school system.

class as an adult

learner

who

is

The opportunity

something they have looked forward

ABE

has spent 5 years in

shares the story of

their previous

how

math experience had

to participate in a

to for a long time.

classes trying to catch

math

One

up on what she missed

she was kept from learning and managed to meet

some of her

math needs.

1 didn ’t see enough when 1
and
they didn ’t have the
was a
means to correct my eye condition like they do today. When 1 was 16,1 got
glasses and finally 1 could see. There was only a one room class, out in the
country, with first through eighth and, at 16, 1 wasn ’t about to go and sit

"/ never

went

kid.

I

to school until

was

bom

with the first graders.

3 years ago because

with (this) eye condition

So

1

didn

’t

go.

Canada], got married, [and] raised 6

Then
kids.

I

So

came
1

to the States [from

never had a chance to go to

"

"
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school until now.
school.

I could

Feelings Towards

always wondered

1

pay my

Math

. . .

bills,

if I

but 1 used

Then and

could learn, always wanted to go to

my fingers

.

Now

Table 7.6 Learner Feelings About Math
Nearly half of the
Position/Feeling

Then Now

Enjoyed math/Like math

n—46 n=48
24% 31%

learners did not like math

when
it.

they were

One

It’s
first

learning

OK

Began

to

enjoy

it

as

improved
Liked some parts, disliked

8%

30%
22%

-

7%

-

-

Can’t remember

2%
2%

Learning a

-

Disliked/hated

it

Felt stupid/intimidated by

"A nightmare.

feared/avoided

’t.

may be

don ’t
understand what I'm

improved

like

lot (more math in 3
all

GED

math

It’s

It’s

recall

its

frustrating/hard

challenging

how much math
already know

Realize
I

17%

score/prepared for college)

important to khow/useful

Sometimes

-

previous schooling/

Very motivated

anyway.

Those who

it;

Did not notice/care about it
/think it was important
Was scared to be wrong

months than

reading-especially

don 't

-

it;

frustrated/confused by

directions

still

1

it;

I

remember that I couldn V
do it and I still can
My problem is reading
and understanding.

math.

7%

others

experience:

but I

10%
13%

skills

learner called her

There

7%

-

-

-

8%
4%
4%
2%
2%

enjoying math had other
reasons for dropping out and
point to the impact of

life,

youth and personal problems on their learning

opportunities rather than math, general ability or self confidence.

but 1 was too interested in outside activities. The math teacher did
tty to help me in the summer, but I could never get it. I was smart. Don’t know

7 liked math

"
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if

it

was a block or...

affected

my

1

had a

lot

of personal problems.

I quit school... that really

learning.

While the majority of learners

disliked

math when they were learning

children, as adult learners currently studying math, not one

felt

everyone now enjoys or

attitudes

towards math,

"OK". For
(as

if

math.

There was an

8%

shift in learner positive

how much

to before), or the fact that, as their skills are

enjoy learning math.

This does not mean

you count those learners who now think

others, the focus shifted towards pride in

compared

like,

18%

likes

While about l/12th recognize

strongly motivated to learn math.

still

is

parts they don’t

learners feel

who have made

math programs begin with a great deal of emotional baggage
through as they begin to learn math.

math

improving, they actually

number of

Overall, adult learners

that

they were learning

that there are

they also see things that they do like and a similar

as

the fear of,

intimidation by or dislike for math they had experienced earlier.
that

it

that they

With patience and support by

it

need

the

into

ABE

to sort

ABE

teacher

and maturity and dedication on the part of the learner, math becomes an exciting,
challenging and useful endeavor.

Math from A Learner’s

Reasons

to

Perspective

Learn Math

Learners enter a math class for many different reasons, related

the

same

as the reasons they want to learn math.

to,

but not quite

Learning math begins with goals
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and moves towards usefulness.
class,

it is

the usefulness that

where the reasons

stick.

While goals

makes

the

like the

math come

Table 7.7 highlights

GED

get learners into a

to life.

this shift in

math

Usefulness seems to be

reasons to learn math from

goals to usefulness and compares them with what instructors believe learners think

about what math can be used

Table 7.7 Reasons

to

for.

Learn Math

-

Personal Goals and Usefulness

Learners
n

— 49

Usefulness
Life skills

41%

For Diploma (GED)

14%

Job opportunities/to find a job

To

access training/higher

Ed

Building self confidence

To

knowledge gaps/
brush up on skills
Helping children with school work
learn to

To show

fill

in

child value of education/

improve child’s future
Part of the Program
Getting off welfare

To

learn english needed (to solve

Instructors

n

= 17

Goal

12%
37%

65%
25%
35%

22%

4%

6%
8%
6%

20%
18%
16%

10%

8%
4%

12%

10%

8%

-

-

12%

-

-

-

2%
2%

6%
6%

6%

4%

2%

6%

-

-

-

word problems, understand
math at work)
For career improvement/
to help on the job
Not initially, instructor must

make

it

41%

relevant

Notes: As base questions were open-ended, more than one response per person
the norm.

is
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The
those

ratio

who

who

of instructors

believe they do not

is

think learners find learning math useful

Given

3:1.

this, instructors’

compared

to

opinions concerning

learner views on the uses of math differ widely from those of
learners.

Instructors

are reasonably attuned to the difference between learner goals for joining
the class

and

their uses for math, but in a

significant.

on a day

however,

until the instructor

by

to

day basis,

a primary motivator for learning.

is

makes

to learn math.

class as being based

identify

more

it

relevant to their lives.

Even those who

that learning

Most

learners,

math

Many
is

useful

whether influenced

and decisive responses when asked

state their

math

why

they

primary reason for joining the math

on a program requirement share additional personal goals and

math as a key

learners see their

their instructors.

do not believe

feel that learners

their instructors or not, offer quick

want

beliefs is

Instructors generally agree with learners that life skills math, the

that they use

instructors,

few key areas the divergence of these

to daily survival

ABE

and a better chance for a job.

math as a stepping stone

In general,

to higher education than

Instructors often believe that learners set themselves

up for

do

failure if

they reach too high, too soon, and will downplay (without discouraging) such

aspirations.

are

more

Interestingly,

likely than

men, though a smaller overall percentage of adult

women by

a factor of 3:2 to see their

point to continuing higher education.

ABE

learners,

studies as an entry
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What’s Not to Like About Math

Table 7.8 What Learners Dislike About Math

Whatever the reasons

to

Not being able
learn math, there are

to like

and not

still

things

11

22%

Word Problems

6

12%

Algebra

4

8%

3

6%

2

to understand

Not remembering something

to like about

previously learned

For most adult

math.

When

learners,

not real/applicable/

its

When numbers

are too large

2

4%
4%

Nothing

-

it all

6

12%

Others

each

1

2%

used daily
identifying what they liked

actually

much

was

easier than

-

Like

at

Repetition, Test taking,

Division, fractions/decimals,

identifying what they didn’t like

learning situation

No
about math.

processes and content issues.

,

clear response

were about evenly

14

29%

split

between problem solving

Frustration with not understanding or forgetting

something previously learned turn out

to

be the most bothersome aspects of learning

After that, word problems ranked reasonably high, while content problems

math.

to

be particular

around algebra.

to learners, scattered

widely with a minor but significant cluster

This pattern of unease with algebra

coupled with the question of relevance and use

While learners may be influenced by
instructors

A

When

confusing

Those who were

able to describe what troubled them

seem

is

few

seen in a

number of places

in daily life.

instructors’ attitudes towards math,

do not harbor the same reservations about learning math

instructors are bothered by

complex.

is

as their learners.

word problems, but only when they are

quite

Memorization, feelings of incompetence or limited knowledge and basic

1

"
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routine

number crunching

are the least enjoyable aspects of math for a few select

Beyond word problems,

instructors.

there seems to be nothing of note about

mathematics that instructors and learners share a dislike

What ’s

About Math

to Like

Table 7.9 What’s
"It’s

a challenge

me and

I’ll

do

until 11,

1 stay

n =49

my

to

do

to

Feeling confident, no longer
afraid of

Word problems

enhance

1

it

all

Multiplication

Geometry
Fractions

could

Algebra

do even more.

Success in solving accurately,

"When

For many learners
and

12%

16%

12%

10%

[math], so

had more,

16%

usefulness/daily use
1

Like

it

35%

it

Practical/concrete applications,

living ability...

without

n = 17

discovery process, the challenges

have done great
if 1

22%

Joy of solving problems,

do my math
homework. And 1
have a full-time job.
1 go home and say
want

Learners Instructors

up

12 or 1 a.m.

something

Like About Math

Liked Most

to

this is

to

to

anything to solve a

problem.

for.

it

comes out

6%
6%
6%
6%
4%
4%
-

game

-

it’s

a

-

-

-

right"

Definite answers

Fun,

-

instructors, the

"Coincidences", connections,

-

18%
12%
12%

alternate solutions

learner quoted above has

captured the most

Reasoning, numerical reasoning

2%

No

-

6%

2%

-

interest in

Others

-

each

math
at

12%

Working with other people, Being in a small class, more
attention, Getting help when needed, Numbers easier to read

enjoyable aspect of math:

than words, Division,

When

the joy of solving

I

Now

able to do math with children,

can really understand

it.

problems and the
challenges and involvement

in

a process of discovery.

As Table 7.9

details, after the

"
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challenge of

it,

the practical, useful nature of the math learned

comes

into play.

Increased confidence in math abilities nearly equals the combined
totals for specific

math content as what learners
seems

to

like

most about math.

be agreement with instructors.

who

(nearly one tenth)

these three points there

There are even a

actually enjoy ‘the dreaded

anything else about learning math.

On

When

it

comes

fair

number of

learners

word problems’ more than
to content of math, learners spread

themselves across multiplication, geometry, division, algebra, and fractions.

As
their

they talked

own way

Whether

"

it

Now

more about

it,

learners often identified the freedom to try things

as an important aspect of their current opinion towards mathematics.

be a matter of controlling the pace

-

I’m working at a level that allows you

learning faster by working at

handicapped or someone’s looking
the first time

-

to work at your own pace and I’m
And
1 don’t feel like I’m
pace.
down on me because I’m not able to catch on
[My teacher] is so patient

my own

or the second time.

or freedom to try a different approach

.

-

you get the same result in the end, it ’s just that you ’re showing a
method of doing it. It’s like when I did a problem in the algebra
book, the way it wanted me to do it, it seemed complicated to where I figured
out an easier way to do it... There’s not always one way of doing it."
"...

different

adult learners appreciate the ability to control and influence their learning

environment.

"

"
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Learning: The Great Journey

For many
It is

learners, the reasons to learn

math are basically

a challenge to themselves and something that

Without

this interest, drive

sometimes impassable.

and support, the road

With

it,

is

to

their reasons to learn.

supported by family and friends.

knowledge

is difficult

the experience can be inspiring.

One

and

learner

describes his 40 year journey back to learning as follows.

"[When 1 was in 7th grade] 1 wasn 't getting anything out of school so 1 just
dropped out. My father sent me back to school and told me I couldn ’t leave
unless 1 had a job. 1 went and got a job and I’ve been working since 1952. 1
didn ’t think much about going back to school until my youngest went to college
and got half way through and wanted to drop out. And 1 told him to stay in there
[and he listened to me]. He graduated and he ’s a mechanical engineer with a
B.S. degree and he told me "It’s your turn, you have to go to school. " And here
I am and everything’s looking pretty good.
The way everything’s going, 1 don’t
know why 1 dropped out of school
.

While none of the
outside pressures,

schedule of their

learners

many
lives.

who

participated in this study had dropped out from

alluded to the challenges they faced fitting learning into the

This challenge includes both frustrations and, given the

willpower to continue, intangible but gratifying rewards.

As an

older Jamaican

learner shared:

work at night... maybe I’m sleepy and put the wrong number. (The next
day when I come to class) and see I do it wrong, that makes me mad. So I’ll
try to catch up. I don ’t want to give up. I want to push myself
"7

.

.
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Learners:

ABE

A Key

Point

Summary

learners represent a broad cross section of the population and

learning environment with varied expectations.

backgrounds and opinions

come

to the

This chapter has explored learners’

that influence these expectations.

The

points below

highlight considerations for those working with or designing materials for this

population.

• The wide range of educational and

experiential backgrounds

been out of school for over 20 years and
completing high school.

with learners

many

Instructors in smaller

where learners with

who have

little

plans to get their

math

instructors need are

activities

learners have

formal education well before

Returning to learning after so

challenge for adult learners.

their classrooms

left their

Most

-

many

programs

years poses a

find the challenge in

or no schooling are seated side-by-side

GED

and continue on

and curricula

to college.

that allow

them

to

What
conduct

group-oriented, cooperative learning experiences that explore a concept from

many

different directions and learner ability levels.

• The math anxiety barrier
school and

come back

to

-

Most

learners did poorly in math at

math with

less than positive

In a very short time their perceptions shift, and

some time

in their

experiences and feelings.

math becomes something

no longer feared and hated but rather something they can master.

The

that is

barrier of
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anxiety, once quite high,

accomplishment.

is

quickly lowered and replaced by a feeling of

Math, often avoided due

to past aversions, is better

embraced

as a topic that offers learners a chance to succeed.

• Enjoyment of math

-

Learners generally discuss what they like about math in

terms of process, relevance, usefulness and their feelings towards
while mentioned,

a far less

is

common

where they were successful and
mathematics that

They

response.

in control.

Content,

math

activities

This predisposition towards a

useful, challenging, controllable

is

also enjoy

it.

and attainable offers

guidelines for development of curricula and support materials that transcend
specific content areas.

• Doors and windows

to reform

-

Learners appreciate the opportunity to work with

others and share strategies for problem-solving.

work

While they also need time

to

alone, adults quickly recognize the advantages of working together in small

groups and look forward

to such team-oriented problem-solving.

collaborative and active learning environment desired by learners

with that proposed by the

NCTM

and

ABE

is

easily attributed to role

learners, in the long run,

is in

keeping

Standards.

• The importance of self-esteem and self-confidence
learning as a child

This image of a

-

While success

in

math

models and outside support, adult

must rely on themselves.

Support from family and
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friends help to get

them

in the

door of a classroom and a

canng learning environment helps them

To

safe, respectful

and

get started on their educational journey.

continue in a program, however, requires perseverance and a belief in oneself.

Mathematics, with

its

discrete activities and incremental challenges, offers small

tasks that learners can complete, gaining confidence and a feeling of personal

progress that can contribute to self-esteem.

"

CHAPTER Vm
ABE MATHEMATICS CONTENT, CURRICULUM,
AND MATERIALS
The study of math

in the

ABE

environment

is

influenced by

many

things:

learner’s attitudes and experience, instructor’s background, opinions, and teaching
styles,

and the structure and support provided by the programs themselves.

comes

right

down

to the

classroom experience of

integration of topics and skills that

is

minds of learners and

instructors.

What

is

ABE

mathematics

is

it

an

influenced by curriculum and support materials

along with an informed position on what math

Before exploring each of these areas,

it,

When

it is

is

important for an adult to know.

helpful to

remember "what math

is" in the

37

Math and Why

is It

Important?

"Math is a system of numbers made up for the human race to be able to solve
problems and go on with life.
"Julio " and "Jake ", Math Learners,
County House of Corrections, 1993

The quote above
instructors alike.

captures the range of definitions provided by learners and

Still,

there are

some

significant differences in the

mathematics held by learners and instructors

37

that are interesting to explore.

Unless otherwise noted, data originates ffom learner

205

views of

(

n=49)

or instructor in

= 17)

interviews.

"

"

"
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Table 8.1 Definitions of Math

For many

Instructors Learners

learners, the definition

n = 17
of math

A

is

language,

"life"

"

Math

is

is life.

"

Math

everything.

Instructors provide

29%

communicate

-

n=49
8%
18%

Working with numbers (computation)
"A problem that has to be solved"
"A puzzle, a game"

24%
6%

2%
4%
6%
2%
8%

How we

18%

2%

6%
6%

2%
2%

A
"

to

everything

/

Needed

straightforward:

way

for daily life

tool for/ ways of solving

Using numbers

problems

to define situations

define/explain the world/

41%
24%
18%

universe (widely accepted)

many

An

levels to their

exact science

Man-made/invention
Able to represent concrete

definition of

12%

-

12%

-

6%

-

Indefinable

6%

-

A

-

2%

-

6%

and abstract

An
An

mathematics, but
learners keep

simple.

They

organized

way of

thinking

exercise in critical and

analytical skills

it

identify

learning process,

bound by numbers
Difficult,

the importance of

something

I

hate,

pain in the ass
context, relevance and

use

when
"

talking about math:

Math

to

me

is: if you

US, mostly everything

don’t learn math, you don’t
is

their past school-based experience with mathematics,

learners identified math with counting, numbers, and basic operations.

nearly as

A

nothing... because in the

with numbers.

As might be expected given

many

know

many went beyond

this limited definition to

"learning

and finding out what

solved"...

"Challenges (which

few moved math

propose that math was:

the question is"... "A
I

Still,

problem

that has to be

win sometimes)"... "An easier, softer way.

into the realm of communication:

”

"

"
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" Scientists

use numbers to talk to each other.

realize that before), like time.

math

real quick

.

"

...

"It’s

If we think the

almost

like

We

talk

way we

numbers
talk,

(1

didn

we would

’t

learn

a language... a language of

application"

Instructors,

on the other hand, tend

given enough time to talk about them.

to roll

As one

many

levels of definitions into one,

instructor put

it:

"

'Math goes from basic level of adding $3 and $4 to

how we

define the

universe.

While a few
"Math

instructors focus on the computational end of this range:

numbers and making them work for you... add, subtract, multiply
and divide and come up with a reasonable answer "... "Math is: a
science... it’s either right or wrong in math. When you’re calculating
is

.

something,
It’s

a

skill

it’s

very exact... not like English.

It’s

calculating,

it’s

numbers.

used on a daily basis.

another few provide deep and broad meaning to the term mathematics:

"Math

A man made

some strange way echoes
Math is a natural
phenomena even though we invented it. Mathematicians and scientists all
say This is man made and I have no idea why it works.
And these are great
mathematicians. .Buckminster Fuller would say ’Yep, it works. I have no
is

indefinable.

invention that in

very accurately the nature of our world and the universe.
. .

’

‘

.

damn

It’s useful.
It opens doors that are closed to
our
universe
that
we
want
to explore... they can be revealed
us... secrets of
you by sitting at a desk in a room and writing things.

Many

idea, but

it

works.

’

instructors construct definitions that focus on

to

math as a thought process:

an exercise in developing critical, analytical skills. I tell students,
generally speaking, you probably won’t need algebra in your life, but that’s
not the point of math. The point is to help you sharpen and develop skills
that you need in everyday life " ... "Math is an organized way of thinking
and problem solving. Going from concrete to abstract.... and numbers.... it is
”
recipes for problem solving.

"Math

is

.

And

for

many, when you add together

something

that, at its best, is useful.

all

the pieces that

make up math, you have

"
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"

When

the

I think

little

of our

of math,

categories

1 think

and concepts

and touches

lives

of a whole

lot

of pieces that

all

that [form] umbrella ideas.

the rest of our lives.

add

It’s

...We don’t have

up... all

a

to

vital

know

part
all

of it... But there are basic things that if you don’t have them, you
could get cheated or have to rely on someone else to do something
for you
be dependent.
levels

ABE Math

Having explored what math
what particular

‘pieces’ of

in its

is,

-

Content

broadest sense, the next step

math are important for adults

is to

explore

know.

to

What Adult Learners Should Know?

This question was asked on two levels of two different populations and will be

answered accordingly.

The

first level

regarding "what math concepts and

skills are

why." Based on these responses and,
content as

it

relates to the

asked to physically order
topics and skills

NCTM
(in

was an open-ended question put

and

in

important for

adults to learn and

an effort to gauge learner opinion on math

ABE

Mathematics Standards, learners were

any pattern they chose) a

from most important

ABE

to instructors

to least

set

of cards with 12 math

important (the results of which are

displayed in Table 8.2).

The open-ended

nature of the original question to instructors allows an interesting

insight into the degree to

which topics volunteered by

ABE

math instructors match, or
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are encompassed in, topics and skills

found

NCTM

in the

or

ABE

Table 8.2 Learners Views on What Math
Important to

is

Know

Math
Communication

Standards.

In order to address this

Estimation

Whole Number
Computation

issue, let’s first look at the learners’

Fractions

interpretation and ordering of topics

based on the

Following

NCTM

Standards.

Problem Solving
Decimals

this discussion, instructor

views on what topics and

skills are

most important for adults

to learn

Reasoning

Measurement
Patterns

&

Statistics

Relationships
will

be shared

&

Probability

Table 8.3, side-by-

in

Algebra
side with

what

is

taught.

Geometry

&

Spacial Sense

According

to

Note: topics and

Learners

skills

are shown as ordered by

learners with most important towards the top
least important

and

towards the bottom

In the interview, learners

working

in pairs or small

math topics and

skills in

groups were asked to place 12 individual cards containing

order with the most important for adults to learn on top and

those considered least important on the bottom.

Most

learner groups chose to assign

equal weight to certain topics implying equivalent priority.

In keeping with this

message from learners, Table 8.2 shows such a composite arrangement. The images
created by learners actually ranged from 2 and 3 levels of equally weighted topics and

skills to straight line prioritization.

Learners helping to design the interview

felt that
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clarification

task.

and explanation of half the

The sample below shows how

topics/skills

were necessary

to

complete the

these six cards looked:

Whole Number

Estimation

Computation
(Guessing about

how

much something

will be)

Statistics

(+

&

-

x

-:)

Geometry

Probability

&

Spacial Sense

(Collecting and

(Understanding shapes

organizing information

and spaces)

reading graphs, etc.)

While learner groups differed

in their relative

placement of topics

38

of them gave top priority to [Communication], which for many learners
of math and their primary challenge.

,

two-thirds

is

the essence

Also assigned high priority by most learners

were [Estimation], [Whole Number Computation] and [Problem Solving] (which
half of the groups

was placed

in the top priority slot, a

rivaling

little

in the top position).

bottom end of the

list

come

While no group placed [Fractions]

under half of the learners placed

[Whole Numbers and even Reasoning

&

it

in

second position,

for this second place position.

[Algebra] and [Geometry

the learners placed [Geometry

for

&

Spacial Sense].

A

the

quarter of

Spacial Sense] above [Algebra] or [Statistics

&

On

&

Relationships] and
This variation was especially notable with respect to [Algebra], [Patterns
the topics
Probability]. Note: brackets and capitalization have been used to denote
[Statistics
38

&

provided to learners on cards that were derived from the

NCTM

Standards.

"

"
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Probability] on their

lists,

Sense] deserved a space

but there was general agreement that [Geometry

at the

lower end of the priority

&

Spacial

list.

Learner discussion of and rationale for their ordering and placement of these
topics and skills revealed, in

relationship between each.

made

many

cases, a sophisticated understanding of the

Coupled with

ABE

for an interesting analysis of

their

views of what was actually taught,

mathematics.

this

For example, one group

explained:

" They

[these cards] should be laid side by side, like this so that all the things

you need to know are near the stuff [skills] you need to do
them. .. Communication is right up top, because you have to know what you’re
talking about. Then, if you’re going to work with Whole Numbers, Decimals,
Fractions, Measurement and Algebra [shown on the left], you ’re going to be
Problem Solving and Reasoning [on the right]. Then, to do Statistics and
Probability or Geometry [left side], you ’re really going to need Estimation,
[topics]

also these are both real connected to Patterns

Another group based

their ordering

should be approached, justifying

it

&

Relationships [right side].

on their understanding of

how problem

solving

as follows:

comes first, because you have to be able to read and
Then you ’ll be looking for Patterns & Relationships
and Estimation, and maybe the problem has some Statistics and Probability,
’cause you have to organize your information, or maybe read a chart of
something. Then you can Solve the Problem and use your Reasoning to see if
the answer feels right. All these other things [WN, F, M, D, A, G] are tools
that you need to solve the problem
"Well, communication

understand the problem.

.

It is

important to

know

that learners differed greatly in their reasons for

determining what was important.

For some, as above, the ordering was based on the

.
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connections and relationships they saw between topics and

were

split

between

the basic things that have to

do with

For

skills.

stuff you

others, cards

do everyday,

like

cooking and basic buying stuff" and the things that were considered "a waste
of time".

For a few, the

attention

was immediate and

them, as adults to know.

directly linked to

what was important

For these learners, what was easy was relegated

bottom and the things they didn’t know were placed

For one

at the top.

for

to the

learner,

thinking about the importance of math prompted her to share how:

"knowledge has become very heavy

to

me "

ABE

Discussions coupled with reactions like these prompted one

practitioner to

take this card sorting activity beyond the research and into the classroom as an

assessment tool (Merson, 1994).

between what learners think

is

seen in Table 8.5 on page 220.

A more

detailed comparison of the relationship

important and what

is

In general, however,

taught and

it

recommended can be

was found

that,

given the

correct tools and a structured opportunity, adult learners are quite capable of

providing direct input into the priority various math topics and

skills

should be

afforded within a curriculum.

According

For

to Instructors

instructors, nearly half felt that basic computation

know, while nearly a

was important

third placed the next layer of priority with fractions

for adults to

(32%),

n

Table 8.3 Instructor Views on What Math
to Learn vs. What is Taught (

decimals (31%) and
percent (24%).

word problems
life skills

Word problems

32%
31%
24%
22%

64%
1%
43%
38%
26%
21%

23%
1%
36%
37%
40%
30%

Life skills math/

19%

11%

6%

11%
10%
1%

9%
6%

3%

3%

8%
41%
6%
2%

7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%

18%
14%

2%
2%

5%

Decimals

or

Percent

consumer math (19%)

as

important, with estimation

Algebra
pre Algebra

1 1

%

Problem Set-up and

and

0%

pre+GED

Consumer Math
Estimation

and algebra being

Taught

48%

Multiplication/Division

Fractions

mentioned by

141)

Basic

to

4 Basic Operations

(22%) and

=

Know

Math Topic

of the instructors

identified

Important

About a
Important

fifth

is

1%

solving in Algebra

10%

Measurement

of those surveyed

Whole Numbers
respectively.

Writing/reading numbers

As

Geometry
indicated earlier,

some of

Ratios

&

Proportions

Business Math

Math language/

the items listed in

Number

&

tables

Calculator skills

Money

unlikely to surface as

Formulas
Statistics (basic)

separate math skills

Notation

important for adults

if

a

Place value

Averages
closed-ended checklist had

GED, Numeracy,

level,

1%):

Math patterns/sequence,

Complex order of

is

one example of a

1%
1%
1%

1%
1%
1%
1%

0%
0%
0%

4%
3%
3%

13%
1%

2%
4%
2%
6%
1%
1%

Concrete math concepts (Basic

(pre-GED/GED

i

ABB

level, 1%).
Number Theory, Roots and Squares,
Math patterns/ sequence, Rounding off,

Conversions, Probability,

math

2%
2%

Conversions, Probability, Math patterns/sequence.

Concrete math concepts

Life skills/consumer

17%

Others (important, 1%): Number Theory, Those
for

been used.

6%
0%
45%

theory

Charts, graphs

Table 8.3 would be

6%
6%
3%
4%
3%

18%

operations
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topic that

was offered by a

fifth

to the "connections standard".

of instructors and could be considered closely linked

Two

identification of writing and reading

mentioned by a few

additional examples of adult referenced topics are

numbers (5%) and money (1%).

instructors, these are

themes which reemerged

and during interviews on a regular basis as issues of import

On Second

On

Although only

in the

classroom

to the adult learner.

Thought...

deeper reflection, about half of the instructors interviewed had a

bit

more

to

say as to what topics were important to learn. In their classes and during their
interviews, the elusive but important skills of problem solving and reasoning begin to

shine through.

In fact, at the top of their composite

list

was problem

solving, and the

Close behind came practical topics

use of alternative strategies for problem solving.

and measurement, followed by use of money and percentages, fractions and decimals.

For one

instructor

it

was these

last 5 topics

For a couple, the importance of a

The reasons

topic

these instructors gave for

plus data analysis, algebra and geometry.

seemed

why

entirely

these

dependant on the learner.

were important focused on

survival skills or job skills, with one mentioning the need for

Beyond

this, as

mentioned

directed the collective

towards the

NCTM

in the

second chapter, the

wisdom of a group of 20

ABE

GED

and

preparation.

ABE Math

math

life

Standards Project

instructors specifically

Standards in an effort to develop a complementary

set

of Math
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Standards tailored to the

ABE

learning environment.

This work produced a document

identifying key skills and content appropriate for the adult learner.
in order

some

of presentation (though not necessarily prioritized)

in

These are

listed,

Table 8.5 and offer

additional insight into what instructors believe to be important in the

way of

math learning.

What's Being Taught

were

Instructors

also asked in questionnaires to indicate the math topics and skills

they taught to their learners.

Responses were broken down into topics associated with

Basic Math classes and those associated with

As you can
instructors felt

see from Table 8.3, in most cases what

was important and

were predictable.

Few

were accorded.

Skills/Consumer Math.

Though

was given much

Also, in the case of

and Ratios

1 1

times.

&

that

One

would

fall

would usually

under "pre-GED/GED"

notable discrepancy, however,

cited as an important topic

less priority in the list

pre-GED/GED

classes, the

Proportions was roughly 4 times

As with

was taught matched what

topics received less attention in the curriculum than the

relative importance they

it

classes.

increases or decreases between what

be considered "basic math topics" and those

instructors,

pre-GED/GED

by one

fifth

Life

of the

of topics taught (ll%-6%).

amount of time devoted
its

is

to

Algebra

importance and for Geometry, over

the learners, these topics are viewed as having limited importance
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and use.
topics

While

from

it is

difficult to

this data, they are

determine the amount of time spent on each of these

included in most curricula more frequently than other

topics and information considered important

This discrepancy

programs

is

by both instructors and

linked to their focus on

"GED"

that consider themselves learner-centered, the

learners.

Even

attainment.

GED

exam, as the ultimate

goal, influences and drives the curriculum and most support materials.

considered important for adults to learn

measured, but rather, the equivalency

is

for

What

is

not the yardstick by which curriculum

to established high school topics.

is

Given the

world of work and daily demands for adult survival, curricula and assessment tools
for adults should be

more

carefully selected.

Another View of What’s Being Taught

During interviews, instructors were asked

to

comment on how

taught "Standard-related" topics and skills in their math classes.

their learners

were asked

to order these

images of math topics and

what

is

skills reveal

actually occurring in

ABE

math

same

some

topics

39

frequently they

As

discussed above,

and the resultant composite

interesting differences in perspective

classes.

The

on

layout that follows provides a

of
Reactions of instructors during the interviews and learners during the pre-testing and design
estimation), Number
the learner interview guide lead to leaving "Number Sense" (too similar to
and providing some
learners
for
list
of
the
off
elusive/unknown)
Systems and Number Theory" (too
Appendix A).
in
Guide
Interview
explanatory phrases underneath some headings (see Learner
39
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view of the
these

two

relative time spent

on

skills

and topics

in

a composite math class from

differing perspectives:

According

to Instructors

[Problem Solving]

According

[Reasoning]

to Learners

[Communication]

[Fractions] [Communication] [Decimals]

[Problem Solving]

[Whole Number

[Estimation]

[Whole Number [Reasoning

Computation]

Computation]

(Number Sense)

[Measurement]

[Decimals]

&

[Statistics

Probability]

[Measurement]

[Estimation]

[Algebra]
[Patterns

&

Relationships]
[Patterns

[Algebra]

[Geometry

&

Spacial Sense]

[Statistics

The

&

&

frequently.

&

Spacial Sense]

Probability]

between instructors and learners as

taught most frequently relate to [Fractions] and [Statistics

that [Statistics

&

Relationships]

[Number Systems
/Number Theory]

largest disagreement

learners, perhaps

[Geometry

[Fractions]

due

to the potentially

&

to

what topics are

Probability].

With

broader definition provided them, believing

Probability] are taught

more

often and [Fractions] taught

much

less
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How Do

The

These Compare with

NCTM Recommendations?

topics offered to instructors and learners for prioritization

drawn from

the

NCTM

were originally

Curriculum and Evaluation Standards (1989).

A

conceptual

consolidation of the curriculum standards for K-4 and 5-8 was proposed and an

made

attempt was

to maintain the spirit

generated from the

ABE

that several topics are

of the Standards while reflecting information

Math Standards development.

ABE

minimal.

is

40

Table 8.5 indicates that

ABE

being taught

is

NCTM

Computation], the

and finalized

ABE Math

Table 8.5 shows the adapted Standards side by side with the

Standards proposed by the Massachusetts

taught in

&

encompassed under [Numbers, Operations

differences between the relative order of the adapted

Standards

In fact, with the recognition

all

ABE Math

of these topics and

skills

classrooms to one degree or another

is

Team.

were recognized as being

a good sign.

How

they are

another matter; one that has a substantial impact upon whether the key

messages of the standards shine through.
generally can not

fit

Still,

while

ABE

"Number Systems/Number Theory"

instructors and learners

in the

context of their

instructional environment, every other standard-related topic and skill has a

recognizable place in what they

40

know

as mathematics.

aspect of the standards was originally omitted from interview data based on
received from open-ended responses to questionnaires. Subsequent analysis of

The connections

the lack of attention

it

while not immediately
instructor and learner definitions of mathematics reveal that connections,
understanding of math.
their
part
of
indeed
is
associated with their understanding of math instruction,

Thus,

it

should have been included

in this list.
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Table 8.4 Standards

for

Mathematics Instruction (adapted

Massachusetts

NCTM

NCTM

ABE)

ABE

tadaDted)

Standards

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Communication

Communication

Reasoning

Reasoning

(Connections)

(Connections)

Estimation

Estimation

Number Systems
Number Theory
Whole Number
Computation

&

Numbers, Operations
& Computation
Patterns,

Relationships

Fractions

Algebra

Decimals

Statistics

&

Probability

Patterns

&

Relationships

Geometry

&

Spacial Sense

Algebra

Measurement
Statistics

&

Probability

Geometry

&

Spacial Sense

Measurement

and

&

Functions
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While
prioritized,

it is

very clear that the presentation order of the Standards

it is

interesting to reflect

priority assigned

by

learners.

Given

on

this

order of presentation as

skills

and issues should take top

[Communication]

in their lives.

billing

relates to the

that could reflect the

Learners might agree that basic

over other topics, but they would likely bring
After that, the order accorded the

into the first position.

Standards would stand with the

it

not

adult learners might yet suggest a few

this,

changes in the order of presentation of these Standards
importance of various math topics

is

first four,

[Numbers, Operations and Computation],

up and given a spot on the ladder above

ABE

but [Estimation] might shift to follow

[Measurement] would certainly be bumped

[Patterns, Relationships

and Functions].

Thus, the resulting suggested order would be: [Communication], [Problem Solving],
[Reasoning], [(Connections)], [Estimation], [Numbers, Operation and Computation],

[Measurement], [Patterns, Relationships and Functions],
[Algebra], [Geometry

&

Spacial Sense].

[Statistics

&

Probability],
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Table 8.5 What Math

is

Important versus

What

is

Taught

Taught rinstructorsl

Taught TLearnersl

Important TLearnersl

Problem Solving

Communication

Communication

Reasoning

Problem Solving

Whole Number
Computation

Fractions

Estimation

Estimation

Communication

Whole Number

Fractions

Computation

Decimals

Reasoning

Problem Solving

Whole Number

Measurement

Reasoning

Estimation

Decimals

Decimals

Measurement

Statistics

Computation

&

Measurement

Probability

Patterns

&

Algebra

Patterns

Relationships

Algebra

Patterns

&

Statistics

Relationships

Number Systems &
Number Theory
Statistics

&

Probability

&

Relationships

Probability

Algebra

Fractions

Geometry

&

&

Geometry

Spacial Sense

Spacial Sense

(Number Systems

Number Theory)

&

&

(Number Systems

Number Theory)

&
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What’s Easiest to Teach and

Table 8.6 Math Topics
and Learn

Leaml

n = 17
Basic Computation

recognize math topics as

important does not mean that

-

Subtraction

-

Multiplication

2%

Geometry (fundamentals)
Percents

Whole Numbers

learner abilities with respect to

Algebra

Consumer Math
Charts, graphs

skills are virtually non-existent,

&

tables

Place Value

Measurement

has relied on gathering

Estimation

Word Problems

learner and instructor opinions

Ratios

on what

is

easiest

&

Proportions

Money

and most

difficult to teach or learn.

-

8%
2%
2%

9%
9%
9%
7%

-

2%

Life skills Math/

non-computation driven math

this study

n=49
45%
25%
42%

16%
16%

Decimals
Since adequate tools for assessing

27%

Addition

Fractions

they feel comfortable with them.

Teach

To Teach To Learn

Easiest Topic

Just because learners

that are Easiest to

Concrete math concepts

7%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%

-

-

-

2%
-

2%
-

41

Others (instructors only)

at:

1%

each

Notation, Logic problems, Writing/Reading

Instructors and learners

were

numbers, Math language/Number theory, pre
Algebra,

New

asked an open-ended question

Math

patterns/ sequence,

None

are easy,

Topics, Using Manipulatives makes any topic

simpler. Formulas

regarding what they found easiest

to teach or learn.

Over 80% of

learners began with a very simple and

straightforward response: the easiest thing to learn

this,

Algebra, Estimation and Ratios

41

And,

One

a few mentioned fractions.

in section 4,

&

what are the most

is

addition or subtraction.

After

or two learners mentioned Decimals, Geometry,

Proportions as being easy to learn.

effective and ineffective

methods of

instruction.
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Instructors,

easiest to teach.

on the other hand, had quite a few suggestions as

Most of them agreed

that Basic

Geometry, Percents and Whole Numbers

Computation (27%) was the

(at

9%

each).

Skills/Consumer Math were considered easy to teach by

Beyond

these, the

easiest

Algebra and Life

7%

of the instructors

agreement waned as individual instructors appeared

each to have special topics they found easy

On Second

what they found

This was followed by Fractions and Decimals (16% each) and

topic to teach.

interviewed.

to

to teach (see

Table 8.6 for more topics).

Thought...

There may appear

to

be a rather large discrepancy between what instructors find

easy to teach and what learners find easy to learn.

However, when learners were

asked about lessons that they most liked, they talked about Logic Problems/Mental

Math and Fractions (10%

each).

They then mentioned Geometry, Algebra and

Averages (8% each), followed by complex order of operations (6%).
operations, percent, estimation, ratios

topics

were

all

mentioned by about

mirror those of instructors.
that links the

ABE

2%

of learners.

new

These percentages more closely
seems

to

be the experiential factor

instructor’s feelings of successful instruction, with the learner’s

they learned best,

covered.

proportions, negative numbers and

Instructional approach

feelings of ease and accomplishment.

felt

&

Basic

For example, learners generally enjoyed, and

when manipulatives were

used, irrespective of the topic

"
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Even

here, however, discrepancies exist.

Enough

learners mentioned

complex

order of operations as something they enjoyed learning about, a topic instructors
identified as difficult to teach, that

one of these

"1

me

important to share an observation provided by

learners.

thought

told

it is

I

would never be able

about 'Please Excuse

to

remember what

My Dear Aunt

Sally

do first, and then he
Since then, 1 don ’t have

to

any trouble remembering whether I’m suppose to add, divide, subtract, or
whatever first. You just know and it’s easy to remember. It’s a great trick.

So again, the

link to instructional approach and technique is strong.

not one that escapes instructors.

The exploration of

This position

is

their responses to the question

that follows will demonstrate the strength of this link.

Why Are These Easy?

A

little less

than half of the learners interviewed (44%) and about 3/4 of the

instructors surveyed

were able

is

not

comment on why

they found their selected math

Table 8.7 compares these views.

topic easy to learn or teach.

analysis of this point

to

made

here,

it

While a

detailed

should be noted that most of the rationale

offered for ease (or difficulty) in teaching or learning was linked by respondents to a

particular

math topic and,

to

some degree,

to

an instructional strategy or technique.
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When

why

asked

believe math

Table 8.7 What Makes Math Easy?
they

was easy

Reason

to

It’s

To Teach To Learn

Easy

n = 77
learn,

16% of

Because these are basic
concepts used in daily life
Learner familiarity /com fort

adult

learners talk about their

n=49

18%

14%

4%

16%

12%

10%

with topics (review)
Instructor familiarity

comfort or familiarity

with subject matter

Learners enjoy visualization

One

with the topic.

9%

-

6%

-

6%
4%
2%

-

-

2%

2%
2%

-

of figures and shapes
Learners understand concepts

learner, referring to

quickly

Learner interest/motivation

addition, shared:

very logical

It is

Mastery of these
"It’s

easy because

been with

whole

my

life.

its

best friends

its

Easy

to follow formulas

Concepts are easy

one of

to

memorize

Concepts can be concretized

"

2%

-

1% each
at:
Manipulates are easily incorporated into lesson, It can be
broken down to manageable parts, Any new material(students don’t feel imitated by it), Good resources,

Others (Instructors only)

This learner also alludes
to the application

makes

future progress easy

me my
. .

skills

-

and

Students have developed solid foundation in fundamentals)

usefulness of the math, a

reason cited by

Instructors

14% of

the learners interviewed.

were nearly twice

as likely as learners to offer reasons

Instructors agree with learners that the

topics they identified

were easy.

a day-to-day basis

easier to teach and learn.

is

why

They

it

with ease.

7/7 understand
can’t”.

As one
it,

1

instructor put

can teach

it.

math used on

also place a high value on the

degree to which they are familiar with a particular topic influencing their
teach

the math

ability to

it:

If 1 don’t,

it

doesn’t

make

sense, then 1
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Also

common among

the statements about what

makes math easy

ideas of visualization, manipulation and being able to

work with

to learn

were the

math concepts

the

concretely.

What's Most Difficult to Learn?

Table 8.8 Math Topics Difficult

While

far

fewer learners

(52%) were able
math topics

that

Most

To Teach

To Learn

n = 17

n-49

Algebra

19%

16%

Word Problems

23%

Fractions

13%

Geometry

9%
6%

4%
6%
6%

Difficult

to identify

were

difficult to learn than those

Multiplication/Division
that

were easy, there was a

definite shift in the pattern of

responses.

While

Teach and Learn

to

4%
6%

Division only

Decimals

2%

Percents

13%

New

-

6%

-

topics

the easier

2%

Others (learners only) at:
Measurement, Math language
topics mentioned

each

were
Others (instructors only)

at:

1

%

each

generally introductory and

Rounding off numbers, Money, Number Problems,
Math beyond basic Algebra, Problem set-up and solving

computationally focused,

in

Algebra, Complex order of operations

only Division emerges

among

learner perceptions as something that

is difficult to

learn.

As can be seen

Table 8.8, Fractions and Decimals also receive mention, but the most commonly
topic

was Algebra.

Geometry and new

topics

were also

identified as difficult.

of the surprising points, based on instructor responses and learner reactions
ever-challenging

Word Problem, was

that very

few learners (4%)

identified

in

cited

One

to the

it

as
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problematic, although this topic was alluded to by the learner
the language of

When

math

learners

that

were asked

for specific

When

examples of

it

was

difficult learning experiences,

identifying lessons that they didn’t like, learners

mentioned primarily Fractions (12%), Decimals (8%), and
specific

shared that

gave the most trouble.

the picture shifted slightly.

one recalled a

who

example of a

difficult or

Word Problems

bothersome lesson

(8%). Not

that involved

Algebra.

While many
topic

most

commonly

(19%) found

instructors

difficult to teach,

reported.

it

For other

that

Algebra came

was Word Problems (23%)

that

closely behind this

instructors (6%), the teaching of multiplication and division

Other topics perceived as

was

the

minds as the

most

instructors, the difficulty lay with teaching Fractions

Geometry followed

and Percents (13% each).

first to their

difficult to teach

were

were spread among

(9%) and,
still

for a

few

a challenge.

six other topics (see

Table 8.8) with an additional cluster of responses linked, again,

to

Algebra.

Getting beyond topics, during interviews instructors identified the following as

concepts that learners have most trouble grasping: abstraction (40%), Problems with

more than one answer or

alternate solutions (30%), unfamiliar language (less than

20%), word problems and

fractions of fractions (less than

instructors identified self-confidence or a "can

do

10%).

attitude as the

Nearly

most

20%

of

difficult

concept for their

Table 8.9 Reasons
Learn

ABE

Why Math

is
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Teach and

Difficult to

learners to master.

Reason

To Teach To Learn
n = 17
n=49
23% 71%
27%
6%

It’s Difficult

No
What Makes

it

response/No idea
Learner difficulty

Difficult to

understanding abstract

Teach or Learn ?

concepts (symbols)

Learner difficulty reading

As can be

seen in

Steps involved are confusing

Table 8.9,

it

was

13%

16%

11%

2%

(word) problems

9%

Instructor difficulty

far

-

understanding topics

more

("I don’t

difficult for learners

so

understand

it

myself

have trouble teaching

it")

The material is completely new
Not encountered frequently in

to identify specific

reasons

I

2%

daily life

why math was

difficult to learn than

9%
4%

Students find topic boring

3%

_

Reading "math"

-

2%

it

(Don’t

know what symbols

stand for" or

"used to numbers, not letters")

was

for instructors to

Others (instructors only)
identify

why math

topics

Learner past history of

at

each

have foundation

constraints, Students don’t

were

2%

difficulty learning topic,

Students quickly forget the topics

difficult to teach.

Others (instructors only)

The discrepancy between

1%

at

Learner frustration with topic, Teacher hasn
proficient

responses

is

Time

in basics,

perhaps

way of

teaching the material,

t

each

learnt a

The reasoning

difficult, Students rely on calculators, All previous

is

too

skills are

necessary to learn this one

greater

when one

realizes

that instructor responses

are based on questionnaire responses and learner responses were elicited during

interviews.

For

learners,

difficulty in reading.

it is

here that

we view

the crux of the

Word Problem

issue:

"

"
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Another problem shared by learners focuses on Algebra and Formulas.
these views are based on

new and unexpected

A

few of

presentations, throwing a learner off:

" Because I’ve been geared to numbers rather than
numbers and letters together is difficult

"Having

letters" or

This theme carries over into difficulty learning other math topics as well.
learner attributed her difficulty with fractions to the fact that:

letters

and

One

"you don’t see them

that often.

The

greatest agreement

among

understanding abstract concepts.

instructors

instructors.

Still

others

is

linked to learner difficulty

Learner difficulty reading and understanding

problems (especially word problems)

math

(27%)

(11%)

is

seen as a stumbling block by

13%

of

find the confusing nature of the steps involved in

solving particular problems to pose the greatest challenge for teaching math.

of instructors,
topic that

it is

makes

it

the newness of the

difficult to teach.

math or

And

a

their

own

reasons for

why

they

felt

are detailed in Table 8.9.

instructors

seem

to

math topics were

number of math

difficult to teach

The primary message from

instructors feel that the

it

difficult to capture

and many more of these

this is that

spend a good deal of time reflecting on

this is a constant process.

9%

Instructors had quite descriptive and extensive

instructional strategies are effective, and

For some,

For

difficulty understanding the

lack of connection and real application to learner’s lives makes
their interest in teaching situations.

ABE

how

this

ABE

math

they teach, which

what changes are needed

For others,

most

in their

study offered a

approach.

welcome
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opportunity to reflect in writing and verbally on an important part of their lives that
they seldom have an opportunity to share.

ABE Math

Who

Decides What
i uugru :

Curricula and Support Materials

Table 8.10

is

Control Over Mathematics Curriculum

Curriculum Type

Program

Instructors

n-55

Programs and

n = 141

Curriculum developed by:
Individual instructor

instructors both report a

Program
Group of

wide range of curricula

instructors

41%

60%
31%
29%

18%

21%

(collaboratively)

types and sources as well

Standard published curricula
as

mechanisms

chosen by:
for

Program
Individual instructor

curriculum development.

Other

As Table 8.10

reflects,

when

to

it

comes

25%

0%

6%

4%

what the
most

ABE

classrooms, individual instructors seem to

math curriculum looks

like in

have the greatest

Program administrators

convinced of

27%
44%

say.

this than

many of

at

60%

are, in general,

the instructors themselves, with only

more

41%. Program

administrators tend to paint a picture of diverse decision making mechanisms for math

curriculum.

For most programs, there

math curriculum.
contention.

Most

Visits to

classes

is

not one, but several distinct influences on

programs during phase

were

distinctly influenced

II

of the study supported

this

by the personality of the current
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instructor, the instructional legacies of previous instructors, the

curricular structure provided by the

While programs generally

list 3,

program and the

texts

recommendations for

and materials available.

4 or even 5 different curriculum types from the

provided, instructors tend to identify only one or two mechanisms, one for

curriculum

is

curriculum to be used.

programs

who

developed and the second referencing

For

to influence the

instructors (25%), this

program administrators (29%) and

chose the standard published

seemed

to

be the primary way for

instructors

A

pleasantly high percentage of

(21%)

identified the

having been collaboratively developed by a group of instructors.

little

collaborative mechanism.

felt to

how

math curriculum, rather than actually developing a

standardized curriculum program- wide (18%).

revealed that there was

list

to indicate, except in the larger

math curricula as
Observation

programs, a deliberate

Based on some subsequent discussions,

this

response was

include curricula that was developed over time by instructors building on the

notes and materials

left

behind by their predecessors.

What Support Materials are being Used?

As Table
Almost
math

all

8.11 reflects,

(86%-91%), however,

texts or

workbooks.

the entire curricula.

about

70%

ABE

of

ABE

They

math classes use a wide variety of materials.
utilize at least

Although present and

one (and usually several) published
influential, these texts

seldom drive

are usually supplemented with other support materials.

classes, instructor developed materials can be seen in use.

In

While
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Table 8.11

Support Materials Used

program administrators

in

ABE Math

Classes

(46%) give a good deal

TvDe of Material

Proeram

Instructor

91%
67%
46%
44%
36%
29%
27%
27%
6%

86%
70%
32%

more mention of
Published Texts/Workbooks
Teacher Developed

manipulatives than

Manipulatives
instructors

Charts and Graphs

(32%) do,

Computer Programs
Calculators

math manipulatives were

Games
Learner Generated

evident in only about one

Other
third of the

ABE

11%

35%
30%
29%
16%

0%

math

classrooms observed.
instructor views of

The

largest discrepancies

what was used

in

ABE

between program administrator and

math classes were around use of learner

generated materials (11%) and use of charts and graphs (33%).
administrators, optimistic about what

is

accomplished

in

Program

math classes and ever aware

of expenditures on materials, equate the existence of such materials as with their use
in the classroom.

float in

Observation proved

and out of classrooms and an

and out.

that,

while the range

oft cited

problem

is

is

wide,

many

instructors

having to bring materials in

Classrooms range from having every centimeter of

their wall space

covered

with learner generated materials and colorful reference charts, to having a solitary
poster tacked in a lonely

may have
math.

a

map

comer of

the room.

In between, are the majority, those that

or two and an occasional chart, often only tangentially related to
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About 35% of

ABE

math classes have computers, although the degree

they are actually used to support math
visited, 11

had computers of some

is

sort in their classrooms;

3 available for use by their 12-36 learners.
instruction (whether

site

the 15

which

programs

most with between

Most computers were not used

math programs were available or

occasion for learners to practice writing.

were on

Among

questionable.

to

not) but

for

and

1

math

were available on

Three of the programs had computers

that

but not yet connected or set up and sometimes so old that instructors

questioned their potential usefulness once operational.

Calculators, on the other hand, were not only mentioned as present by about

of programs and instructors, but were seen
accessible and in use.

Where

calculators

in

about as

distrust

among

in the

classroom once they got them.

to

freeing

OK, but

1 feel like

I’m cheating when

These individuals begin

is still

a basic

1

use one

how

.

"),

available and useful

to see the potential calculators hold for

them from the drudgery of computation so

greater depth:

to

keep such an accessible

While there

instructors and learners are starting to recognize just

calculators are.

number of

instructors and learners regarding calculator use

("I guess they are

some

to learners, a

them on hand but had been unable

convince others of their importance or figure out a way

and mobile item

many classrooms, both

were not available

instructors expressed a specific desire to have

30%

that they

can explore problems

in

"
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now

more important to be able to estimate my answer.
on the calculator. If I get it right, great, if not I have
more time to go back and think about what I was doing in the problem,
instead of worrying about my multiplying or adding.
"I

Then

More on

At

I

realize that

can check

Availability

least

it

was

and

47 different

Most program and
few,

it ’s

it

the

Accessibility

texts

of Support Materials

and workbooks were mentioned or seen

instructors identified texts and

title

provided

ABE

in

or series that was most memorable.

Appendix B.

Some

programs.

workbooks by publisher while,
For specific

published materials and other math support materials, the reader

tallies

in

is

detail

for a

on

referred to the

raw

of the texts most often mentioned and seen

math classes include Contemporary’s Math Series (33%), the Number Power

Series

(17%) and those put out by Steck- Vaughn (13%), Cambridge (10%), and

Foresman (6%). The

GED

Math Prep Books (11%) and

were also mentioned by a number of
favorite texts or

workbook

instructors.

the

GED

Priority

Scott

Math (7%)

Instructors generally had one or

should be noted that while the
those

found

it

to

who

two

series that served as the core of their curriculum.

Instructors able to identify useful and relevant materials kept these actively in use.

list,

in

GED

Priority

It

Math Book was not high on everyone’s

did use this tool (developed by fellow Massachusetts

ABE

instructors)

be one of the most useful they had ever encountered.

For each category of material presented,
of what was to be found

in

classrooms.

instructors

and learners offered examples

The range of examples

are wide and the
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reader

is

again referred to Appendix

B

for a detailed

list.

Meanwhile, the following

provides some examples of more frequently offered types of materials by category

and

in order of frequency.

Instructor

Developed

Learner Generated

-

drill sheets,

games, flash cards, charts, word problems.

word problems, graphs,

-

multiplication song, examples from

daily life, manipulatives.

Manipulates

-

measuring devices, fraction

kits,

money, paper

cutouts/geometrical shapes, cuisennaire rods, tables, beans,

food, etc.

Games

family math, puzzles,

-

games,

Computer Programs

-

Lotus 1-2-3, Math Blaster Mystery, Algeblaster, Apple

Math,

-

kab, flash cards, bingo, card

etc.

Software,

Charts and Graphs

rummi

Math

Blaster Plus, Skills Bank, Milliken Basic

etc.

multiplication tables, percentage tables, charts and tables

from newspapers/magazines,

etc.
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Materials were kept in a variety of places depending on the physical setup of the

program.

Sometimes

texts,

workbooks and other support materials were

readily

available in the classroom to learner or instructor, sometimes they were in the

possession of the individual instructor and, in a few cases (especially for larger

programs), they were organized and available

by

instructors.

As might be

materials and the

the

program also

in a resource/reference section for use

expected, the smaller the program, the fewer the

more they were

available only to the instructor.

The

overall size of

directly influenced the quantity and variety of the materials available

for use.

As

intimated earlier, the physical setup of the program has the greatest impact on

Where classrooms were

accessibility of materials to instructors and learners.

and dedicated

to particular classes, instructors

were

in a position to store

manipulatives and math support materials in the classroom and
the learners with greater ease and integration.

When

books,

make them

instructors

regular

available to

were responsible

for

bringing materials in and out of the classes, accessibility was narrowed for everyone

and the frequency of use decreased.
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How

ABE Math

are Materials Being Used to Support

Each material
classroom.

Below

cited

is

above appeared

to

a brief synopsis of

Learning?

have a different purpose

how

in the

ABE

math

each was used in the classrooms

observed.

• Published Materials serve

as planning tools and references for developing the

overall structure of curricula.

dominant instructional

In certain cases, they can

tool, but in

be the primary and

most, they are relegated to the position of

reference and support materials.

• Teacher Developed Materials are an
is

integral part of

impromptu examples created during chalkboard

most classrooms, whether

it

presentations, explanatory

diagrams shared with individual learners, or elaborate problems and simulations
designed for a particular lesson.

By

nature of their active involvement and

general interest in being responsive to adults, instructors are put into the position

of becoming material developers.

They make good use of

the limited and favorite

supplement
materials that they find appropriate for their learners and then they
the individual and
these with worksheets, problems and activities tailored to

collective needs of the learners in their classes.
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• Manipulatives are a

They

classroom.

central and important part of an active, exploratory

math

are used to help learners understand and visualize the abstract

concepts that abound in mathematics and often keep math out of reach.
Unfortunately, while the power of manipulatives

is

ease of use one might hope to associate with them

math

undeniable, the frequency and

is

often absent in the

ABE

class.

• Charts and Graphs

are recognized as important visual reference tools to help

learners analyze data and understand patterns and relationships.

useful

when

they are immediately relevant to the task at hand and best

are of interest and use to the learner.

instructors

They

draw

in charts

incorporating them

when

Seen

are most

when

they

less frequently than other materials,

and graphs from newspapers and sample problems,
appropriate.

• Computer and Computer Programs are physically present
classrooms but of limited use

in the

in

about a third of

support of math learning.

used, they are mostly used as supportive

drill

Where

ABE

they are

and practice mechanisms, allowing

learners in drop-in and institutional, individualized programs to have ready access

to a sequential presentation of

math

topics.

While the computers are not

generally used to support math beyond basic computation and simple

problem solving, they do allow

flexibility

word

and access for certain program

structures and populations of adult learners

who might

not otherwise receive math
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instruction.

instructor

math

The

largest stumbling block to their wider use appears to

knowledge on

and

their use in general

be

their effectiveness for teaching

in class settings.

• Calculators are commonly used

as tools to check answers and confirm and

Learners are generally not allowed to use calculators on a

support estimates.

some

regular basis and in

cases not at

while a regular part of certain

ABE

all.

math

Teaching how

to use a calculator,

classes, occasionally catches the

unwitting instructor by surprise as they try to introduce calculators to check
learner hand computations only to realize that learners don’t

know how

to use

them.

• Games are

far less

common,

but are considered quite effective by both instructors

and learners for bringing excitement and humor into the learning environment and

making the math

in question

both fun and, as a result, more memorable.

They

are also effective in building cooperative learning opportunities and team problem

solving scenarios.

• Learner Generated Materials

are less likely to be found in the

than any of the previously identified materials.

They

are used by

adventuresome (or perhaps desperate) math instructors
and

reality into the

ABE

math

class.

They

ABE

to breath

classroom

more

some relevance

are used to support learner’s
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understanding of
the

how math works by

exploring and creating math themselves.

In

math classes where problem solving, communication, connections and

reasoning were the explicit focus, learner generated problems and materials had a
definite place.

Which Materials Seem

to

be Most Effective?

Table 8.11 shows several viewpoints of information related
particular material might be in the support of

Figure 11).

First, instructors’ general use

math learning

of the materials

to

how

effective a

(also see attachment,

is

reported again to

ABE

math

provide a relative gauge for

how

often these materials are used in an

Next, instructor opinions of

how

useful they find various materials in helping learners

grasp math are shown.

make

it

As

This

is

followed by learner views of what math materials

into their classroom and

it is

materials

which (one) of these materials they

questionable whether learners have sufficient insight to

come from which

class.

like best.

know which

sources (text, instructor, etc.), their responses to what

used shows, to some degree, what they remember about their classes.

is

Discussions

were closely
with learners revealed that the lessons and materials they remembered
linked to specific math topics they had learned.

remember

the material,

it is

likely they

So, as this chapter shows,

remember how and what they

if

they can

learned, thus
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Table 8.12

Effectiveness of Support Materials

Type of Material

Learner
n = 49

Instructor
n = 141

Used Effective

32%
86%

28%
36%

Computer Programs

70%
30%
35%

Learner Generated

16%

Games

29%

Charts and Graphs

11%

Manipulatives
Published Materials

Used Effective

39%
47%

80%
10%

28%

4%

11%
15%
11%

39%

4%
4%
0%

0%
4%
2%
0%
2%
0%

8%

2%

(texts/workbooks/worksheets)

Teacher Developed
Calculators

Any
fit

6%
3%
7%

-

materials that

12%

student needs

Materials that relate

-

4%

-

4%

“

”

to daily life

Audio/Videos
Blackboards

qualifying the material for consideration as effective.

Far and away, the most effective materials for learning math were manipulatives.

While only 39% of learners mentioned them
workbooks, materials)"

as one of the "different things (objects,

that their instructor uses to help

them learn math, 80% of the

learners interviewed identified them as the material "they liked the best

views the relative effectiveness of materials compared

4%

to their use then

If

.

one

with only a

discrepancy between use and perceived effectiveness, instructors agree that

in math learning.
manipulatives are the most effective support materials for assisting

Next

how

in line,

provided great weight

effective these are,

is

given to learner opinions on what

comes published

materials.

It

is

used and

should be pointed out,
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however,
cover

that a large

drill sheets

learners,

it is

number of both

instructor

and learner responses

and worksheets, cited by both as useful learning

in this category

tools.

For

possible that the worksheets they mention were developed by their

instructor and thus,

developed materials.

some

credit for this category should

be shared with the teacher

Twenty-eight percent of instructors, in

fact, felt that the

materials developed by them and their colleagues were superior teaching tools with
the discrepancy between use and perceived effectiveness being

published materials.

8%

less than that for

Calculators and computers were readily recognized by learners,

although they were not the most memorable or liked of the range of materials in use.

Although learner generated materials were barely mentioned by learners, for the 16%
of

ABE

math instructors who made use of them, 11% found them

Definitions, Content, Curriculum

While there are many

to

be effective.

and Materials: A Key Point Summary

interesting points raised in this chapter concerning the

content, curriculum and support materials found in

ABE

math

classes, the following

highlights the points most likely to inform action.

• Doors and windows

to reform

-

While each of the points shared below

offers an

indicator are the
entry point for reform activities, perhaps the most interesting
definitions of mathematics provided

broadened

by learners and instructors

alike.

Whether

multiple issues, these
to the level of "life" or structured to address
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definitions demonstrated a

is

view of math

that

was

active and useful.

Although

it

not surprising that most definitions included numbers and computation, the fact

that they extend

beyond

this to include

and problem-solving are hopeful

concepts of connections, communication

in that the guiding

Standards and Mathematics reform are already

concepts associated with

vocabulary and

in the

consciousness of learners and instructors.

• The

vision for mathematics verses the practice of instruction

-

There are many

findings that point to learner and instructor belief and willingness to explore

areas of mathematics and the constraints placed on these by the

momentum

new

of

established instructional practices and computation-based curricula and tests.

Selected examples of these findings are as follows.

communication

is

Learners believe that

the most important skill or topic to be learned in math.

Left

alone, instructors identify computation skills as most important, provided with
topics and skills they identify problem-solving and reasoning as being of key

importance.

by one

fifth

Although Life Skills/Consumer Math
of the instructors,

taught (ll%-6%).

On

it

was given much

is

less priority in the list

the other hand, in the case of

amount of time devoted

to certain topics often

assigned to them (ex: Algebra and Ratios

&

cited as an important topic

pre-GED/GED

of topics

classes, the

exceeds the relative importance

Proportions was roughly 4 times

importance and for Geometry, over 11 times).

Learners want to learn

its

new and
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relevant math and

may

gravitate towards

new

topics often

viewed as

‘difficult’

by

instructors.

• Learner contributions

to curriculum

and reactions

to

Standards

-

Learners’

analysis of the relationship between skills and topics in mathematics exhibits a
level of sophistication that warrants both use and further exploration.

the topics and skills identified by existing Standards

(NCTM

and

Overall,

ABE)

are

recognizable to learners and instructors as important and present in math classes.

Differences in listing order and assigned priority highlight some of the conflicts

between present practice and desired emphasis.

In developing curricula for the

adult learner, the following findings should be kept in mind.

There appears

to

be

a strong correlation between ease of learning, topic, and instructional strategies
used, but familiarity with and usefulness of the math learned have the greatest

impact on

how

easy

it is

to learn the

math.

Abstraction, problems with

than one answer or alternate solutions, unfamiliar language,

more

word problems and

division of fractions ("fractions of fractions") are the concepts which learners

have most trouble grasping.

• The lack of established curricula and relevant support materials

-

Few

instructors

or programs could point to a specific curriculum that guided instruction.

curriculum

instructors

is

Math

usually influenced by programs, individual instructors and groups of

drawing upon and expanding on existing published and program
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developed materials and responding to learner needs.
variable nature of the

ABE

learning environment

materials remain flexible, there

is

desire for collaborative

this study

and

demands

that curricula

and

a recognized need for curricula and materials

that specifically address the interests

• The

While the diverse and

and needs of adult learners.

collegial learning

-

The

level of participation in

and depth of responses during interviews indicated

that instructors

spend a great deal of time reflecting on their instructional practices, but seldom

have the opportunity

to share

and compare such reflections.

• Enhancing mathematics learning through use of manipulatives and other support
materials

-

Manipulatives are considered to be the most effective math material of

those in use.

classrooms.

A

wide range of published

Most are used

which the instructor
materials as they go.

texts

and workbooks are

to provide a general structure

will build the class, designing

in

and framework from

and incorporating additional

Support materials serve a variety of purposes

math classroom and balancing
oriented learning environment.

use in

their use helps to support an active

in

an

ABE

and Standards-

CHAPTER

IX

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

To

place the voice and emphasis on the side of practice, practitioners and

participants, this chapter will begin

by sharing

specific

recommendations for change

collected from learners, instructors and program administrators during the study.

It

continues by identifying general recommendations and observations that emerge from
reflections

on adult learning theory, and the general findings of the study as they

relate to the guiding questions of this research

42
.

Touring an Ideal Learning Environment for Math

The following pages
instructors and

present the collective visions expressed by learners,

program administrators concerning what an

ideal

environment for

learning mathemamtics might look like.

42

To review themes and key

assessment,

ABE

findings from this study related to

program context,

instruction and

instructors, adult learners, and curriculum, content and materials, please see the key

point summaries at the ends of chapters three through seven.
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The Learners Ideal Classroom
'

As you

enter the

room you

are struck with

its

openness.

There

comfort, security, and activity and an imaginative use of space.

temperature and the room
motif.

is

individuals and pairs of people to get

ends and the next begins.
in

It is

a feeling of

a pleasant

painted different colors and decorated with a math

There are wide open spaces and, off

disturb their concentration.

is

away from

The painted
There

is

to the side, separate areas for

the distractions that might

areas help you to see where one place

even a small lounge area where people can

sit

comfortable chairs and have coffee and snacks while they work on their math.

Around

the edges of the

computers

sit at

diskettes with

all varieties

room

math software

in easily accessible

Things

that help

problems and match them up
thermometers, beads,

more.

couple of

one area with directions for use posted clearly on the wall and

of math manipulatives.

head around.

A

are shelves and activity areas.

string,

cupboards.

On

the shelves are

Things you can get your hands on and your

you make sense out of the numbers and word

to the real world: rulers,

money,

clay, calculators,

games, cards, models, blocks, pattern squares and

There are also books and workbooks, organized so learners can clearly see

which books go with which

topics and choose

what they want

to

work on

next.

Right now, the learners are just finishing off an activity, there are about eight

of them working together

at a big table in the center

of the room.

They seem

to
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be tackling the problem
helping the group

when

asked.

the challenging task at hand.

off to pursue

some of

problem together.

their

The

groups of

in small

On

with the instructor and assistant

the large blackboard

When

work

4,

is

a brief explanation of

the learners finish their group work, they go

alone.

A

few go off

in pairs to

work on a

others busy themselves at other activity areas (computer,

manipulatives) or gathering

some

individual

homework from

the

workbook

library

area.

The Instructors Ideal Classroom
’

This room has an airy yet organized feel to

seem

to

keep the outside noises

at

a comfortable distance.

has an interesting combination of tables

one end with several smaller

Large windows

it.

in the

tables scattered

main

let in light

The room

is

large and

area: a large table towards

around the other end.

Around

walls are activity areas clearly marked with signs, colors and pictures.

is

yet

The

the

floor

carpeted with muted but distinctive coloring and incorporates a series of regular

patterns that transform themselves from squares to geometrical shapes reminding

one of a painting by M.C. Escher and bringing
exploration.

Much

to

mind many

possibilities for

of the wall space on one end of the classroom

is

covered with

charts and graphs, most of which appear to have been developed by the learners.

One comer of

the

room seems

to

be a lab or a workshop with tools and materials

that could easily transform the space into a store, kitchen,

shop or other real

life
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work environment. On

the opposite

comer of

the technological interests of the learners.

An

the

room

is

an area that speaks to

array of 5 computers are set up

with screens that allow learners to access interesting software programs quickly

and easily on

their

own. Calculators are

also available but are to be found with

the learners’ other workbooks, notebooks, papers and materials in their personal

storage space.

Surrounding

this

personal storage area are shelves with

all

forms

of math manipulatives, some purchased, some obviously prepared by instructors
or learners.

individual

There

is

an area where instructors and learners can meet or

work can be done and another comer where coffee and snacks

are

available and math videos can be watched from time to time.

Currently, the two instructors are working together with the 12 learners on
several ongoing projects.

what they need

to

work

Everyone moves comfortably around the room, finding

with.

There seems

to

be a great deal of self-direction

and control on the part of the learners and no one appears

The

entire

morning

is

to

be rushed for time.

devoted to math and, with their child care needs and

transportation catered for, learners are sure that they will see each other

tomorrow and are able

to concentrate

on

their

math learning today.
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The Program Administrators Ideal Classroom
'

While

rooms

the classroom itself seems to have

in the building,

it is

obvious that

little

to distinguish

this is a class

instructors in the class have obviously received

it

from other

The

dedicated to math.

math training and work

with the math materials that are in good supply around the room.

easily

One end of

the

classroom has computers and software for the learners to work on with the help
of the instructors.
out the

new

to other

Since there

is

more time

saying that

more time

to try

math classes and programs.

suggestions to

like.

is

ideas that instructors have gathered from in-service training and visits

Both learners and instructors, regardless of

look

for math, there

make

for

Instructors

it

what an

ideal learning

were quick with

would be

like their class

their learning experiences

had

environment for mathematics might

their suggestions.

Learners often began by

was now. When encouraged

given unlimited budgets, they soon got into the creative

spirit

to fantasize

and

and designed active,

comfortable and safe learning environments like the one above.

While program

administrators provided ideas for their image through questionnaire responses, they

were not given the opportunity during an interview

However,

as

to

expand on

their vision.

most administrators are removed from daily classroom

fitting that their

activities,

suggestions for strengthening a math program revolve around

it is
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increased support, training, time and materials for the math classroom, trusting that
the end result will be positive.

There are many, many messages and lessons
classroom and the individuals

made

who

populate

it.

to

be learned from the

ABE

math

In considering changes that could be

to this environment, this chapter will continue with the

recommendations

provided directly by learners, instructors and program administrators.

What Support Should Math

When

instructors

programs could offer

were asked, both
to

math

Instructors Receive

in questionnaires

and interviews, what support

instructors, their suggestions

identifies instructor responses to this

open ended question.

were extensive.

Table 9.1

As interviews encouraged

instructors to discuss their choice in depth, these tallies generally resulted in higher

percentages for

only one

set

all

the answers.

The

relative patterns

remain the same, however, so

of percentages has been offered.

Training (23%) and access to workshops and conferences (20%) were the most
frequently mentioned support requested by instructors.

materials in general

identified

was

(17%) and more manipulatives

Next came the need

in particular

(9%).

for computers, software and training in their use (17%).

for

more

The next need
For

6%

of
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Table 9.1
those surveyed

it

was

Support Needed for Math

either

Instructors

the need for time to develop

curriculum, for better
materials or for access to up-

Training (23%) and Access to
workshops/conferences (20%)

43%

More

26%

Materials/Manipulatives

Computers and Software/
to-date information that they

17%

Training in computers

Teachers Sharing ideas
desired.

Time

Thereafter,

Better
instructors proposed a

wide

13%

6%
6%
6%

for curriculum development

Texts/Workbooks

Up-to-date publications on methods
of instruction/available resources

variety of support structures

Others
that

would support

their

math

each

-

Have
Have

3%

at

creative

math

-

4%

instructor explain manipulatives,

creative teachers mentor other teachers,

More

Classroom Observation, Provide paid staff &
development incentives for good teaching, More time
Staff,

instruction.

for teacher

More

A

broad theme mentioned

Others

-

meetings to discuss methods of instruction,

preparation time

each

at

1

%

-

2%

Materials that integrate math into the program,

Meet

Photocopiers,

by most instructors was

for reading

&

outside teachers,

Math, Observe other

space, Free samples of

new math

More

classes,

class time

More

materials, Adult

Math

teacher certification, Resource Listings, College

contact with other math

refresher courses, Relating math to career/life

instructors.

something

Whether

this

was

experience, Having learners at the same level

that they currently

benefitted from or something that they had been denied, the importance given to such

networking and support characterized many of

For those who

their answers.

currently enjoyed contact with other math instructors,

it

was

the continual contact and

support that they valued, whether from a colleague within their program or as a

member of

the

Math Team. For

instructors

who

felt isolated,

the thought of a

continuing relationship, though desirable, appeared beyond their reach.

They would
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gladly settle for an occasional workshop.

The message of

contact for staff development and inspiration

is

obvious.

the importance of such

The recommendation:

create support and communication networks for math instructors

Implications and Recommendations

The environments described by

learners and practitioners certainly belong in a

chapter discussing recommendations.
highlighting.

They

are not, however, the only points worth

This next section of the chapter thus continues by identifying general

recommendations and observations

that

emerge from

reflections

on adult learning

theory, and the general findings of the study as they relate to the guiding questions of
this research

43
.

Implications of Theory and Research on Adult Learning for Design and

Implementation of Adult Education Programs

In an effort to review the literature covered in Chapter

perspective, this section

commences by

linking

II

from a practical

Malcolm Knowles’

existing, practice-

derived seven step suggestion for organizing learning activities for adults and attempts

to briefly link

43

them

to

some of

To review themes and key

assessment,

ABE

point summaries

the findings and theories on adult learning.

Secondly,

findings from this study related to program context, instruction and

instructors, adult learners, and curriculum, content and materials, please see the key
at

the ends of chapters three through seven.
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referring to the information presented in Chapter 2, selected implications for the

design and implementation of adult education programs in general are highlighted.

with the entire study the contextual orientation of

More

adult education programs.

this study is

As

towards nonformal

specifically, this section will address the

implications this information has for adult numeracy programs and instruction.

From

Practice to Theory

Knowles’ attempt

to differentiate

between andragogy and pedagogy seemed

an attempt to provide a conceptual base for his practical experience.
his

recommendations finds

its

firmest base in experience, but there

The

is

to

be

strength of

a value in

linking these to theory and supporting them with empirical research.

Knowles
activities

The

identifies seven phases in the design

and operation of adult learning

which he derives based on the principles of andragogy (1980,

chart on the following page suggests

how

each of these seven phases might be

linked to and/or informed by the previous sections of this chapter.

analysis of these relationships

interested reader

who might

is

not attempted.

like to

p. 222-223).

This

is

A

detailed

rather a guide for the

review the relevant chapter

in

The

Modem

Practice of Adult Education (p. 222-247) and reflect on particular linkages with

known and hypothesized

information on adult learning.
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While

this chart is

relationships,

it is

theoretical bases.

obviously not an attempt at in-depth analysis of these

a quick effort to show that practice based models are not devoid of

While they may not draw

explicitly

sense’ approaches are often intuitively based on

from existing theory, ‘common

what researchers and

have

theorists

already published or will publish.

in

Relationship between Knowles’ Recommendations on Phases
Design and Management of Learning Activities (Practice Base) and
Information on Adult Learning (Theory/Research Base)

Phases

1.

Setting a climate for learning

Relevant Theory and Research
Influences of Aging

especially physiological

-

-

physical

(vision, hearing, reaction time); personality.

-

psychological

Adult development

-

all levels,

awareness on the

part of facilitator and atmosphere

accommodating individual

aimed

differences.

at

Theories

of learner motivation.

2.

Establishing a structure for

Learner experience (life-cycle, developmental),

mutual planning

Learning styles
planning model.

3.

Diagnosing needs for learning
-

-

-

accommodating differences

in

Theories of learner motivation

Influences of Aging

-

reaction time, effects on

Adult development

-

developing competency

intelligence, personality.

models

developmental tasks, intellectual development.

assessing present level of

Learning

styles.

performance
-

4.

assessing learning needs

Formulating objectives for

Learning process and

learning

Development

-

styles.

Adult

tasks, (personality /ego,

moral/intellectual development).

Theories of

learner motivation.

5.

Designing a pattern of

Learning process and

learning experiences

motivation.

styles.

Theories of learner
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6.

Managing

the execution of the

Influences of Aging.

learning experiences

styles.

Learning process and
Theories of learner motivation.

(Adult Development).
7.

Evaluating results and

Influences of Aging

rediagnosing learning needs.

intelligence, personality.

-

reaction time, effects on

Adult development

-

developmental tasks, intellectual development.
Learning styles. Theories of learner motivation

From Theory

to Practice

The

of

flip side

this activity is to

to the practice of adult education.

consider what the information presented means

The following

is

a quick reflection on the

implications and potential usefulness of this information for informed design and

implementation of adult nonformal education.

more narrow area of

adult

numeracy

For the purpose of

illustration, the

instruction will be highlighted.

Influences of Aging

The primary

considerations in this area center around physical design of the

learning environment and materials and attention to individual differences.

importance of increased illumination for older learners seems
adult

numeracy

to

While the

be a general

fact, the

instructor needs to take care not to patronize the older learner by

overcompensating for physical handicaps
in this section leans

that are not present.

All of the information

toward the picture of the adult learner as an individual

capable of achieving any educational task that s/he

sets her/his

mind

to.

who

is

The key

as

to
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the effective use of this information

is sensitivity

should allow the learner as

facilitator

much time

and

The numeracy

restraint.

as needed to complete a given task

(considering reaction time, speed and intelligence) and rely on texts and methods that

encourage adult learner strengths (crystallized intelligence, long-term memory,

Compensation for decline

etc.).

in vision or hearing, such as large print texts, raised voices

or gender matched learning pairs should be based on evaluation of individuals and not
necessarily built into the

program from the

start

44
.

Adult Development

While

this

information

may be

practically useful in having middle-class adults in

higher education reflect on their personal development as

it

relates to education, the

relevant application of this information to adult numeracy settings

even considering what ways

this

is

Before

limited.

information might be used to support adult numeracy

instruction, the facilitator should reflect on the limitations outlined with respect to

gender, class, culture and value bias that are inherent

in these

models.

Once

cognizant of the limitations, awareness of the issues raised by these models

the adult

numeracy

facilitator to consider the external variables

that effect an adult’s ability to focus

on specific tasks

in a

may

help

and internal influences

given day.

Explicit use of

value-laden hierarchies with adults attempting a task ‘out-of-phase’ with societal

44

Exception to

this practice

might be made for those working with adults aged 65 and above, but

the caution against blanket response should remain.
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perceptions can not only block process, but

For those who
done

feel the

carefully, slowly

need

to

may prove

encourage development

psychologically dangerous.
in these areas,

it

should be

and with close individual supervision (especially through

transitional periods).

Critical Consciousness

One developmental model

that has

literacy instruction is Paulo Freire’s

been practically and effectively applied

model of

critical

consciousness.

not without danger, but the rewards can be quite sweet and lasting.

to adult

This model

Some

is

say that

educational programs in general, and adult literacy and numeracy programs in
particular,

which

information and

situation

fail to

skills will fail to

and act upon

directions and

address this issue and focus solely on the transfer of

it.

promote the

abilities

For example, the mother who has been taught

mix the proper proportions of an

participating in a

of adults to analyze their

numeracy

class

is

oral rehydration solution as a result of

not equipped to use this information until she

realizes that her baby’s nutritional and physical well-being

subject solely to the

whims of

fate.

to read the

is in

her hands and not
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Implications of Participation, the Experiential Learning Process and Learning
Styles

In discussing learning processes and their applicability to adult
instruction,

process.

it is

helpful to consider

Some of

some of

numeracy

the variables inherent in any learning

the continua associated with the adult learning process are:

active and participatory

<

>

passive

shared responsibilities

<

>

trainer responsible

shared access to knowledge

<

>

trainer access to

-

knowledge
learning

how

to learn

<-

>

In reviewing these continua, one can see

of the learning process over the other.

how

learning facts.

a participatory process favors one side

In this area

above

all,

we

will continually find

ourselves at odds with the general thrust and goals of adult education and the needs

and idiosyncracies of the individual adult learner.

While the goals and techniques of

adult education dictate active and interactive learning modes,

fact prefer to listen to others, gather facts

participation.

The

and generally

experiential leaming/leaming styles

provides a mechanism for considering

how

sit

many

learners

may

in

on the sidelines of

model presented by Kolb

individual adult learning needs can be

viewed within the context of an overall educational program.

The job of
of the stages

the adult educator, therefore,

in the learning cycle.

In this

is to

way

design programs that address each

not only will each participant’s
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learning preference be addressed, but participants will be encouraged to expand
their
skills in

dealing with different learning situations and the creative tension that

inherent in the learning cycle will be supported as well.

around the learning cycle, the active role of the

is

Notice that as one moves

facilitator in

Concrete Experience

is

continually diminished to facilitate the active role of the participant by Active

Experimentation

.

By

including this range of experiences in a program, not only are

individual learning preferences addressed, but participants are given the opportunity to

experience the range of learning strategies

While

this is

more

possible in

some

at their disposal.

literacy activities than others, the possibility

for reading, reflecting on the written work, practicing

new

incorporating them into an existing original story

model

a

is

writing techniques and

that closely parallels the

experiential learning cycle and supports and challenges a variety of learning styles.

For an adult numeracy

instructor, this

model can prove a useful reminder of the
Both program and session designs

need to address both the individual and the group.

should take each learner through a process that encourages each stage of the
experiential learning cycle.

may

With a focus on math

instruction,

find themselves stuck in the early stages of the cycle.

instruction

numeracy

instructors

Newer models of math

which incoporate exploration and application of concepts come much

closer to reflecting this experiential learning model.

Thus math

activities

and

same time
curricula should recognize and address individual learning styles and at the
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challenge learners to cross boundaries and enter parts of the learning process that
they

might otherwise ignore.

Participatory process can coexist and support an experiential

learning model and individual learning styles can be both respected and challenged in

an adult education program.

Theories of Adult Learner Motivation

Much

of the information

instructional practice than

both learners and

in this section is less useful as a

it is

facilitators).

as a tool for recruitment and retention strategies (of

This

is

another case where awareness of the

information can aid the learner and facilitator

in critically

work

In

to

either for or against their participation.

have learners analyze

guide to daily

some

analyzing the forces

cases

it

at

may even prove

useful

jointly (or independently) their motivation for learning and

consider the positive and negative factors which influence

this.

In such a situation,

simplified versions of these models (especially something akin to force field analysis)

could be developed and used with learners.

Properly conducted, this activity might

help increase either attention, attendance or feelings of control on the part of learners.

The

other potentially useful concept from this section

teachable moment.

may be

This

may

is

Havighursf s idea of the

indicate that slowed progress on the part of the learner

a function of not being ‘ready’ to learn the particular task as opposed to being

‘unable’ to learn

it.

While there

is little

information in this area with respect to adults
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approaching what might be termed delayed tasks (such as reading, writing and

numeracy),

it is

logical to

and constraints for these
the

movement towards

assume

that there are situational

and psychological supports

can effect readiness to learn and contribute to

activities that

a ‘teachable moment’.

Andragogy verses Pedagogy

As we have shown, while Knowles’ conception of andragogy

much of

category with

useful for guiding adult

numeracy

facilitators

that they are

numeracy

instruction because of

need to be aware,

working with adults and

The concept of

are inappropriate.

individual

the rest of the information presented,

means

that the focus of

learner, not the facilitator.

restrictions or

If

at

the learner as an

numeracy

not in the

Adult

a superficial level, of the fact

models of education

autonomous, self-directed

instruction should be determined

packaged programs must be used (due

narrow program approach),

their use should

to

by the

funding

be interactive, allowing

Learner experience

be incorporated into any numeracy program.

same

perhaps the most

practical base.

that traditional pedagogical

learner input to guide use and direction.

to

more than

its

it is

is

is

something that needs

Whether a process of building a

relevant curriculum or building self-esteem in the face of a difficult task, the idea of

making use of
is

the learner as a knowledgeable resource and expert in his/her

a powerful one.

which

is

Readiness to learn

is

own

right

based on the idea that adults will learn that

related to their interests, life situations and ‘need to know’.

Thus, the adult
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numeracy

facilitator

whether curriculum,

should be in continual contact with adult learners to determine
texts

and materials are relevant.

around usefulness of numeracy and an attempt

to

In this

provide

same

vein, discussion

skills that

can be

immediately applied should be an important part of the adult numeracy curriculum

in

order to satisfy the present, problem-centered orientation to learning that characterizes
the adult learner.

Primary Influences, Implications and Recommendations
Derived from Field Findings

Organized around the key questions of the study, the following sections highlight
the findings which imply factors that influence math instruction and

some of

the

overall implications and recommendations derived from the research that are expected

to

be of

interest to the field.

Summary of Key

Starting

Influences on

Instruction

from a rather barren landscape of descriptive context, much of

has been devoted to

filling this

mathematics instruction

emerged

ABE Math

45
.

that indicate areas

gap by describing the existing

Beyond
where

this,

state

of

this study

ABE

however, a certain number of issues

instruction

is

and can be influenced.

across the
At least in Massachusetts, although discussions and verbal reports from practitioners
the differences.
U.S. confirm that the similarities to other state environments far outweigh
45
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o Instructors recognize

their learners’

need and desire for math but, due

experience, confidence or knowledge, are often at a loss as to

how

to lack of

to carry out

effective instruction.

o

When

provided with peer support, training and a chance to share ideas,

instructors recognize, value and utilize the

knowledge gained through such

opportunities.

o Given support and opportunity,

instructors are generally

open

to

new

ideas and

already believe in the need for adult-oriented curricula and materials and

assessment tools.

o The need

for flexible responses to

encourages instructors

math instruction for individuals and subgroups

to create their

own

curricula.

The

lack of coherent,

integrated adult appropriate (and standards-oriented) curricula and materials for

mathematics makes

this task a difficult one.

Instructors

who do

find appropriate

classroom-based techniques and materials make these the cornerstone of their

curricula.
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Adaptation of NCTM Standards to an

One of
was

ABE Math

Environment

the original purposes of this research, and indeed a major reference point,

to provide input into the adaptation of the

Standards to the adult environment.
Standards Project was funded and a

Over

new

NCTM

Curriculum and Evaluation

the course of the research the

more appropriate

design,

to

an active

research and development activity was undertaken to address this task.

goal of the Standards Project was to review the

NCTM

adult environment, and attempt to implement the

throughout the
other.

As

state.

a result, a

Each research

much broader

mathematics can be found

ABE Math Team

As much of

in the

new

ABE Math

The primary

Standards, redraft them for an

version in math classrooms

activity attempted to support

and inform the

discussion of the adult-oriented standards for

ABE Math

Standards developed by the Massachusetts

(1994).

the content of current

ABE

classrooms

is

academically derived and

dependent, the mathematics curriculum and content originating from schools continues
to guide

to

be

and influence what

is

taught in

ABE

classrooms.

fully explored is the mathematical process

work of

adults.

Information grounded

in real

Beyond

this,

and content imbedded

work

what remains

in the life

settings such as the

and

SCANS

Report and additional data collected by researchers, practitioners and learners needs

to

be incorporated into an analysis of Standards for Adult Basic Education Mathematics.

As everyone

associated with the

ABE

Math Standards

Project acknowledges, the
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document

is

but a beginning.

What

is

needed

is

a growing dialogue

among

practitioners that will allow for continued reflection and adaptation of the
proposed

ABE

The process of

Standards.

and modification modeled by

reflection, application

the Standards project needs to be established as part of a long-term staff development

mechanism

that will

encourage such evolving and contextually redesigned standards

to

provide a framework and guide for instructional practice.

Refocussing Adult Basic Education Instruction towards Mathematics

There are many limitations within the current
support to mathematics and relegate

learners

come

and needs.

Most

this diversity

to a position

math classes with a diverse

delivery system that limit

of secondary importance.

set

instruction and

of characteristics, experience

learning environments for math are multi-level classrooms, where

Instructors themselves have minimal training in mathematics or math

few opportunities

to gain

more.

Math

is

given minimal instructional

Further, most learners enter math classes with a high level of anxiety.

of these barriers in place, learners
their self

still

esteem and feelings about

in general.

Adult

of educational background and needs creates a challenging environment

for instructors.

time.

ABE

to

it

ABE

manage

to shift their attitudes

their abilities to succeed in

While

literacy tasks

all

and increase

math and as learners

Learner interest and self-confidence are important factors

learners to remain in a program.

With

may have

in

helping

small points of

progress, mathematics, as a practical, problem-oriented, cumulative learning process,
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provides learners with continual opportunities for success.
steps at a topic that

was once dreaded and feared only

sense of accomplishment and feelings of progress.
instructors

and programs

serves to heighten the learner’s

This finding should help

math as more than an

to consider

Mathematics may be more appropriate as an entry

Ability to succeed in small

‘extra’ activity.

activity that allows learners to

quickly see progress and feel a sense of accomplishment providing a motivational base
that can carry

them through

their studies.

Development of Training Support for

As

instructors indicate, there

of mathematics.

among

the

many

most unsure

of.

ABE

is

ABE Math

Instructors

great need for staff development around the topic

math instructors seldom get support

subject areas they are responsible for,

One-shot workshops, while helpful

information and materials, are inadequate.

if

in this topic

math

is

even though,

often the one they are

they provide practical

Instructors are generally isolated and

appreciate the opportunity to interact with colleagues and share experiences and

interactions.

While many look forward

to the continued contact possible at the

statewide conference, an annual outlet can hardly be considered continued support.

Long-term, on-going
reflection and

staff

development

activities that actively involve instructors in

communication with small groups of

opportunities for inspiration, growth and change.

their colleagues provide
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The Massachusetts
to that experienced

ABE Math Team

by most math

offers a

As described

Math Team

in

instructors, that the resulting impact

instructional environments created in their

observer.

model of a process

math classes

is

who meet on

on the

apparent even to the casual

in the introduction to the dissertation, the

consists of 20-25 practitioners

such contrast

Massachusetts

ABE

a regular basis (5-8 times per

year) to share experiences and collectively explore issues that arise in teaching basic

mathematics

to adult learners.

Their experience with quarterly or bimonthly

full

team

meetings interspersed with small work group meetings and supported with electronic,

communication networks addresses the needs

interactive

articulated

by even the most

isolated of instructors.

The

differences in classrooms populated by math team

with team members) and others

in contact

is striking.

members

(or those directly

While some of these

differences are attributable to their self-proclaimed interest in mathematics, there are

members of

math team who considered themselves ‘math phobic’

the

of their tenure with the team.
explorations allowed team

approach

to

mathematics

knowledge base.

Given

modification appears so

Opportunities for participating

members

to experience,

that helped

them

higher

later

beginning

open-ended, math

model, a constructivist

to reconstruct their

that the potential for

much

and

in

at the

mathematical

impact on practice and attitude

among team members

than

among

the broader

and studied to
population, this staff development process should be replicated
determine

how

best to extend

it

to other

ABE

math

instructors.
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Development of Curricular Support Materials

There

is

a vast number of materials available to the

ABE

math educator.

ABE Math

those that speak to the needs and concerns intimated through the
is

As

another issue.

general, philosophically inspired guidelines,

for instructors to determine

most appreciate by

instructors

fellow practitioners.

by the

NCTM

is

to translate standards into practice.

GED

were the

Priority

often difficult

One of

Teachers and publishers working with K-12

ABE

instructors need to

dependent upon instructors.

practice worksheets,

do the same.

Reality checks

commonly

who

are influenced

The implementation of
show

that instructors, while

that are

best

when

Instructors have

open-ended, extended, and involve learners

Yet findings from

activities that are

Drill

this

study

engaging and grounded

show

in their

few models for

in

that learners

cooperative learning

respond best to

everyday lives and that they learn

the materials and methods are realistic and concrete.

Materials and

manipulatives that actively involve learners are the ones most likely to be

remembered. These are the ideas
support materials.

and

incorporated into adult math texts, get adapted and

restructured by instructors on a regular basis.

investigations.

the items

Math Materials produced by

not dependent on materials, are certainly influenced and inspired by them.

problems

Standards

Standards are currently trying to develop materials for classrooms

across the nation.

standards

how

it is

Finding

that should

be incorporated into curricula and
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Curriculum

is

generally developed by taking a bit from here and a bit from there,

making some modifications, adding

in

some

learner and instructor-generated items

and constructing the best possible patchwork curriculum

While

learners.

practical

this

to

meet the needs of adult

patchwork approach may seem haphazard,

and effective way

to construct

often the most

it is

an appropriate curriculum.

The

materials, the better the initial reference point for adaptation, and the

functional and aesthetically pleasing the final product.

better the

more

effective,

Instructors need to be

supported in this process and they need the latitude to experiment and compare.

Supported collaboration and collective comparison of these rich adaptations could

form the basis for an

interactive curriculum that would, finally, address

needs of adult learners

that are inadequately addressed

many of

the

by many of the existing

materials.

Development of Assessment Instruments

The

currently recognized assessment tools do

little

to

inform instructional

for funding sources, but have

practice.

They may serve

very

value for guiding instruction or determining learner progress.

little

as

some equalizing measure

exclusively around computational

skills, existing

Built almost

assessment instruments do

little to

address the core process activities that are currently considered essential for

mathematics learning (problem-solving, reasoning, communications and connections).

Even

as changes begin to be

made

in the

K-12 system

to reflect the

NCTM

Standards,
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adult educators need to

reform to

filter

become

proactive.

down. The awareness

Practitioners should take

it

There

is

no need

for the need for

upon themselves

to

to wait for the effects of

change

is

ABE

present.

develop assessment instruments that do

more than pass people through an examination system. They should begin

to

develop

the tools that they have long been awaiting: assessment instruments that inform
instruction and assess curriculum relevant to the needs and lives of their learners.

In

developing these new instruments, practitioners and others should ensure that learner

involvement

in

assessment

is

active.

Experiences during interviews has shown that

learners, provided with clear guidelines and a structured activity, are extremely

articulate about their needs, interests

and personal progress and

assessment instruments are developed, they need

abilities.

As

to incorporate learner input

alternate

and

participation in development and implementation.

Future Research

The

recent National Conference on Adult Mathematical Literacy

reconfirm the fact that

this study represents

level.

46

March, 1994, Arlington, VA.

The

for additional research

below are some of the additional questions and areas of
course of the study.

helped to

one of the few detailed inquiries into

mathematics instruction for adults below a college

from practitioners and policy makers

46

interest

was

and support

clear.

interest that

Offered

emerged over

the
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o Adapting the study

to look at Volunteers

and one-on-one instruction

(a focused

segment of the instructional population missing from responses)

o Replicating the study
dissemination of

at

ABE

a national level

in selected states (linking with

Math Standards and

o Using information from the study
activities

-

to design

state

math teams ) 47

meaningful

staff

development

and curriculum support materials for math instruction 48

o Exploring existing assessment tools and mechanisms and working towards the

development of interactive and useful assessment instruments
Standards and involve learners

o Repeating the study
dissemination of

in

in

that reflect the

determining needs and assessing progress.

two-three years’ time to determine the impact of

ABE Math

Standards and staff development activities (with

this

study serving as baseline data and allowing for longitudinal data collection).

In addition to these obvious offshoots, additional research questions have surfaced

during discussions with the

47

RD&D

Network

as important areas to pursue if change

Interest in participating in an extended replication of this research has already

by representatives of state resource centers

in

Oregon, Pennsylvania and

is

been expressed

Illinois.

Literacy Resource Center has identified mathematics as one of its
the Massachusetts
priority areas and hopes to expand on and coordinate with past and future efforts of
48

ABE

The New England Regional

math team.
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to

be based on an informed perspective.

over arching question of

How

Two

examples of such questions include an

adults learn mathematics and an applied question

concerning the authentic (real world) mathematical tasks needed by adults and
these

compare with classroom

how

tasks.

Finally, the research itself suggests that the training, opinions, personal

confidence and beliefs of instructors regarding mathematics influences their approach
to instruction

and construction of a learning environment.

While further analysis of

the influence of a computational or problem-solving orientation on instructional

practice

work.

was not addressed

in this study,

it

stands out as an area of promise for future

In tracking mathematics reform efforts,

interesting to consider the relationship

it

would be important as well as

between a computational orientation (or

problem-solving orientation) and adoption of standard s-based curricula.

Supportive of these suggestions are the broad areas identified for additional
research by

members of

the research and evaluation

Conference on Adult Mathematical Literacy (1994,

o Definitions and nature of needed

skills

work group
p. 14)

49
.

at the

National

These areas include:

(many numeracies);

o Effective instructional practices/methods;

o Models of

more

49

This

list is

staff

development

-

what makes certain

staff

development processes

useful?

drawn and adapted from personal conference notes (March 1994) and

Conference Proceedings (October, 1994

-

see Gal and Schmitt,

ed.).

official
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o Effects of learner-centered instruction;
o

How

numeracy can be included

in definitions

of Indicators of Program Quality;

o Contribution of Family Math/Family Literacy programs
and attitudes;
o

How

diversity in gender, ethnicity, and linguistic

support learning of numeracy

knowledge

background can be used

to

skills;

o Leaner perceptions of mathematics learning and
o Links between numeracy and

to learners’

literacy

their

impact on learning;

;

o Resolution of the (philosophical) debate of the advantages/disadvantages and
resulting impact of practical, "real life" or "functional math" instruction versus
theoretical, academic or "classroom" math.

upon which

In addition to the lack of an existing research base

to build,

participants noted the lack of opportunity to share or collaborate in research or the

creation of a research agenda for adult

numeracy education.

Conclusion

As

part of an

ABE

reform movement

that

this study has already contributed to a shift in

practitioners’

knowledge,

grounded base.
general trends,

attitudes

began

in

Massachusetts five years ago,

approach.

and practice and

is

Reform involves changes

best

begun from a

solidly

While program administrators and policy makers have a sense
it is

happening and what

the adult learners and their instructors

is

possible within math instruction.

who

truly

in

for

know what

The most important

is

finding

275

from

this

study

is

the validity of these views.

Policy makers should not only

recognize the important insights that learners and instructors
offer, but should identify

mechanisms

for actively involving

them

in the dialogue

around instructional reform.

Continued support of research into Mathematics Education for the
adult learner
will provide a

window

into a world that has been

promise of meaningful transformation.
but dedicated.

own

It is

limitations.

We

adult educators

Given information, opportunity, and support,

Over

of the Massachusetts

community.

The community of

briefly, but holds the

is

small,

understaffed, under-supported, undertrained and well aware of

gravitate towards change.

activities

viewed only

have

the course of this 18

ABE

Math Team was

month

dissemination of mathematical reform in Massachusetts.

expand our exploration

this

in the reality

study, the impact of the

implementation and

We

should be prepared to

reform will have on adult learners and

to include efforts in other states.

should remain grounded

math instructors

starting to ripple through the

laid a foundation for tracking the

follow through and observe the impact

ABE

its

In doing so, future activities

of practice and support opportunities for

learners, instructors, policy makers, evaluators and materials developers to share their

views and perspectives.

ADDENDUM

The following instruments and
volume

research results can be found in a companion

available for review at the Center for International Education,
285 Hills

House South, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Education, 210 Lincoln Street, Boston,

would be useful
300 pages) made

it

it

01003 or through World

was

in evaluating or replicating the study, the

addendum volume
Part A:

MA. While

MA

felt that

these documents

volume of

the

work (over

impractical to include within the published dissertation.

This

contains the following sections and items:

Research Instruments:

Program Questionnaire,

Instructor Questionnaire, Instructor Interview

Guide, Observation Guide, Learner Interview Guide
Part B:

Coding Sheets (for database entries and analysis):
Program Questionnaire, Instructor Questionnaire,

Instructor Interview

Guide, Observation Guide, Learner Interview Guide
Part C:

Tally Sheets with Results from:

Program Questionnaires,

Instructor Questionnaires, Instructor Interviews,

and Learner Interviews
Part D:

Tran scripted Responses from:
Instructor Interviews and Learner Interviews

Part E:

Description of the Research Design and Dissemination Network
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APPENDIX

CHARTS AND GRAPHS

Level

by

Programs

FL

WP

of

Focus
ASEESLBESLIESLA

ABEPASE

Instructional

Figure 6

Instructional Focus of Programs by Level
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278

Instructional

Formats

for

Math

According

to:

E Program
D Instructor

C SG
C
I

-

IT

-

D CA

I

Class instruction (whole dass)

SG

Individual instruction (within class)
-

Individual Tutoring

SGT

-

-

D

IT

Small group instruction (within dass)
-

drop-in

Small group tutoring

Figure 7

SGT O

dasses CA

O

-

-

Computer assisted

Other formats

Instructional Formats for

Math

instruction
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Programs

Employment

Math

ABE
No

in

and
Reading

+
Math

Responsibilities

Instructors

Math

Math

Figure 8

Math

Instructors in

Responsibilities

ABE

Programs

and Employment

-

280

Training Support for Math Instructors
(in

hours per year)

According

to:

S Program Administrators
Qlnstructors

large discrepancies

may be due

to interpretation of questions as

Figure 9

Training Support for

all

Math

training vs. training

Instructors

in

math

281

Instructor

Math

Others

ABE

an

Become

to
How

Figure 10

How

to

Become an ABE Math

Instructor
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Materials

Blackboard

-

BB

Graphs

&
Ca-Calculators

Support
Charts

-

C&G

Developed

of

Games

-

Teacher

G
-

TD
Generated

Effectiveness
Materials

Learner

-

Published

LG

-

PM

Programs

and

Manipulatives

Computer

Use
-

-

M
Figure 11

Use and Effectiveness of Support Materials

CP
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